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PREFACK 
The Rupee has presente,l a riddle as difficult as any that may ha.-e 

been proposed by the Sphinx, having hurried ont of existence a number 
of commissions who have sat a1ll1 deliberate,l; and still·it r .. quires anotber 
commission to gi.-e tbe correct solution. And y .. t if the problem is 
approached in it. central asp,>c!, it should not be difficult of solntion. 
'l·he difficulty, if any, bas aris .. n from the fact tbat meaningless emphasis 
baa been laid up'm aspects of th" problem, which are of minor import81lc". 
by a section of tbe community which hapPNls to be vocal and iufluential; 
8nd the only opposition has com" from anoth"r section of tbe community 
which has made use of political argumeuts to rebut condllsions which 
shonld be tested acientifically. Tbe main issue is thus lost sight of in a 
maze of diacussions which lead nowbere. 

It sen", little p1l11"",e to r .. f9r to the sale of reverse couucils in 1920 
as an 'organiSt.>d loot,' uor to moot the paradox of the Gold Standard 
n ...... rve .b.·ing withont gold, nor is it helpful as au argnment to cite th" 
balance h .. ld in 1.0ndon as au iustance of tbe J lldiau resonrces beiug 
"xploited by Eu~laud for her owu purpos ... if it is ... alised that the Londou 
mou .. y market has beeu I .. uding millious to for .. ign countries in normal 
tim .... aud could dispense with tbe assistance o( the Indian balauces. 

On the other hand. the argnments of the exponenta of the gold 
exchsnlle standard as an exp"rilllental substitute for the gold standard are 
more plausible th81l cou,·inciug. If the syst"m is judged by its practical 
resnlts, Iudia has adlllitt,,,<lly paid a h .. ,,,"y price for it. The exp .. rience 
of a gl'nenltion It>avt'S its working as mysterious as ever" involving costly 
bhllld~rs 011 the part of those .... pon.ible for its mana,,"t'meut. In spite 
of tbis, it has exercist',1 .. st'-dO!(" fascination o~er its snpporters who haTe 
b""u wouL to rPgI>rd it as a discovery p""nliarly their own in the field of 
the monetary sci .. nce. As a uew sy.tem. it iu\"oh-es defiuite hreaches ·.f 
.... lablish"" cnrreocy princil'lus; yet, witb a singular lack of intellectnal . 
honesty, tbe normal conse'tueuces that must follow Crom tbese and have 
actually follow"" are explaiu",1 8way on other ground.. Snch a system, 
inhen!lltly unwOl·kabl,> as it sbonld he on acconnt of tbe fact that it offends 
againat CUllllamental moo~t"ry princip" ..... conl,l possibly be made to work 
80 as to provi,le a link for au i.olated market with the world mark .. t. 
Yet it is forgotteu tbat h"lia O("cupies an important place iu the world 
market Blld canllot be .1 ...... 11 with ou a le\"el with small conutries like the 
Pbilil'Piups I\ud th~ Straits ~ttl.m .. nt. Iu sopportiug the sch .. me, vagne 
ref"."uce8 are mad~ to Ricanlo·. plan. though a ca ... Cul comparison would 
rev",,1 fuudamental divergt>nces b"tw~u the two. Nor is it of materia) 
assistance to cite Plato as .. n authority, as it would re<Juire nothing less 
tbaD Plato's wis,lom to man,,!!e it. 

lt is u...,.,.".ry to get dowu to the b""rock of facts nndernealli the 
sUI",rficial ~euerali"'ltions which hav~ hid .leu the ...ru silmificaoce of Ihe 
illllian cn .... nc)" probl .. m. Th~ final solution depeuds enti ... ]y npon a 
perf""t _·(lgnition of tbese. 

Th. following ~es a ... writteu in the hOl'e of iutereorting serious 
.. n'lnirers in 8 lin .. oC invE'Stigation which gi~es some coh .. rence to the 
confused story of tbe In,lian currency. Tbe examination of the problem 
haa been made rigoroWlly pnletit-"l. statements made hPing scrupulously 
enet 81rip~ of \-agne generali""tions. 
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The treatment all opted is not historical, a general knowledge, on the 
of the realler, of the main events in the evolution of the Indian 
tary system,. having been assnmell. Snch a. conrse wonld . have been 
Huous in vIew of a nnmber of books WrItten on these hnes, Mr. F. 
1S' standard work beiug within easy reach of a stndent of tbis 
ct. The historical literature has been fmlher enriched by Dr. 
ldker's brilliant study in a recent volume. 
'fhe'object of 'the writer has been to state the problem in its correct 
active in the light of the principles which have been definitely recog
in the monetary science, the experience of the past being d welt upon 
far as it has lessons for the future. As far as the statement of these 
iples goes the writer can claim no originality. It would be strange 
did so. For these the reader is refel'red to standard works on the 
ct, reference. in the text being given, wherever possible, to those 
n immediate access of a stndent,-the debt in this respect to standard 
,rs being too great to permit a detailed acknowledgement. Specific 
iOll may be malle of Kemmerer anll Conant who between the two 
de the completest statement extant of monetary systems tried in all 
of the world. 
The Indian currency que-stion is very compliCllted and presents a 
ler of aspects. '1.'0 preveut confusion, each aspect has been separately 
ined in a chapter devoted to it entirely. This, however, should not 
nderstood to imply that, any particular aspect, thus treated indepen
y, was more important than the rest. The work, to be judged, mllSt 
ad as a whole. 
The first chapter embodies the results of the writer's personal obser
~ during his business experience when he had occasion to watch 
mge fluctuations at close quarters. Parts in this chapter may be 
ded as mathematical. But no mathematics has been involved beyond 
se of the chain rnle. No student who has read an elementary book 
>reign Exchanges can escape the knowledge of the chain-rule. 
A special chapter has beeh devoted to Ricardo's Theory of Currency. 

ual mistake is to regard Ricardo as a theorist though in the region 
orrency his thinking was of the most practical kind. His principles, 
e present stage of reorgauisation of world currency systems, deserve 
, better known. Long extracts have been given in tbe text in order to 
some aspects of the curl'ency reform in Ricardo's own words. These 
appear to be extraorrlinarily mollern and will be found to have a 

:t bearing on the present d"y monetary problems. It will be illterest
o observe whether England will nolU have the courage to adopt 
rllo's recommendations when she passes from the pl'asent experimental 
, to the permauent gold buis. India will be wise, in any case, to 
w in the wake of England and not venture on her o<nt account in 
,arted waters. 
The author de.ires to record his appreciation of the ability and 

ency with which the manager and the staff of the Associated Printing 
Publishing Co. Ltd., have done their work. 

!amna, Dacca.} 
25·10·2;. 

--
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THE EXCHANGE VALUE OF THE RUPEE 
CHAPTER r. 

THE THEORY OF EXCHANGES-THE GOLD PAR OF THE 

RUPEE-THE GOLD POINTS-THE RATE OF 

EXCHANGE-THE COURSE OJ' 

THE RUPEE-SILVER. 

One of the problems in the finance of international trade is 
'money·changing,' converting the money of one country into that 
of another. A bill of exchange comes into use as a means of 
tl"ansferring titles to money without the physical delivery of it. 
An Indian exporter has exported wheat to an English importer. 
He will require payment in rupees while his English debtor can 
offer sterling only. A direct settlement in this case would be 
difficult. But the difficulty will not be insuperable if there is 
also an English exporter, say of cotton goods, who will accept 
sterling onlS from the .Indian importer of cotton goods who 
howeveL' can olIer rupees only. It can be so arranged by means 
of a bill of exchange that the English importer of wheat who has 
sterling only, will on behalf of the Indian importer of cotton 
goods pay 01I in sterling the English exporter who will accept 
sterling only ; while the ] ndian importer of cotton goods who 
can olIer rupees only will, on behal~ of the English importer of 
wheat, pRy 01I in rupees the Indian exporter who wllnts rup~s. 
Thus the Indian exporter of whoot can dralv a bill upon his 
English debtor in sterling and sell it for rupees to the Indian 
importer who will send it iu settlement of his debt to the English 
exporter of cotton goods who will collect the sterling from the 
English importer of wheat on whom'it is drawn, In this lVay 
the claim of the Indian exporter of wheat is set olI against the 
claim of the English exporter of cotton goods, 
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The use of bills of exchange. in international trade thus 
serves a similar purpose to the use of cheques and banking credits 
ancl provides a method of charging off obligations of persons III 

different countries to one another. 
The following diagram will make Lhis clearer. 

(Exporter of cotton goods) 
E' 

England (Importer of wheat) 

l' 
/)---- ...... - ...... --7 ~-- .. --~------ n 

Sterling ~ 

Rupees 

Oo •••••••••• ~ ~ .... --_ ............ ·0 

I E 
llmporter of cotton goods) India (Exporter of wheat) 

I, on behalf of I', pays off E in rupees. 
I', on bebalf of I, pays off E' iu sterling. 
E d,'aws a bill in sterling on I' and sells it for rupees to I. (Ethus 

practically receives payment in rupees). 
I sends the bill to E' who collecLs the sterling frOlD I' on WhOlD the 

bill is drawn. , '" 

The Indian trade balance is usually 'favourable' in the sense 
that exports exceed imports, and is finally settled principaIly 
by means of council bills, and imports of gold and silver •. ' Council 
bills according to their normal use, practicaIIy set off the annual 
payment in sterling which India has to make in England in 
connection with the home.charges, against its favourable trade 
balance. The difference ts further adjusted by Ulenns of imports 
of gold and silver the predominating influence in the final 
settlement being exercised by imports of gold. 
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THE GOLD PAR OF THE RUPEE. 

If 'G' pence is the price of pure gold per 0 ... in Loudon 
and cR' the price in rupees per tola in IndiR, gold purchased with 
one rupee in India will be exactly equal to the gold purchased 

w.th :~ d. in London. This is the gold par of the rupee, giving 

the pill' of exchange between the rupee and sterling based on 

gold. Thus gold purchased with : ~ d. ill London will realise 

one rupee in Indin and conversely gold purchased with one rupee 

in India will realise : i d. in London. It is arrived at by. 

means of the following chain rule. 
Let the par of exchange between the rupee and sterling 

based 011 gold be, 
X d. = 

But R rupees = 

1 tola -
1 oz. = 

Multiply the two sides. 

1 
1 
3 

rupee 
tola (Indian quotation of gold) 

8 oz. 

G d (London quotation of gold) 

XXRXIXl=lXlX: xG 

. X=3G 
.. ~R 

It will be seen that the rule is in the form of a chain of 
equations, the second term of every equation corresponding to 
the fil'st term of the succeeding, the last equation completing the 
'chain' with the first. 

To give an illustration, if the London quotation of gold is 
£4. lS. per oz. and the Indian quotation is Rs. 2i. 9. per tola, 1 . 

. 441 
G .. Ui6d. and R~ 16 rupees, 

3G 
Therefore the gold par= ifIt 

... ~xl1i6 16 
8 441 X 

... 16 d. 
1 TbelS8 "ere lbe aclual quolations for 3rd January 192!. 
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If the chain-rule is used directly, 
? d. = 1 rupee 
441 

1 tola 16 rupees = 

1 tola 
3 

= 07.. 
8 

1 oz. ... 1176 d. 

... ~ x 1176X..!!=16d 
8 441.' 

For these q notations of gold, the par of exchnlige hetween 
the rupee and sterling is 1/4, that is, gold purchased with 1/4 in 
London would realise one rnpee in India, while gold purchased 
with one rupee in India, would realise 1/4 in London. 

GOLD POINTS. 

This par of exchange or the rate of conversion does not 
however take account of the cost of shipment of gold. To take 
the previous illustration if the London quotation of gold is £ 4. 
18. per oz. and the Indian quotation Rs. 27.9. per tola, the gold 

par would be 1/4., Suppose ~ d. represents freight insurance, loss 

of interest and incidental charges for the shipment of gold worth 
one rupee. 

For these quotations gold purchased with 1/4 in London 

would realise one rupee ill India. If we add ! d for cost of 

shipment, the total cost of shipping from London gold which 

will yield one rupee in India would be lli~. This will be the 

gold import point. 
Similarly for these quotations, gold purchased with one 

rupee in India would realise 1/4 in London. If we deduct ! d for 

the cost of shipment, gold purchased with one rupee in India and 

. shipped ~o London wou~~ actually yield It'l!_. _ This will be the 

gold export point. 
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. 3G 
The general formula for the gold par is 8 R . Let 'f' be a 

small fraction of a penny for the cost of shipment and other 
3G 

iucidental charges. Gold worth l:I R d in London realises one 

rupee in India. Adding If' for shipping and other charges, ~ ~ + f 
will be the gold import point; that is, the total cost of shipping 

from London gold which will realise one rupee in India is ;i + f. 

Rimilarly, deducting ·f'.! ~ - f will be the gold export point; 

that is, the net yield of gold purchased with one rupee in India 

Rnd shipped to London will be : i -f pence. 

The value of 'f' cannot be stated at a definite figure. The 
shipping and other charges would vary with the magnitude of the 
operation and according to the facilities which cannot be possessed 
in an equal degree by all who undertake it. The pre·war freight 

1 was about'2%. Interest for the ocean journey of 22 days, say 

5 
@ 5%, would be about 16%' To these must be added other 

incidental charges, packing, insurance, etc. 
It is a fundamental rnle of the mo,"ement of the exchanges 

that the rate of exchange must lie between the gold export point 
Rnd gold import point. It cannot rise above the gold irnport 
point. Because if it does, for the same amount of sterling in 
which his English debtor will make his payment, the Indian 
exporter can realise more rupees by importing gold than by 
dl'llwing a bill and negotiRting it at that rate. Similarly it cannot 
fall below the gold export point. Because if it does, for the 
SAme amount of rupees the Indian importer enn get more sterling 
to payoff his English creditor, by exporting ~ld than by huying 
a bill at this rate. 

To express the rule mathematically, 
X + f > Rate of Exchange> X - f, 
X being the gold par and X + f and X - f the gold points. 
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In practice the exporters and importers never resort to 
bullion shipments in settlement of their debts. The operations 
of hullionists and exchange dealers keep the movement of 
eJ!:change between, the gold points. 

Suppose the rate of exchange rises by a small fraction £'-to 
X + £ + f', above the gold import point X + f. Then exchange 
pnrchased for one rupee in India will gi ve X + f + £' pence in 
London. From this gold can be purchased and shipped to India 
for X +f and will lay down ill India the rnpee spent in buying 
exchange; and the net profit on this transaction will be £'. The 
result will be imports of .gold till the margin of profit becomes 
negligible. A tendency to a rise of exchange is thus checked by 
imports of gold. 

This is in substance the operatiou of the bullionist in a rising 
exch .. nge, though the profit is calculated by him in terms of rupees instead 
of sterling. The following extracts from the Capital, illustrating tbe 
domination of lhe excbange market by bullionists may be cited. 

"News had arrived that after a spell of quiescence, bullionists 
entered the scene. Their operations along with the enquiry for sterling 
by piecegoods mercbants depressed the market: 

29th March 1922. 
"Except for the rush of bullion exchange last Thnrsday and Friday 

the firming of the rupee might have con tinned to 1/31 ., 
25th May 1922. 

"The bullion has ceased disturbing the markel." 
19tb July 1922. 

"To-day the T.T.'s have dropped to 1/3 Ud. Of course tbe activity 
of bullionists was a pronounced factor," 30th Aug. 1922. 

"Bombay bas bad a quieter market, for there were the arrival of 
bullion and Lhe scarcity of bills depressing tbe rates.", 

6tb September 1922. 
"Bullionists have by kind favour been keepinR out of the market a 

bit, aud tbe banks bave been obliged to put up T.T. rates to attract' cover 
remiltance."" 16th November 1922. 

"Tbe dearness of money in India, the sentiment reOected by Novem
ber's balance of trade of nearly Rs. 6 crore" the quiescence of bullionists, 
all these must bave aided the advance of the rupee." 

8rd January 1923. 
"The streogth of the market in view of bullion demand is· encourag· 

ing." 17th Jaouary 1928. 
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"Excbange has been on tbe down grado ...... " •••• : ••• ;Tbe pnrchase 
of bullion bas been responsible for the decline." 14tb March 1923 • 

. !, EKchange has maintained a qniet tone and business remains dull ••• 
There is no certainty in the ontlook, for everytbing depends on the activity 
of bnllionists." 21sl March 1923. 

"Looking back at tbe conrse of exobange in Febrnary, tbe wonuer 
Is that it kept so well under tbe staggering arrivals of bullion to the tune 
of 10. 85 orores." 28th March 1923. 

"The tendency of treasure does not encourage the hope of immediate 
rise in exchange unless a strong spurt in exports sets in." 

4th March 1923. 

THE RATE OF EXCHANGE. 

Bills of exchange, as substitutes for money in the settle
ment of international balances are subject to the condition govern
ing other commodities-the law of supply and ·demand. Export 
bills are bills drawn by the Indian exporters upon their foreign 
debtors. They need not always be drawn in sterling; if they 
are drawn in rupees the rate of conversion into sterling is settled 
at the time of negotiation. It is sufficient to note that what the 
exporter sells in his bills is the sterling in which the English 
debtor will make his payment. Exporters are thus sellers of 
sterling.l Import bills are bills drawn by the English creditors, 
who, it will be noted, can accept payment in sterling only, npon 
the Indian importers who consequently are purchasers of sterling. 
Exchange banks act as intermediaries purchasing sterling from 
exporters and selling it to impOl·ters. When the supply of export 
bills exceeds the numher of import bills, competition among the 
exporters who are sellers of sterling will oblige them to give more 
sterliug for the rupees they require aud the rste of e..""change will 
rise iu consequence. Predominance of import bills, on the other 
hand, indicates th.lt the demand for remittance from importers 
exceeds the supply of sterling and the {elVer the export 
bills the importers will have to olIer 1U0re rupees for the 

1 Oollar bills and yen bills are also met with on acoonnt of the 
Imporlance or tbe American nnd Japanese trade. Bul generally London 
acts as tbe cleariug bouse of the Indian lrade with otber oountries. 
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sterling they require and consequently the rupee must decline in 
terms of sterling. 

The gold points would mark the limits of 
and the ruling rate of exchange wonld be within 
penny from the gold par. 

. 
this Iluctuation 
a fraction of a 

The ropee-sterling gold par, however, is oot a fixed par. 
The gold par and the rate of exchange, therefore will be found 
to move together at a small distance from each other.l 

The spot rates are the only qnotations of which intelligible 
use can be made for the calcolation of the gold par. But the 
real and effective gold par based upon actual conditions most take 
accooot of the oceao joorney of 22 days aod most consequently 
depend opon forward rates which are different_od in the 
present unstable condition of the gold market the difference is 
sometimes considerable·-from sput. In a strong and rising gold 

1 See Chart I. showing the coorse of the ropee and the gold par, 
prepared from fortnightly bollion and exchange quolBtions for the period 
from the commencement of 19U to Jone 1925. The exchange qootations 
are for demand drafls. 

" Thos io the month of Janoary 1923. the difference was sOllletimes 
ooe rnpee per tola in the market, bringing aboot a considerable divergcnce 
between the rnling rate of exchange and the gold par calcolsted from 
spot rates. See Chart L The followiog are the qootations on the several 
dates for gold per tola. 

1923 ready forward 
Jan. 10 Rs.26.5. Rs. 26.4.. 

17 26.1ll 11$.1%. 
l/.i lI6. !LU. 
31 2U. 25. 

Feb. 7 lI5.lI. 25. 

The strength in the <ready' qootations was purely specolative owing 
to the resomption of wes of Cooocil bills by tbe SlICretary of Stale who 
who had retired from the market .inee i9!O. The sale. might have 
competed .. ith the imports of gold, reducing their volume. As it was 
however, gold continued to be imported on a large scale an:l UDder the 
.. eialot of th_ imports the 'reedy' quotations gBYe .... y after a temporar, .. 
strength. For this period the forward rates give the real trend of the 
gold market. The gold par calculated from spot rates was therefore 
noreal and diverged to • C~DSiderable extent from tbe rate of exchange. 
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market the forward rate would be higher than spot. In a weak 
and fa.1ling market on the other hand the forward would be lower 
than spot. 

Though the gold par calculated from spot quotations will 
not indicate accurately the gold points, it wilI"serve as an excellent 
index of the movement of exchange. Assuming R (the Indian 
gold quotation) to be stable, a rise or fall in G the London 
price of gold will be attended by a rise or fall in the gold par 

(~ ~) which will be reflected in a rise or fall in the rate of 

exchange. Assuming G to be stable, a rise in R (which it 
will be remembered is the denqminator of the gold par) will 
depress the gold par and will depress exchange also; while a 
.decline in R will raise the gold par and the rate of exchange also. 
If mlly also happen that the effect of a rise or fall in the London 
price of gold may be neutralized by a simultaneous rise or fall 
in the Indian price and in this case the gold par will remain 
materially unaffected. 

Thus in the first half of the year 1921, the balance of 
trade was definitely egainst Indin and gold was exported in 
considerable quantities. The rupee consequently continued to 
decline. The demand for the export of gold raised its· price ill 
the Iudian market, (R), which reached the figure of Rs. 33. as. 3 
per tola towards the end of July. A good monsoon at thi.~ stage 
engendered a feeling of confidence about the recovery of trade. 
The demand for the export of gold therefore ceased and the 
price of gold dropped in August next to Rs. 29 from the high 
level of the preceding July. 

It will be noticed however that the actual recovery of the 
rupee began in the last week of May, III the first part of the 
year 1921 the American cross-rate was rising. It rose from 3.54 

to 4·0~. The London price of gold (G) therefore cMclined from 

116/. per oz. to 102/5 per Oll. Under the combined depressing 
elIect of the declining London gold market and rising Indian gold 
market, the gold par moved downward, the rupee keeping 

2 
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company. In the third week of May for a day the rupee was 
• 31 

~uoted at 1/2 32' 

Then began a startling reco.ery. the rnpee rising to 1/31~ 
in a week, though snch a rise at that time was not warranted 
by the actual trade position. The explanation will be found in 
the sudden collapse of the American cross-rate in the third week 

of May which dropped from the level of 4'00~ which it had 

reached. It fell to 3'75 at the end of June and kept the level 
between 3',0 and 3'75 in August and September. The London 
gold consequently rose from 102/5 to 109/3 at the end of June 
and maintained the level between 110/. and 115/- in August and 
September following. The gold par consequently moved upward 
from the third week of May, the rise in London gold (G) more 
than counterbalimcing the rise in Indian gold (R) which occurred 
till the end of July. After the rise in the Indian gold had ceased 
about the 29th of July, the rupee advanced rapidly, rising to 

l/~ in September. Such!l steep rise, however, was not justified -by the real trade position though it had commenced to be just 
favourable at this timE'. The rupee therefore sagged down 
immediately after a temporary buoyancy. 

The sag however was more serious than that warranted 
by the trade position which had an undertone of strength. The 
explanation will be found in a steady rise of the American cross
rate which began to advance a.,DlIin from the level of 3'71 to 
which it had receded at the end of September. It rose to 3.91 
at the end of October, reaching the hight of 4:·10 in February 
1922. The London gold therefore agaiu declined from the level 
110/. and 115/- to a figure as low as 93/10 'in February 1922. 
The gold par consequently moved downward, dragging the rupee 
with it in spite of its inherent buoyant tendency, and reached the 
lowest point about the end of February. Since this period the 
~ise has been fairly steady barring occasional lapses, a filII in R 
being generally more rapid than the fall in G thus brrnging 
about a Qet upward movement of the gold par. 
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The inverse connection between the American cross·rate 
and the London gold quotation is easily shewu. For the saIll4' 
reason for which the I!Jdian exchange keeps step with the rupee
sterling gold par, the American cross~rate must maintain pace 
with the dollar·sterling gold par. The Americlln dollar io 
equivalent to 23. 22 grains pure gold. The dollar-sterling gold 
par will therefore be, using the chain-rule. 

? $ ... 

1£ ... 

G d. -

1 oz. -
23·22gr. '" 

-

1 £ sterling 

240 d. 

1 01:. pure (London gold quotation) <' 
480 grains, 

1 $ 

=-24~0~X~4.:,,;80 .. 4961.24 
23.2<1 xG G. 

This varies inversely as G. 

Since the announcement of the Chancellor establishing the 
gold standard for England the, cross-rate has moved up to its pre
war parity aud the Buctuations of sterling in terms of gold will 
cease in the future. 

The fiuonoial correspondent of the Bla/tlman. thns refers to some of 
the prinoipal fnctore in a typical review \3rd Feb. 1924) of the exchange 
and mODey market. 

"It is difficult to npress RDy opinioD OD probable future movemoDts. 
The prinoipal ractors likely to in8ueDC8 the market wonld appear to be 
(1) the oontinnanoe or cessatioD of mODey stringoncy (2) the appearaDce 
of export bills iD any volume (3) the course of LoDdoD·New York oross
nile. in so far as it affeols ~he import of gold. With aDY return of 
money to the ports. concomitant with a rise in the cro_rate. a lower 
level must be antioipated. Inversely the appearanoe of colton or other 
esport bills, with bullion rates still below parity. wonld probably resnlt 
in higber exchange, though each point npward necessarily brings bullion 
nearer parity.-

The stringency of tbe mODey market is now an important foetor in 
tbe firming of tbe lupee and ils in8uence bas been noti~able since 1923. 
It requires explallation. 
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The following from lhe Slatelman (5th June 1925) may·be laken as 
a sample of the foreign exchange qnotations in newspapers. 

Calcutta, Thursday Evening. 

Excbange remains very steady with bn.illess dull. Banks on the 
whole are more inclined to sell tban buy. 

Sterling rales may be quo led as follows: 

Bonk selling: 

Tele. Transfer 
On Demb.lc! 

Bank buying: 
3m/sl. Dills 
4m/ot. Bills 
6m/st. Bills 
Sigbt 
T. T. 

Other roles are as follows: 

Fronce (francs per Rs. 100) 
Am~rica (Rs. per $ 100) 
Hongkong (Rs. per $ leO) 
Shanghai (Rs. per taels 100) 
Singapore ~ as. per $ 100) 

. Japan (Rs. per yen 100) 
Java (guilders per Rs, 100) 
Germany (marks per Rs. 100) 

. Cable quotations: 
London-New York (dollars per £) 
London-Paris (francs per £) 
London-Berlin (marks per £) 

... ' 

". 

Is. 5Ud. 
Is. 6d. 

ls. 6/2d. 
lB.6Hd. 
lB. 6Ud. 
Is. 6/2d. 
Is. 6Id. 

Banks 
selling 

Old 
'120 
2711 
H7 
214 
1;;8 
113 
90! 
152 

, , 

Banks 
buying 

ao, d/st. 

148 
199 
153 
109~ 

92 

4'851 
9d'OO, 

Tbis is fairly clear and very little e"plllnation is needed in regard 
to the several items. 

The Bank buying rate is slighlly higber tban tbe corresponding 
s~l1illg rate providing the margin of profit for tbe banks. Tbe buying rates 
ob,viously relate to export bills. The bills against exports are largely 
drawn at three month's sigbt and.may be either 'clean' or be accompanied 
by the documents relating to.the goods in respect of whic~ they are d,awn. 
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Mo,t of them are drawn on well known firms in England or against crpdits 
opened by Danks or financial bouses in England and are readily taken up 
by the disconnt bt'uses and Bonks in London. The system of re-discounting 
is widely prevalent among the Indian Exchange banks. The London 
discount rate therefore exerts considerable iliauenca on tbe rates quoted 
for time bill.. Tllking the sight rate as the starting point, tbe otber rates 
may b. explained on this basis as providing tbe margin for tbe loss· of 
intorpst, if lb. bill is beld until maturity. 

THE COURSE OF THE RUPEE. 

The sterling value of the rupee should be the expression of 
the comparison of the purchasing power of the rupee with the 
purchasing power of the sterling. The sterling exchange stating 
the sterling one could obtain for one rupee in India, would thus 
reflect changes in the value o~ sterling as well as changes in the 
value of the rupee itself. 

No useful purpose, however, will be served by an attempt 
to express arithmetically this comparison of the purchasing power 
of the two by taking the index·numbers representing the price 
level in the two countries. Though in the long run some equili. 
brium between the price-level and exchange rates is bound to be 
reached, the movement of prices of commodities and services is 
generally lethargic and does not respond immediately to the 
duily rumours and passing events, the exchange market however 
being very sensitive to these.1 

I A remarkable instance of tbis. may be ciled. of recent occnrrence 
in July 192&. Tbe financial corr~spondent of tbe Statesman thns 
commented; 

"Excbange baa registered a considerable upward movement during 
tbe week thougb it is difficult to find adeqnate reason for the rille. Billa 
iu otber .markets Bre n~gligible. wbile in this market, tbe quaDtity oliering 
has been insufficient to Rccount for more tban a stoody tone. '" 
On I~e wbole it seems reasoDable to ascribe the hardeniog in excbange 
to the IIrowing feeling that a bigber level bas to be faced in the 
future, tbe initial im~tus being given by a mis.interpretation of a speech 
of tbe Fillallce Member in Bombay. An entirely erroneous impression 
was created in !Qme quarters by an unforlunate error in reports of the 
&p.ecb in Ibe daily prel!S. and it is perbaps advisable to point out this error! 
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A rigid application of the theory of the purchasing power 
parity postulates a more immediate correspondence than really 
exists between the external value of a currency and. the relative 
level of internal prices. While no doubt there are forces which 
would bring about a rough correlation between the two, the 
response is particularly slow in a country like India with its 
detached markets, it being not unusual to find considerable 
differences prevailing, in the price of the same commodity in 
different parts. Though] ndia's foreign trade in the absolute is 
large, it bears a smaIl proportion to the extensive internal trade. 
In time, of course, any substantial distnrbance in the equilibrium 
of values in the country's export and import trade will make itself 
felt in local prices but the influences of such disturbances travel 
"Very slowly. 

In the articles of import or. export and closely related 
articles, the response of prices to exchange movements is quicker 
and more direct. A few of the more sensitive -commodities in 
which there is keen competition would respond immediately and 
among these gold is the first to yield, being a commodity of 
universal demand, easily transferable, and with a highly organised 
and a keenly competitive world market. 

For the purpose of the exchange market, therefore gold 
provides an immediate basis for gauging the changes in the values 
of currencies. 
Instead of reading as :-' As I say our policy is to reacb 1,. 4d. gold at 
tbe earliest possible moment. We bave po,lponed tbat earliest possible 
moment during tbe lost winter by creating R •• 24 crores of emergency 
currency', tbe correct phraseology sbould have been :-'As I say, if the 
policy had been to reacb 11. 4d. gold at the earliest possible moment, then 
we should not have postponed tbat earliest possible moment during the 
last winter by creating Rs. 24 crores of an emergency currency.' In otber 
words instead of enunciating a new exchange policy, the Finance Member 
was in reality merely emphasizing his previously stated conrse of la;".z 
lair. pending Ihe retur~ of ext~rnal influences to some degr.e~ .of stabili~y. 
However tIle mistaken ImpreSSIOn created appears to have 100tlated a rIse 
in excban ge, w bicb the reali.otion of tbe error bas not been able to check: 

Instances of tbis type bringing about a fluctuation in exchange rates 
not warranted by tbe trade position are not nncommon. 
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The sterling exchange regardeda8· the criterion of the 
progress of the rnpee would be illusive inasmuch as it records 
also changes in the value of sterling itself. The American cross· 
rate is regarded as the barometer of sterling in the foreign 
exchange markets. A strong cross-rate means dear sterling and 
by itself would involve a lower sterling quotation of the rupee. 
A weak cross-rate means cheap sterling and by itself would mean 
a higher sterling quotation of the rnpee. Following the announce
ment of the Chancellor ill April 1925, the cross-rate has attained 
the parity at the pre-war level. 

The real criterion of the progress of the rupee would be that 
which gives its internal value, measuring its purcha~ing power in 
terms of goods. The most up-to-date index-number is that 
published by the Labour Gazette for wholesale prices (Bombay) 
and will iudicate the general trend of the price movement. 

July 1914=100. 
Food Non-Food All 

articles. 
Tweh-e-months Average 1918 171 269 236 

• • 1919 202 233 2~2 

• • 1920 206 2111 216 

• • 1921 1113 201 199 
.. • 1922 186 187 187 

• • 1923 179 182 181 

• • 192,1 1.3 188 132 
Four-monthly • 1925 167 li!! 171 

The war-time 'inflation' had brought about a serious rise 
of prices compared with the le,-el of July 19H just preceding 
the declaration of the war. Since 1919, however, there is a 
downward movement in the price level, registering the apprecia
tion of the rupee in terms of commodities. 

For the purpose of the exchange market. however, the useful 
criterion would he that which measures the progress of the 
external \-aIue of the rupee in terms of gold, especially in view 
of the declared policy of seeking a fixity of this value iu terms 
of gold at a suitable level. 
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The gold value 1 of the rupee, that is, the value of the 
rupee in terms of gold, may be calculated by seeking II direct 
equation in terms of gold, one oz. (standard guld) being equal 
to £3. 17s. 10id (gold). 

Using the chain-rule, 

? d (gold) = 1 rupee. 

R rupees = 1 tola fine (Indian gold quotation) 
3 

1 tola = 8 oz. 

11 
12 oz. fine = 1 oz. standard 

1 oz. standard = 934'5 d (gold) 
3 . 12 l' 

= 8" X 934 5 x 11 ~ H , 
Chart II shews the gold value of the rupee for five years 

from 1920 to 1924. After a steep rise in 1920, which however 
did not carry it much beyond 1/5 (gold). there was a precipitate 
fall, reaching the lowest point in July 1921 nnder Is. (gold). Tn 
the first week of August 1921, it turned the corner and began its 
upward ascent. The rise, since, has been fairly continuous till it 
reached the level of 1/5 (gold) at the end of 1924. :For the year 
1925 the upward, tendency has continued. 

Thus the rise in the gold value of the rupee may be said 
to reflect the general appreciation of the rupee in terms of goods, 

1 'fbis must be distiuguisbed from tbe rupee-sterJiug gold par. 
Tbe gold value of tbe rupee gives the quautity of gold that a rupee will 
purchas.. Ou the other baud the rupee-sterling gold par- i. t. tbe par 
between tbe rupee and sterlin:l based on gold-gives the " ... lintl wbich 
will purcbase the identical quantity of gold which a rupee will purchase 
and is practically tbe sterling equivalent of the gold value of tb. ropee. 
Now that the sterling has attained the gold parity, the gold par and 
the gold value of the rupee merge. 

I This can be adapted for calculation. Reducing the Indian gold 
A 

qnotation to annas A per tola, R- l6, 

6116·727 
... gold valne., A 
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though there may not be an exact correlation between the two~, 
Probably the rise has been too precipitate. 

Wbat has been the main factor bringing about this rise in, 
tbe "nIue of the rupee wbetber in tenus of gold or goods 7 

A feature of the Indian finance during the war-time distur-• hances was tbe heavy additions to currency which bropght about 
a serious depreciation of the rupee. The much-ahused sales of 
Reverse Councils in 1920 resulted in a substantial withdrawal. 
From tbis time however tbe Government retired from the market 
with the consequence tbat further expansion of the currency 
ceased. 

The year 1921 was marked by a trade depression. With 
reviving trade, however, aud increasing population, more currency 
is req nired. If tbe volume of currency remains stationary in 
relation to this increasing demand, ita value rises. 

A direct consequence of the waiting policy of tbe Govern
ment has been to bring about a relati"e shortage of the currency 
supply and a serious stringency in the money market. 

Though money may not mean the same tbing as capital, 
it is an important form of capital and it is by means of 
money that loans of capital goods are made. Tbere is. thus, 
a close connexion between the money supply and the rate of 
interest.' 

A monetary strengency of recurring severity has been the 
dominating feature in tbe Indian currency situation since 1923. ' 

The position was summarised comprehensively in a memo
randum submitted by the Committee of the Bengal Cbamber of 
Commerce to the Government in July 192 ... 

"As tbe committee \'ie,,' tbe situation, it is evident tbat 
the' couutry's requirements in tbe way of currency are 
not being adequately provided for. At the present time 
there is nothing in the nature of an automatic system whereby 

I The term 'money' is wider alld iDc1"dee bank money ... d ... y 
other illSlrllmeD& which giyes command oyer legal tender Dotes aDd coios. 
The rcnrreocy' supply howenf pr~cticaU, COIItroIs 'mCllley' 'supply, ill 
I"di. parlicularly. 

3 
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the country can obtain currency when it is required. This 
is a state of affairs which is different from that which prevailed 
in the past. 

"Prior to 1893, currency could be obtained by the country 
through the medium of an open Mint. Subsequently when the 
exchange standard was at Is. 4d., currency was obtainable through 
the sale, in London by the Secretary of Stllte of Council Bills 
which were paid for from the Government Re8el've Treasuries or 
from the currency Reserve in India; and by the importation of 
sovereigns which ~ould be" exchanged at the currency office for 
Rs. 15 each. Even during the war, although II fixed standard 
was in abeyance, currency was still available by means of various 
adjustments of the acquisition rate at which gold could be ex
changed for notes. With thc fixing of the standard at 2s, the 
importation of gold 01' sovereigns for exchange at the currency 
office into notes, ceased to be a practicable proposition, nor does 
the sale to·day of Council Bills ordinarily result in an increase 
of currency, the Reserve Treasuries not being now in existence, 
it merely involves a transfer of funds from Public Deposits to 
Other Deposits in the Imperial Bank. In short all the various 
"arrangements whereby the supply of currency was in the past 
automatically increased have now ceased to function. 

"To meet the seasonal demand for currency, the system of 
an emergency supply which is provided for by section 20 of the 
Act, has been designed; and the committee think that it is pro· 
bably adequate for the purpose in view, It enables the. seasonal 
demand to be supplied, as occasion arises, and as the busy period 
comes to an end the additional currency is withdrawn from circuln. 
'tion. In existing circumstances, that is in this transitional period, 
there is no provision for a permanent, or at least quasi'permanent, " 
expansion,1I8 distinguished from the seasonal increase. Herein 
it seems to the committee lies the weakness of the position. It 
will not be contested, they think, that every progressive country 

" requires a steady increase, year by year, in its supply of currency 
and it is this effective demand, which cannot under the existing 
system be met that has brought about the present situation." 
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The remedial measures adopted by the Government have 
been twofold, consisting of the issue of emergency currency against 
internal trade bills, relaxing the terms of the issue of this currency 
and making the whole of 12 crores available as soon as the bank 
rate ri!le!l to 7. per cent.; and a further issue of currency against 
pnrchaaes of sterling. rai~ing the permissible limit of investment 
from 85 crores to 100 crores to enable the Government to meet 
the demands of commerce to a larger extent. 

In Epite of these remedial messures. the fundamental shortage 
of currency supply remains, and will dilillppesr only after an 
en unciation and adoption of a definite currency policy. 

SILVER. 

I It will be interesting to study the movement .of silver 
I which bears a definite relation to the movement of gold. 

If S' is the reduced 1 London qnotation of fine silver per 

oz. and R' the reduced 1 Indian quotation per tola, : i: will be 

the silver pnr. For. 

I As. m.tter of Del the London qllOlation is per standard 0& 

(!~ 5ne) while lhe Indi.n qllOlation is for 100 low G!~5ne) 
, d = I rupee 

'r' rupees co 100 lollS (bazaar qnolation) 

1 .... - ) !39 l-I to. ( ...... r .. 240 lo .. 5ne 

I lola line 

n 
iO os 5ne 

I 011 standard 

- I os standard 

_ad (Loocloa quotation) 
3 l!39 It 

'=8xloox-x-2%1 r 

From thia the ailnt' par ill directly calculated. 
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? d co 1 Rnpee 

R' Rnpees = I tola pnre 

I tola 
:\ 

- - oz 

" loz = S'd 

a s· 
= -x-

8 R' 

It means that sih"er pnrcha..ced with one rupee in India 

will be exactly equal to sil~er purchased with : i,d in London .. 

In the same way in which the gold par gi~es gold points, the 
sil~er par gi~es sil~er points, sEter allowing for risk and cost of 
shipment a small fraction of penny either way .. 

In the year 19~O. sEter a steep rL"!!, there was a headlong 
tumble in the price of sil~er which bronght down with it the 
sil\"er par. Towards the close of the year 19~O and in the 
commencement of the year 1921. the gold par was abont 1/6 .. 5 ; 
while the sil~er par was 1/5. Gold pnrchased with one rupee in 
Jndia and shipped to London realised 1/6.5 in England; while 
ont of this, sil~er pnrchased with 1/5 in London and fhipped to 
India laid down one rupee spent npon the purchase of gold ; 
and the difference of l·ad represents the gross profit on this 
donble transaction.. The net profit sEter allowing for cost of ship
ment either way. is. it will be seen, considerable. This explains 
the heavy exports of gold and the equally hea~y imports of 
sil \"er characteristic of this period. 

Normally the gold par and the sil\"er par most remain 
together. If we equate the gold par and the sil\"er par. 

a GaS' 
8U=SR' 

G R 
••• S' =- R' 

This gives the Perfectly intelligible resnlt that the ratio of 
gold and sil\"er in London must be equal to the corresponding 
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ratio in. India. A sudden alteration of the ratio at one centre is ' 
sure to set up cnrrents of gold and silver in opposite directions 
till the Indian ratlo is restored to the level of the international 

, market ratio. 
Thus considering the same instsnce again, abont the 5th 

January 1921, the London ratio of gold and silver was 30.7 
while the Indian ratio was 28. 4. A unit of gold on this day 
purchased in I ndia with 28. 4 units of silver arid' exported to 
London, realised 30.7 units of silver in London. The. difference 
2.3 units of silver constitutes the profit from exports of gold 
and imports of silver, allowance beiag further necessary for 
the cost of shipment either way. This is the explsnation of the 
outword flow of gold Bgainst imports of silver of this period. 
The years 1892 and 1894 may be cited similarly! 

One conse'luence of such an outward flow of gold is to 
raise the Indian price of gold which will depress the gold par 
and hence the rate of exchange also. The years 1892 and 1894 
were notable years of weak exchange. 

The crisis of the year 1907.08 WBS practically a silver crisis. 
It was characterised by heavy imports of silver. The crisis com
menced by a sudden drop in silver which began in October 1907 
and the exchange' weakness declared itself in the first week of 
November. A financial crisis in America led among other things, 
to a disturbance in the international silver market. The break 
in the London price of silver set np a tide of silver towards Indis. 
Failure o( monsoon in that year had seriously affected the volume 
of exports. Consequently there was a demand for the export of 
gold (or financing these purehases of silver. which resulted in a 
weakness of exchange. The exchange recovered directly the 
gold in the Gold Standard Reserve was released to meet this 
demand. 

The accompanying table will shew the correspondence 
between the depreciation of silver and the weakness of exchan!re. 

t> 

I See the table of imporls and exports of merchandise and treasure 
at the end. Note the imports of silver for 1892-93-N. 1907 O~. and 
1920-21. 
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The quotations are for or about the end of each fortnight for 
1907 and 1908. 

1907 1908 

Silver Silver Silver Silver 
London per India per El<chang e London per India pe I Exchange 
sland. oZ. LOO tolas stand. oz 100 lolas 

JAN. { Sli 80.15; 1/41"11 { 251! 65. 11. l/Jti 
3Il ·79. 10. l/I"ll'g 25i 67.2. 1/3§~ 

{ 31H 80. 1/!1\ { 26' 67. 14. lIm 
FEB. 

H 

32. 80. 1. J/~\ 25i 66. 11. 1/3H 

MARCH { 311'11 80.6. 1/!12 { 2lifn 66.13. l/dU 
30H 78 .• 0. 1/!1\ 251 66. 11. *i 

APRIL { 301'11 77. 1.'. 1f'fc { 251 66. il. 1/51 
ZOic 78. 13. 1M 24111 64.8. 1/31 

MAY { 301'\ 79.5 1/4n { 241\ 63. 9. 1/3Tr 
30H 78. 13. IM'2 241'1 63.13 1/3Tr 

JUNE { 
301 78.8. 1/4i { 24i 61. 3. 1/31 
31 78.8. Jfir!s Hi 64. 1. 1/31 

JULY { 31 1
s11 80. 1/'1\ { 24& 63.15. Wi 

31H 82.5. 1/4n 241'a 62.13. I/J~ 

AUG. { 31n 81.9. 1/4!~ { 
2311 

60.5. 1/31 

31 1'l! 79.9. 1/3U 23& 60.9. '/JU 

SEPT. { 311'a' 79.8. 1/3U { 24 1'8 61. 1 I/JH 
31tIJ 79.3. 1/41\ 231 61. t. 1/3Ji1 

OCT. .{ 291 71. H. 1/3U { 
2311 60.13. 1/3"" 3i 

• 2719
1 70.2. 1/4 23H 60 11 • 1/3U 

NOV. { 26U 68. 15. I/au { 23;« 58. H. 1/.11 
26U 68.la. 1/3U 22i 56 13. I/JU 

DEC. I 
{ 25 1

66
.

14
. 

I/an { 221 57. 1/3U 
251 l/an 22U 68. a. I/JU 65. 11. 
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It will be observed that fiuctuationil in the price of silver 
were normal upto October 1907, when the full began and Wail 

continuous extending over the whole of 1908. The Indian price 
also gave way under the weight of the imports of silver stimulated 
by the fall in London pricE'. Reverse drafts sold in the crisis 
amounted to £8,058,000. Drafts to the extent of £. 156,000 were 
also sold in September 1909, unstable conditions prevailing to 
some extent in this year olso. The reverse drafts in the year 
1908 practically financed the purchases of silver. 

The ulll'eality of the crisis is bronght out by the imports 
of gold which occurred in spite of the trade situation. 



THE GOLD EXCHANGE STANDARD. 
CHAPTER II. 

THE THEOKY OF THE GOLD EXCHANGE STANDARD-IS THE 

UUPEE A TOKEN T-THE STABILISED SILVER STANDARJ) 

-THE CIRCULATION OF GOLD. 

I 

The gold exchange standard owes its prestige to the idea 
that it realises Ricardo's theory of a perfect currency, consisting of 
a cheap circulating medium for use at home, reserving gold for 
export only,-that so long as gold was available Eor payment of 
international dehts at an approximately constant rate in terms of 
the national currency, it was immaterial, nay a distinct advantage 
that gold did not form the national currency. A cheap local 
cnrrency artificially maintained at par with the international 
currency is considered the ideal currency of the future towards 
which the civilised world is progressing and in the evolution of 
her gold exchange standaPjl, Mr. Keynes has placed India in the 

\ 
forefront of monetary progress. 

Under this system, the mint is closed to the public for 
coinage and is the monopoly of the Government. Rupees were 
issued to the puhlic,-to give a hare outline of the system as it 
worked before the war,-at the rate of fifteen for a &overeign. 
Gold could be tendered in India or in London; in the latter case 
the Secretary of State charged a slight premium in lieu of the 
cost of shipment. On such tender the Government of India hound 
themRelves to issue rupees. Against a tender of gold in London, 
the Secretary of State sold council billa which are orders upon the 
Indian Government to pay in rupees. So far as these were 
covered by the Home charges, the Indian Government paid out 
of revenue. For those sold in excess, to meet the trade require
ments as it is termed, currency was issued from the Paper 
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Currency l'teserve against the deposit of gold thus tendered, which 
was primarily earmarked for financing purchases of silver for new 
coinage. As silver continued low in price, there were -large 
profits from coillage which were utilised for building a special 
reser\'e described as the Gold Standard Reserve. In the event of 
an unfavourable trade balance, this r.,serve was to be made 
available by means of sales of Reverse Councils or sterling drafts 
which are orders upon the Secretary of State to pay ill ster
ling1 against a tender of rupees ill India. The Government thus 
intercepted and undertook the custody of gold which India 
normally drew on account of her favourable trade balance, and 
p:ovided out of it, a reserve which was to be made available when 
the balallce turned against her. 

The public opinion in India, however, has demanded the 
adoption of a gold standard with gold in acti\'e circulation. It 
will be remembered that the Fowler Committee recommended that 
tliere should be the normal accompaniment of a gold standard-a 
gold currency and a gold mint, and emphatically put aside the 
suggestion that there should be a gold standard without a gold 
Clll'l'ency. 

The buttress of the scheme recommended by the Fowler 
Committee was to haye been twofold-a gold currency and a 
gold reserve built up out of the profits from coining. 
The chief criticism of the policy actually pursued was that 
the recommendations of the Fowler Committee, though 
formally adopted were never carried out in practice. 
The Reserve which should - have been held in gold in 
Indi,\ had been transferred to London and held in sterling 
securities, and nothing was doue to establish an effecth'e gold 
cil'Culation. Aftel' one aborti\'e attempt, the policy of accustoming 
the people to a gold circulstion WlIS abandoned. On the other 
haud the coining of rupees was prodigiously heavy. The result 
was th,\t insteaJ of eudowing India with a gold currency and a 
subsidiary token coinage, the vast bulk of the metallic circulation 
WAS in rupees, The staudard was gold, but the circulating medium 
was sil \,l'r. 

1 Sterliug Wall equivalont to gold berore tbe war. 

t 
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The exponents or the gold exchange system on the other 
hand have nrged that a gold standard need not carry a gold 
currency with It. that it would not be to India's advantage to 
enconmge an increased nse of gold in circulation, that the people 
of India neither desire nor need any considernble amount of gold 
for circulation as currency, that the currency most genemlly 
suitable for the internal needs of India consists of rupees a.nd 
DOtes, that the aim of the Government had always been to give 
the people the form of cnrrency they need, whether gold rupees 
or notes, that gold in a reserve was a better safeguard in a crisis 
than gold in circnlation, that EO long as gold performed the func
tion of the standard of value, it was immaterial that it was not a 
medium of exchange and it was an advantage that the active 
circulation was carried on in a cheaper medium and consisted of 
token rupees. 

The controversy conducted on this ground mi~ses the real 
issue which is, whether the gold exchange system placed India 
on the gold basis in the important sense that gold became the 
standard in terms of which values in India were estimated and 
compared. 

The important point in regard to the standard is not that 
it is nsed necessarily in large amounts in actual circulation. but 
that it defines the value of the other forms of circulation. 'A 
currency consisting of only the standard metal must inevitably be 
made up of coins of the metal ; but if these coins are combined 
in nse witli other forms of -money. -th~ standard coins may be 
much less in evidence than auxiliary forms. Thus. Great Britain 
is properly said to be on the gold standard. because values in 
Great Britain are· meaEllred in gold, but the currency in actual use 
consists largely of silver and paper. The t'nited States are 
nsually said to be on the gold standard, but gold rarely appears 
in circulation. The state of the silver circulation in the United 
Rtates is BUch as to bring their system more properly under the 
definition of the gold exchange or limping standard, but there is 
no doubt that gold is the standard by law and the measnre of 

-value in fact. In JIIVlI, which is alsO on the limping standard, 
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very little gold' currency exists,' but values are measured" subs~ 
tantially in gold. Thus tbe standard, in a country of composite' 
forms of money, is not necessarily the only form of-" et1rrency in' 
use, but is the form to which others are definitely related." . 

Apart from the point whether the circulation con$isted of' 
gold or rupees, the real question would be,-did the standard 
become ~old and the value of the rupee subordinate to it, when' 
the gold exchange standard was inaugurated in the year 1899 P 
Was the rupee a 'token' in relation to gold in this sense? 

Tokens are subsidiary coins, their value being based upOQ 
the standard and having no existence apart from the standard. 
The value of II. tolren is due to its having been declared legal: 
tender at a definite relation to the standard. 

1 Conant, tbe Principles of Money and Banking i, 277. 

I Apart from the standard money, there is generally in all conntries 
a fairly oonstant. demand for token. in ordinary transactions. So long as. 

- Ihe issnes of tokens are regnlated in relation to tbis'demand,' redeemability 
is not essential to maintain their value with referenoe to the standard. 
U snally they oooupy a subordinate plaoe in circulation. U oder the gold 
exoh~nge or limping system. however. they play a prominent part. The 
principles wbich determine tbeir circulation under tbe limping system will 
be dear from the following. 

"Under the limping system it is almost inevitably the case· tbat 
o~ins of tbe melal whioh is denied the privilege of free coinage are of iess 
intrinsio valne than their faoe valne. Tbey are kept op to tbeir face 
value for tbe porposes of money by varioos devices of law. The' most 
important element in mainlaining their value is the fact tbat tbe quontily 
of suoh ooins is limited. A certain qnantity of ooins is neoessary to carry 
00 the business of a commercial country. The limitation of the quantity 
of eoins which can be pl'oduced from R given metal, by denying to tbe 
indiviJIIl.1 owner o.f bullion its free conversion into coins, operates to 
oonfer upon the Government 1\ monopoly of tbe snpply of sucb coins. 
Tbe fact thaD the ooins are constantly needed for carrying 00 Ihe customary 
trnnsacuons of tbe country creates a demand which ahsorbs tbe sopply. 
Anotber element in giving stability of valoe to snoh coins is tbe fact that 
they are received at tbeir face valoe by tbe Government for publio doee. 
Tbis oonstitutes a sorl of standing off.r to treat them as eqnal to the 
slandard coins Dnd has a pow .. r[o\ influence, where the quaotity i, Dot 
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The rupee as a unit of >alue, on the other hand. has been 
independent of gold though both the sovereign and the rupee 
have been declared 1e,,17ll1 tender since the inauguration of the gold 
exchange standard.' Far from its purchasing power being derived 
from its being a fraction of the sovereign, it has quoted the 
sovereign itself as it quoted other commodities. Instead of enjoy
ing the statns of standard money the ba;;is of the nine of its 
token, the sovereign was 's()ld' in term;! of rupee. on a level with 
goods in gcnel'".ll, throughout the effective regime of the gold 
exchange system from 1899 to 1914. 

Tokens are a subSidiary cnrrency, needed for ordinary 
transactions, legal tender for small amounts at a definite relation 
to the standard. Provided their issues do not exceed the 
demand, they will pass in circnlation at the declared nIne ID 

terms of the standard. 
The rupee currency was never a snbsidiary currency. It 

has been legal tender without limit. Accepting the contention 
of the exponents of the gold exchange system that its i..-.sues hR\'e 
been in accordance ",ith the demand, tk rul'U 1l"(J$ not reiaJed 
by la,C to the lMJl'ereigli in a manner u"hu:" 'I'M ere" legally 
effutire. 

The status of the rupee and the sovereign is defined by 
Sec.. 11 and 12 of the Indian Coinage Act of 1906. To quote 
the sectiuns, 

SEC. II. Gold coins whether coined at His Majesty's Royal 
Mint in England or at !luy Mint. estsblished in pursuance 
of a Proclamat.i!)n of Hia Majesty as a b:'8och of His 
Majesty's Roya( Miot, shall be legal tender in payment 

excessive, in keeping tbem at the value I:iveo the. by Iaw.- c...ant: 
non~y and Banking i. l!79. 

I The 'fixed' relatioDship between the eovereign anel the r~ 
supposed to have heen brought about by the initiation of the gold uebauge 
system existed only ia the stato~ AetoallJ the "(,rice' 01 the 
SQvereign has ranged frota R .. U to Rs.ll. 5 as. See ~ list 01 e.IITftlt 
quotations in the Aunuai Repons of the B"","'y Chamb ... 01 CO""I1~ree 

from 1899 to 191&. 
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or on account at the rate of fifteen1 rupees for one 
soyereign ; 

Provided that such coins have not been called in by 
any ProclalDation made in pursuance of the Coinage Act 
of 1870 or have not lost weight so as to be of less 
weight than that for the tilDe being prescribed for like 
coins by or under the said statute as the least. current 
weight. 

SEC. 12. The Rupee and half·rupee shall be legal tender in 
payment or on account; 

Provided that the coin 
(a) has not lost weight so as to be more than 

two per cent. below the standard weight and 
(b) has not been defaced. 

It will be Doted that, Section 12 •. which makes the rupee a 
legal tender is altogether silent about its relation to the sovereign; 
while Section 11 had the effect of making the sovereign a legal 
tender at the rate of fifteen rupees. 

As the section stood, the tender of a sovereign in payment 
or on account was a legal tender at the stated rate. But law 
cannot enforce such a tender. If the holder of a soyereign chooses 
to use it as bullion, law cannot compel its use as cnrrency. 

It is the token whose value has to be declared in terms of 
the standard. To ensure the circulation of the rupee as a token 
in relation to gold, the ratio ought to be declared in Section 12 
which lDllkes the rupee a legal tender and not Section 11 which 
makES the sO\'ereign a legal tender. The difference is materisl. 
The use of the rupee as bullion would be impossible. It could 
be used only as currency; and as currency it would have been a 
Icgnl tender only at tAe prtscrib~d rale.' 

I Altered to ten by tbe Act of 1920. There is an insistent demand 
by tbe Indian mercantile community to reverse Ibis legislation and restore 
the old ratio. 

I As it wu, the 8&10 of the sovereign in terms of ropees simply 
recorda,) the fact tbat tbe ropee did oot circulate at tbe legal ratio. Thi. 
will be clear if it is realised tbal sucb a sale iovolves the passing of the 
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To enable gold to perform the function of the standard of 
value, it is not essential that it should form part of' the active 
circulation to a considerable extent. But it is very essential that 
the other forms of currency should be definitely related to it. It 
is immaterial that under the gold exchange system the bulk of 
the metallic circulation was in rupees. It is very material, however 
thatby the Indian Coinage Act the rupee has not been definitely 
and effectively related to gold. 

" Under the gold exchange system. gold was neither the 
standard by law nor the measure of value in fact. 

11. 
What was" then the nature of the link which the gold 

exchange standard appeared to have established with gold? 
A similar plan based upon the Indian model was 

formulated by' the' Taft 'Philippine Commission in 1901, and 
subsequently became' law, in 'the Philippines. The minority 
report of Ii Ccfnimiftee'of ''the House of Representatives, which 
examined 'the proposals/characterised the majority bill embodying 
the principle of the gold "exchange standard, as providing a "new 
patent hybridsystem"of currency, and of attempting to stabilise 
thE(sil ver standard rather than to provide a gold standard. 

Before the year 1893, India had the automatic silver 
standard.' Mirits were open to the coinage of si!\"er. The rupee 
was the unit of "alue. 

There was a serious fall 'in, the gold value of the rupee on 
account of the depreciation of silver which gave rise to difficulties 
in the Indian Finance and in a section of the foreign trade. To 
ai'~esttliis fall, mints were closed to the coinage by the public in 
1893, ill accord~n'ce with the recommendation of the Herschen: 
Committee. Hence-forward, the rupee as a silver coin, acquired' 
ft, value hi"gher' than 'that of its silvel' contents on the' principle' of' 
li~itation of quantity. 

rupee 88 a coin at a rate different hom the legal ratio. The use of the' 
sovereign os bullion may be beyond lbe ~ower' of law to, prevenl J bat law 
can make the passing of tbe rupee as a COlO 01 a rale dlffereat fr~'1\ the' 

prescribed ratio illegal. 
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The' operation of.' this' principle resta. 'upon the. quantity 
theory of money. There is' an increasing demand for money 
with the growth of popnlation and trade., To limitthe supply of 
money in relation to this must give it a scarcity. value. The plan 
was varionsly called "starving the currency,'" ~rarifactioil of the 
currency" and "I'elative' contraction of the cnrrency." The rupee 
after fluctuations finally rose to 1/4 in terms of gold in 1899.· 

The unit of value in which. prices, wages, and,- -taxes in 
India have been expressed and debts contracted, was thus slowly 
rai~ed by a deliberately planned contraction in thEl relative money 

supply.! 
At this stage, the gold ex~hange standard was inaugurated 

representing an attelilpt to stabilise the gold.valne of the rnpee. 
Tbis, however, did not mean a change in the basis of itagQods 
vulue. While the general purchasing power of the rupee in terms 
of. ~oods continued on an independent basis, an attempt W88 '~ad~ 
to stabilise only its purchasing power in terms of gold j this was, 
in other 'Words, only an attempt to stabilise the price of gold. 

To stabilise the gold value of the rupetl means also. the 
stabilisation of the rupee value of gold. Similarly to stabilise the 
rupee value of gold also involves a stabilisation of the gold value 
of the rupee. The gold value o[ the rupee and the -rupee value 
of gold are two aspects of the same relation, each the counterpart 
of the other. 

The gold exchange system set out to stabilise the rupee in 
1 ., 

terms of gold at the level of IS th of a sovereign or 1/4 gold, one 

soveraigll being 205 gold. The stabilisation of th~ r~pee at 1/4 
gold will howe\'er follow as a consequence of the stabilisation 
of gold at Rs. 15 for one sO\'ereign (or its equivalent in the Indian , 6 
Ularket Rs. 23.14 3n per tola). 

) t was by stabilising gold at the price of Rs. 15 for one 
6 

sovereign or Rs. 23.14. 311 per tola. th .. t the gold exchange 

system achieved its sta.bilisation of the rupee at 1/-1 gold. 

1 For the course of the rupee duriog this period, see chad IlL 
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Tbe central feature of tbe gold excbange standard was tbe 
open and unlimited offer by the Indian Government to issue 
rupees on deposit of gold at the rate of fifteen rupees for one 
sovereign. To give tbis its correct dl!$Cription, it was an open 
and nnlimited offer by the Indian Go,ernment to p"rcllau gold 
at the rate of fifteen rupees for one so,ereign, (the equivalent for 

this in the Indian market terms being Rs. 23.H. 3}6
1 

per tola).l 

Such an open and nulimited offer to purchase gold at tbis 
price will effectively prevent the price of ~Id from falling below 
this le,el. • 

For a successful stabilisation, tbe price must also be pre· 
vented from risin.q above tbis le,el. 

The price may ha,e a tendency to rise in response to an 
internal demand, or a foreign demand for export of gold wben 
the balance of trade becomes unfamurable to India. 

Tbe contingency of tbe price rising on aerount of the 
incidence of the foreign demand for e.'l:port of gold was provided 
for by the maintenance of the Gold Standard Reserre. Tbe 
Gowrnment however could not pledge themsel,es beyonil tbeir 
actual gold resources. 

Tbe principal f('atures of tbe working of the gold e.'l:cbange 
~ 

system were, tbus" a resdiness on tbe part of tbe Government to 
purchase gold to unlimited extent and a readiness also to sell gold 
in certain circumstances to the extent of available resources. 

While G the London price of gold was fixed, this stabilisa-

tion of R, the Indian price of gold, rendered the gold par! ~ 
stationary, bringing about that fixity of exchange. wbicb was the 
characb!ristic of tbe gold exchange standard. Taking tbe mint-

par.oneoL 6tandard(!~ fine ) ... £S.li.10i. the price of fine 

1 Prior to 1906, !'D~ were issued botb against d .. (lOSit of 80yereigns 
01' &D. gold. By a aoli6catioa of 1906,",Pft8 were i'lSoed ooly agailL<t 
8Onreigu. This bad oDly tb. ..lied of stimolatiDg the imports of 
gold in tbe form of 8O\" ..... igos. It dOH DOt allcet the maiD argomeoL 
The Cbamh..rlaiD eommissioa recommeodec! withdrawal of tbit Doli6eatioo. 
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gold per oz. would be £ 4.4. 11 i~' Taking· G, therefore, to be 
• 6 3 G 

equal to 1019 l;)ld and R= Rs.23.14. 3 U ' sa=- Gold par 

=16d! 
The fixity of exchange of the gold exchange standard de· 

pended upon the fixity of the gold par which again depended, 
upon the stability of R the Indian price of gold. The open and 
unlimited offer to purchase gold effectively prevented it from 
going below this level. The weakness of the system lay in its 
incomplete provision for the contingency ,. gold rising above 
this level, as the corresponding offer to issue gold in exchange 
for rupees was neither open always nor unlimited, the extent to 
which the foreign dem:md could be met beiug limited by the gold 
resources of the Government. The immedi ate effect of a rise in 
the price of gold would be to depress the gold par and exchange. 
with it. The crisis of 1907·08 provides an illustration. 

The only essential features of the gold exchange system 
under the conditions provided, were that the Government was 
prepared to purchase gold to nn unlimited extent and was also 
prepared to sell gold in certain circumstances to the extent of 
aVIli\",ble resources. For the working of the system, it was not 
neceRsnry that gold should be even declared legal tender. For 
practical purposes, section 11 of the Coinage Act need never have 
been enacted.' 

1 The Bank of England, however, issued onrrency ", the rate of 
£ S.17.. 9d. per slandard oz. of gold, while the Indian price of gold 
actually ranged near Rs. lJ.l per lola. The real gold par was thereFore 
nearer 1/3.9 than 1/1, which was recognised officially. This eJ:pl.ins the 
large private imports of gold which took place in spite of the competitive 
offers of hills by tlie Secrelary of Slate. The resl gold import point was 
lower than the official gold import point which was calculated on the 
basis of the gold par at 1/'-

• Thus the Currency CommiLtee which introduced the system in 
the Slraila SetUement, remarked, "hen the gold slandard (sic\ is estab
lished, i~ "onld not he indispensahle that any gold coins shoDld be made 
legal lender in the colool and the statea. But the Government shonld 
be prepared no' 01\11 to give in &schaage for a sovereign sDch • nnmber 

5 
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III 
If this is a correct description of the system, it will be 

usefl,l to examine, in relation toiL, other important features 
which accompauied the working of the gold exchange sy&tem. 

A commodity for which there is a buyer to an unlimited 
extent for a fixed prkoe, would usually command a higher price 
from the general purchaser. The naturnl couse<J.uence of this 
open and unlimited offer to pUI'Cl:iase gold at the fixed price of 

. 6 
Rs. 23.14.. 3fI per ~ola, was that the market price of gold stood 

a little higher and in fact usually ranged between Rs. 2! and 
Rs. 24..2. per tola. This 'premium' was shared by the sovereign, 
which, bearing as it did, a certificate of a certain weight and 
fineness of uuimpeachable authority, commanded many times a 
higher premium and was quoted separntely.' 

On the other hand any large supplies of gold which arriied 
in the market and which, if they had remaiued in the market, 

of dollars as are bereiuAfter deelared eqniolenl to a sovereigll, bnt also to 
give sovereigns in exchange for dollars at tbe same rate fO long as gold 
is aoilabie, or to give bills 00 the CroWD agents io Loodon based on tho 
fixed rate of excbange. '" 

I For tbe bnlli"n qnolanons, oee the Anollal &porta of tbe Bomba, ~ 
Chamber of ColIIlmol'Of'. Tbe following for the year 190! may be taken I 
.s • Iype. r 

JAD. 3 2U 13 I May 9 212.6 15.3 Spt. It, IU.6 15.3.6 

.. 17 21.'.6 15 I .. 13 ,i,3 15.3.6 " 
16 IU.6 15.S.6 

.. 31 U. 15 . Juoe 6 lLa U.3.6 Oct. 10 11.'.6 15.3.6 

Feb. 11 2Ll 15 I .. 20 Ill6 15.4.6 .. 14 IU.6 15.35 

.. 18 2U.6 15 July 4 I!U 15.U Nov. 7 U.L6 153.6 

Mar. 14 JLl.6 15.1.6 
" 

18 24.1 154 .. !l 2B 15.3 

.. 17 2U.6 15.3 Ang. 1 114.1 15.3.6 Dec. 5 1Il·.6 15.3 

Apr. 11 fU 13.2.6 .. 15 24.11 15.1.6 .. 19 2i,' .6 151.6 

.. 25 2U 15.2.6 .. !9 24.1 15.3.6 .. 30 2t.- .6 15.26 
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might have depressed the price of gold below the level p[ Rs. 

23.14. 3 161 per tola. ·were promptly tendered to the Government 

by the holdera and exchanged for rupees at the fixed rate. 
This is the meaning of the embarl'8SSing receipts of gold 

which depleted the stock of rupees of the Government and thus 
nearly threatened the equilibrium ·of the gold exchange standard 
in the firat year of its existence. The crisis primarily arose on 
account of an inadequate provision of rupees by the Government. 
who assu~ed that the inauguration of the gold standard which 
India was supposed to have obtained would involve principally a 
demand for gold as a circulating medium. Under the sctual 
circumstancea, however. there was a demand for rupees. The 
drain on rupee reserves became so great, that the Government had 
to make an active effort 'to induce the people of India to !lS8 

sovereigns as a medium of circulation.' "The results were un
satisfactory. Many of the gold coins soon made their. way back 
into Government's hands. aDd the Government (olmd themselves 
unable to cash currency notes in rupees not only at the Cawnpore 
and other treasuries in the North-West Provinces (where though 
not legally bound to do so they had been in the habit of encashing 
notes) but on the 11th April 19VO at the Head Office in Calcntta 

.. itself. Notes became subject to a discount of as much as
1
7
6
th per 

cent. in Cawnpore and there was serioua danger of a failure of 
confidence iu the paper currency. Meanwhile sovereigns l£'tllt to 
a discount of as much as 4 annas in many places." 

From this. the Chamberlain Commis.<!iou drew the concluaion 
that India had indicated a decided preference for the nlpee and 
it was unwise to force a gold currency upon people who did not 
want it. There CAn be no doubt about the sincerity of the 
attempt of the Indian Government to force sovereigns into circula
tion. That it failed was no more than:a normal consequence of 
the fUllctioning of the gold exchange standard, the net result of 
its working being that gold, while it remained in the market, 
should usually command a slight premium thus making its -nse 

I The ChalDberl.iD Report, para U. 
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I1S currency iMpossible and at the least threat to this premium 
involving the possibility of It discount must he at once exchanged 
for rupees. 'Under such conditions the use of gold as currency 
'\Viis impossible and jfjt'1!ometimes circulated as currency, it was 
an accident. _ /' 

. Therels a general impression that the only hindronce to 
the' establishment of a full gold standard and the circnlation of 
gold as currency was the absence' of an Indian mint for gold 
coinage. 

Under the conditions provided, however, by the gold ex
change system, mere facilities for coinage could not have brought 

. gold into circulation. If it were only possible, India had 
imported enough coined gold to support such a circulation; Rnd 
in fact in the latter years especially after the notification of the 
Indian Government in 1906 expressing their readiness to issue 
rupees in exchange for sovereigns only,' a considerable part of 
imported gold was in the form of sovereigns. A part from im ports 
of gold bullion, the absorption of sovereigns by the public during 
the 12 years ending 31st March 1913, was about £60 millions, an 
amount little less in valne than the new coinage of rupees during 
the same 'period, the absorption between lst April 1909 and' 31st 
MRl"ch 1913 above being clo.e on £30 millions. 



FIXITY OF EXCHANGE. 
CHAPTER III. 

THE FIXITY OF. EXCH,lNGE -THE POINT OF VIEW OF TilE GOVERN· . 
. MEN'f-OF THE TI'ADE-A STABLE PRICE-LEVEL AS AGAINST 

A STABI.E EXCHANGE-TOE IUSE OF PRICES DURING THE 

WOIIKING OF 'fOE GOLD EXCHANGE STANDARD. 

The gold exchange standard was not a gold standard in the 
sense of gold being the basis of the vtllue of the rnpee. As a 
unit of value, the rupee retained an independent status, being 
both the standard by law nnd the mensure of value in fact. 
The quasi.sih·er system introduced the principle of Government 
coinage which WtlS no less lavish than under the system of free 
coilll\ge which obtuined before 1893.. Both made silver coins the 
fonndation of the monetary system. 

The 'fluctuating' silver standard which was discarded in 
1893, was a 'fluctunting' one with reference to the exchange varue 
of tIle rupee only and not with reference to it.q goods value. 
The 'stabilised' silver standnrd which replaced it meant th:s 
'stabilisation' with reference to its e..xchange vulue only but not 
with reference to its goods value. The fixity of exchange is the 
characteristic of the quasi-sil ... er system which was substituted 
in the pluce of the old 'fluctuating' silver standard. 

This fixity is its principal recommendation to tbe Indian 
Government and a section of the trade. 

The most important infiuence which led to the closing of 
mints to the coinage of silver and the discontinuance of the simple 
silver standurd was the financial burden which:this system imposeq 
lIpon the Indian revenue, Every year India has to make heavy 
payments in England, the 'home charges' as they are called. 
They are on a sterling basis and cover such items as interest on 
debt, annuities. salaries. pensions, and allowances of employees 
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in the Indian ~ Jost Wore the war the toW of thi3 , 
eterliog expenditure 1rlIS about £!O millioos. The Indian revenDe 
bas to nnd the equivalent nomboo..r of rupees at the lllte at which 
the Indian Gol""ernment can ef[ect the remittance.. A difference 
of el""en a penny between the rate anticipated in the bnd.,,<>et and 
the rate actwdIy realised most produce a big deficit or surpl~ 

The continued £all in the nlne of eiJxer siuce 18;3, made 
the Wk of avoiding a defu:i.t extremely difiicnlt for the fioaoce 
member. The financi .. ) burden and uncertainties which such a 
situation cnated, influenced the Herochell oommittee at whose 
in.--tutce the simple silrer standard 1rlIS abandoned. -It is certain, 
however,- gid the oommittee.,l -that India bad actually to remit 
in 1892-93 upmuds of Rx. 8,;00,000 more than if the exchange 
bad been at its former point. At an estimated exchange Is 4d 
per rupee for the past year, a surplus. of rel""enDe orer expeoditnre 
was shewn of Rx. U6,6OO; the exchange baring fallen to an 
average of rather less than Is 3d, this surplus bas been conl""erted 
into an estimated deficit of Rx. ],OSI,900, notwith..~ding the 
improvement of the revenne by Rx. 1,653.300 OVer' the budget 
estimate.. Nor is this aD. The Government are compelled to 

contemplate a fnrther £all the effect of .. hich cannot be forecast. .. 
The fixity of exchange brought abant by the gold exchan.,ae 

standard. mn....ntotes the principal groond of preference of the 
Indian Gonmment for the system. It reduced the iociJeuce of 
the sterling charge npoo the Indian Jel""eoDe to a definite figure. 
While the system 1I1lS thus beoefi.::iaI to the Government. it also 
ap~ to a section of the trade whose interests. it .. as feared. 
were ad~y affected by the continued fall in silVer'_ Thus the 
importers., .. ho based their operatioos npoo a particoJar rate. had 
to find more rupees for the same payment in sterling which they 
bad to make,. corresponding to the rue ac:taa11y realj....J by them 
on accoont of the £all of the rupee in the meanwhile. This. 
however, applied obvionsly to uncol'el'ed traosac:tion.s only- Soch 
a fall, moreover, .. as favonrable to the export trade as the 
exporter obtained more rupees for the same claim in sterling. 

I ne Bepart-pua a.f.S. Bs _ 10 ~ 
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Trade therefore, was not unanimous as to the advisability 
of the step when the mints were finally closed in 1893. Thus 
the President of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce declared.' 
-in framing their proposals, the Government of India seem to 
have had two objects in vie\v-first to satisfy the demands of 
that portion of the mercantile community who assured them that 
the commerce of the country was ruinously affected by the 
fluctuations in the sterling value of the rupee and secondly to 
save themselves from the financial min which they foresaw 
impending over them, when the expected repeal of the Sherman 
Act in America should take place. Had the Bill been brought 
forward solely iu the interests of trade, it would have provoked, 
no doubt, the most determined opposition on the part of many of 
U3, for we are not all of the 83.me miud as those representatives 
of commerce to whose counsels the Government have h~rkened.· 

The necessity of a fixed exchange for the prosperity of 
commerce is therefore not obvious. ''Our conclusion," said the 
Smith Committee, "after considering the views put before DB, is 
that for the current operations of trade, stability is an important 
facility rather thau an essential conditiou. There are many 
instances, including that of India herself before the closing of the 
mints which shew that trade has flourished and cau flourish. with 
a fluctuating exchange. The conditions are somewhat more 
speculath'e, but the difficulties which may arise are not insupera
ble, and the banks are not slow to supply machinery which enables 
the merchant to cover his risks." 

In a speech to the Associated Chambers of Comllierce ou 
3rd Dec. 1923. Sir Basil Blackett argued that the gold exchange 
system was in tbe interests of Iudia as a whole. "It is my business as 
Finance Yember to put the interests of India first~ and I unhesi
tatingly do EO. But in this malter, the idea that there is a 
conllict of interests is moonshine. There is plenty of room for 
difference of opinion, bnt there cannot be any difference of motive. 

I At lIIe aDD_l meeliDg of the Chamb.r. See the Brport of &he 
Chamber for this year. 

• TIle ll<-port, para u. 
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Whethet· we are exporters or importers or merely 
Finance Department, we. can afford to approach the 
from the same angle, with the same ends in view, 
cannot afford to do anything else.' 

m the 
subject 

and we 

But the interests of exporters or importers or the interests 
of the Finance Department do not represent the real interests of 
India, which demand stability in the purchasing power of the 
rupee in goods rather than the stability of exchange. The point 
of view from which the pro blem must be studied is therefore the 
stability of 'the internal value' of the rupee rather than its 
'external value,' and is the olle point of view which has been 
ignored in all systematic examinations of the subject. 

Whatever may be the difficulties of the foreign trade or the 
Finance Department due to the 'fall' of the rupee, that the auto· 
matic silver standard before the year 1893 secured the primary 
object of a currency system which should ensure a stable price 
level, is established beyond dispute by the course of the index· 
number of commodity prices. That the difficulties of the foreign 
trade have been exaggerated will not b~ seriously questioned. On 
the other hand there .can be no doubt that the falling exchange 
exercised a healthy check on the growth of the sterling debt. 

The result however of 'fixing' the value of the rupee in 
terms of gold was to 'unfil(' its value in terms of good~.' 

The practically con tinuous rise of· prices during the gold 
exchange standard was a subject of frequent comment. The rise 
was so significant that an enquiry had to be made regarding its 
cause. By the publicists it \\as usually set down to the heavy 
coinage of rupees which was the featul'e of the gold exchange 
stsndard. That it had some dire~t connection with the working 
of the gold exchan~e standard was beyond doubt. 

A rise of prices may be usually traced to two cause2 (1) to 
the insufficiency of the supply of commodities in comparison with 
the demand both internal and foreign, (2) to the depreciation 

1 See Obart IV. 'rbe movement of tbe rul'ee in term, of gold aDd 

goods is practically reversed if tbe period after 1899 ill compared witb 
tbe preceding period. 
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of the'circulatin~ medium as in the· case. of inconvertible 
c~~renc'y. . . 

... The influence of the second factor on account of the incon
"erti.bility of tke rupee has no doubtcontribnted to the rise of 
prices. But this upward moveaient has ~een further stimulated 
considerably by the operation of the g,)ld exchange system iii. 
reference to its tendency to promote the incidence of the -foreign 
demand upon Indian commodities. 

The fixity of exchange of the gold exchange system consti
tutes a paralysis of an important function of a free and healthy. 
exchange, of regulating the. flow of exports and imports. A 
falling exchange checks imports and stilDUlates exports. A 

, rising exchange on the other hand impedes exports and stimulates 
imports. . This normal annual movement, in both directions, in 
all fl·ee exchanges performs the important function of providing 
II constant check to a tendency to excess in either e.'Cports or 
imports. The beneficent automatic action is as real as it is .silent. 

While 1\ country may not import more than what it can 
all'or,l, it also may not export more than what it can spare, parti
cularly iu the C4se of a country like India, a large part of whose 
exports consists of foodgrains and raw materials. Her exports 
Illust be determined by what she can spare. A free exchange 
rises with the rising tide of exports exercising a controllin~ influ
ence on its volume. This rise in the height of the export season 
used to occur et·ery year in spite of the progressive depreciation'. 
of the rupee yenr by year' under the automatic silver standard· 
before the year] 893. The fixity of exchange brought about by· 
the gold exchange standard removed this natural check which 
the annual rise in the height of the export season placed upon a 
tendency to excess in e.'Cports. 

I The reason why the Henehall Committee conld no' find striking 
eviJence, In the growth of 'he export trade nnder the antomaiic silver 
stanJaro, of the elIed of the .LimnJllS whioh a falling exchange ongh' to 
I!xeroise apparently on this trade. was that they failed'to take aCll31lDt of 
this .,." ..... 1 upward movement which 1lSed to OCCDl' in 'pita of the pro
gressi ve depreciation year b,year. See the Report. para n, 

6 
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. . .... O~of t~e no~plef.eatQ.res9ftbe. working of 'the' goI4 
. exchange standard . was the remarkable growth· of the export 

trade whicp accompanied it. It will be sesnthat between 1813-
. 'l4 .and 189.2.93, exports rose from. 55 crores to. 106 croree; in 
1898·99roS~ to 112 crores, while between 1899·1900 and 1913-14 
the-.rise wlIldrom 109 crores to 249 crores. Thus when ex~hange· 
.Wa!\ free, it took: twenty·six Yeari! for the exports,. just to reach 
dou~le tlie figure; while dnriogthe fifteenyeara of the working 
of the go.1d exchange system, exports more thRn doubled tbem· 
selyea. Tile average annual increase for the period from 1873·74 
t«~ 1898·99 1Vorks out IJ.t 2 crores. ; and a similar average for the 

. period onhe gold ex~hangestandard is 9 crores. The remar~le 
prospe~ity of the ex-port trade is . brought ou t by the following 
fi .. guree .. 

1899·1900 1906-1907 1913-1914 
(mil. £) (mil. £)(mil. £) 

I. Raw materials ••• 24.0 49.8 74.2 
lI.· Foodstuffs ... 18.124.6 37.2 

111. Manufactured articles ••• 14 21.4. 29.7 
IV. ' Miscellaneous· ... 6.1 8.5 3.5 

The preponderenee of raw materials andfoodstu.lh needs 
IfCtlreely any Comment; . 
. . ··Thetrue significance of the rise of prices under the gold 

. eKchange system in relation to the abnormal growth of the export. 
trad~: involving an undue incidence of the foreign demand upon 
the supplies oUndian commodities, will be clear by studying the 
index:number . of the prices of the exported articles .in the 
appendecf statement, prepared by the Goverument of India, which 
contains specially constructed index·numbers for 11 imported and 
28 exported articles, together with their resultant· index-number. 
fie .apecial ii'ldex-n.umbel' for foodgrains is compUed from the 
retail pri,cas for rice,·· wheat, juar, millet, gram, etc., . at selected 
stations .. The hase year for obvious r~asons is the year 1873. . .' ~ 

1 JoSbi'.ID.diaq E,.port Trade p.30. These figores do uotiD.clde 
;~vxport& . 
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Foodgrains -11 imp. 28 expo Air 
( retail.) articles. articles. articles. 

1S73 ... ... 100 100 100 100 
1874 ... ' .. 100 99 102 101 ' 
1875 ... ... 91 90 95 94 
1876 ... ... 97 91 90 90 
1877 ... ... 144 88 110 104 
1878 ... ... 174 84 114 106 
1879 ... ... 160 83 112 104 
1880 ... ... 118 88 110 104 
1881 ... ... 96 86 99 96 
1882 ... . .. 95 85 95 92 
1883 ... ... 95 79 93 89 
1884 ... ... 99 78 96 In 

1885 ... ... 100 75 91 87 
'1886 ... ... 105 80 93 89 
1887 ... . .. 117 83 94 91 
1888 ... . .. 123 92 98 96 
1889 ... ... 119 91 104 101 
1890 ... ... 121 91 104 100 
ISn ... ... 137 84 lOa 98 
1892 ... ... 14.8 84 109 102 
1893 ... ... 129 89 112 105 
1894 ... ... 114 84 110 102 
1895 ... ••• 120 87 III 104 
1896 ... ... 155 94 117 110 
1897 ... ... 209 86 124 113 
1898 ••• . .. 139 SO 102 96 
1899 ... ... 137 87 100 96 
1900 ... ••• 192 97 124 116 
1901 ... • •• 157 96 116 110 
1902 ... ... 141 86 113 105 
1903 ... ... 126 8$ 103 99 
190i ... ... 117 93 10-1 101 
1905 ... ... 147 96 116 III 
1906 ... ... li9 105 139 129;, 
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\" Foodgrains 11 imp; 28 expo All 
(retail.) articlef:'. articles. articles. 

1~07 ... ... 180 116 145 137 
19'P8 ••• ... 231 106 151 138 
1909 ... . ... 195 99 133 124 
1910 ... ... 168 109 127 122 
Hi) L ... . ... 161 113 136 129 
1912 ' ... oo. .189 117 145 137 
)913: .... . , ... 199 117 154 143 
]914 ... ... 222 114 160 147 

Commencing with 100 for the base year 1873, the index
number for twenty.eight exported commodities, rose to 114 for 
the famine year 1878. It receded again to 1\ figure below 100 
to rise once more to 109 in the year 1892 and 112 in the year 
1893, the years of a serious slump in exchange. It mounted to 
124 in the year 1897.on account of a famine which transcended 
in its failure'of food·crops even the terrible famine of the year 
18P9. Even after reaching this height. it receded once again 
to Its ·base figure. 100 for the year 1899, the last yeat: of a free 
exchange. 

In the ·first year 'of the gold exchange standard it leapt to 
the figure 124 due to the famine of. 1899-1900. After a 
temporary recovery. its rise has been practic~lIy continuolls, any 
temporary tendency to recovery being followed by. a rise to a 
height far greatel' than that reached before, in spite of a series of 
prqsperous yeara with the solitary exception of 1907. The figure 
for 1913 was 15'!, a height which was never reached in the years 
of the worst failure of monsoon, during the period preceding 
1899, when exchange was free. It will be noticed that the 
index-number for all articles is dominated by the index-number 
for the twenty-eight exported articles, the rise in the index
number of the ele\'en imported articles which may be traced to 
the· influence 'of gold prices being small iQ. comparison. 

; The gold exchange standard with its fixity of exchange 
if its true nature is' pl"Operly examined, is a 'stabilised' silver 
standajl'd. This 'stability' again was ill terms of gold and was. 
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qbtained by destroying its stability in terms ,of' goods. A.stable 
price level was sacrificed for a stable exchange. 

'The central feature of the gold exchange standard, namely: 
the rate of exchange which must be maintained at a' particular 
level reveals the most serious misconception of', the true' object 
of a monetary system, which should be first and last to 'provide 
a satisf!lctorY'standard of value. In the hands of the Governmerit ; 
of India however, with their attention 'directed .purely to th&! 
difficulty which they experienced over their budget on' account'· 
of a' flnctnating nchange, the Inilian _currencypr6bleni has, 
become ,more of an exchange problem than "a monetary proposition. 
An attempt, howeyer. is made to represent the :gold exchange 
system as a scientific system, especially approximating to Ricardo's 
theory of a perfect currency. It will be important to examine 
IUore carefully its place among the monetary systems evolved 
by the civilised countries. 

NOTE :-An important consequence of the remarkable 
growth of the export trade which is associated with the working 
of the gold exchange system was to increase continuously the 
tmde blliance in favonr of india. The result was a flow of gold to 
India in enormons qnantities. Simultaneously it fostered the most 
uneconomic consnmption of gold. The first condition of gold being 
used for prodnctive purposes, is thllt it should junction as money. 
The working of the gold exchange system made this impossible. 

Simultaneously in the event of the trade balance becoming 
nnFavonrable, it will not permit, in the interest of fixity, the nse 
of all this gold for the purpose of export. If a country uses the 
gold it possesses to plly for its imports, it applies it for the only 
legitimate purpose for which it should be nsed. 1£ the Indian 
price of gold rises on account of the incidence of this demand for 
foreign l'Cmittllnce above the level it kept when this demand was 
ah:;ent., this rise is a consequence of an inexorable economic law. 
Such a rise in the Indian price of gold must depress the gold par 

(! ~) I\nd with it also exchange. A fall in exchange under such 

circumsblllces is natural. 
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The exchange crisis of 1907 ·Og was 110 more a criSIS than 
a crisis of this description. It was not due to India's rductance 
to usc the gold she possessed. The outstanding fact of the 
situation was that· the fixity of exchange of the gold exchange 
standard depended upon the stability of the Indian price of gold 
at a particular level. This pI'ice sheIV~d a tendency to rise above 
this level on account of the demand for export of gold. An 
itpIVard mo\'ement in the price of gold, involved immediately a 
downward movement in the rate of exchange. Any tendency in 
the price of gold to leave the leyel at which it has been stabilised. 
must disturb the fixity of exchange and must produce a movement 
of the rate of exchange in the opposite direction. 



SMITH COMMITTEE. 
CHAPTER IV. 

THE COliPLICATIONS INTRODUCED BY TOE WAR-THE INVESTIGATION 

OF TUE PROBLEU BY TUE S:IliTO COliMITTEE -THE STEPS OF 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE TO GIVE EFFECT TO THE 

RECO:ll:llENDATIONS-TOE REAL GOLD EXPORT POINT 

- WAS TOE ALTERATION OF THE RATIO 

JUSTU'IABI.E? RICARDO'S QUOTATION 

~'ROM ADA:II SliITIl. 

The war introduced compliclltions in the smooth working 
of this system. A serious rise in the price of silver made the 
maintellllnce of the old mtio of 1{4 (gold) between the rupee and 
gold impossihle. And secondly sterling ceased to be identical 
with golel, milking choice necessary between gold and sterling 
with which the stnble relation of the rupee was to be maintained. 

The Smith Committee appninted in 1919 to investigate 
the problem recommended that the rupee shonld be 'linked' to 
gold aud not to sterling and the stahle relation to be established 
shonld be 2s gold or ten rupees to one sovereign. 

The world conditions at the time when the problem WIIS 

ex.uuined were abnormal; and, in the point of instability, there 
was little to choose between gold and sterling. Stability in terms 
of an unstnble quantity like gold was an impossible quest. The 
attempt or the Indian Government to give effect to the recom
mel\llations of the committee under adverse conditions met with 
8 diSllstl'OllS fni\uro. 

It is now fully I'\.'tl.lised that the lis gold mtio is fictitious 
and a fresh investigntioll of the problem is necessary. As far as 
the future policy is concerned, the recommendations of the Smith 
Committee have ha\'l:Uy any pmctic:ll interest. Popular opinion 
fa\'ours return to the old ratio. 
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What were, however, the ciroumstances which neres;;itatetl 
the enquiry by the Smith Committee! What were their l'ee00l

mendatious ? What slieps were taken to give eJrect to them ! 
Theile questions possess more than an academic iulierest. 

It will be remarked that the pivot of the syst~m which 
received the shock of the war in 19H, was the s<tabiliss,tion of the 
rupee at 1/4 gold, achieved by stabilising guM at fifteen npees 
for olle sovereign, or. its equivalent ill the Indian market Rs. 

6 
23.14.311 per tola, by meaDS of the open and unlimited olIft" to 

purchase gold at this price. For the oifel" to funetioo, it w,as 
necessary that sufficient gold should be nonnally aowing into 
India so as to oWuWn the pM of golJ at this lev€!. anti 
secondly the price of silver sha.ll be low enougit to en,1..le the 
Got'ernment to fulfil their undertaking to issue rup~ t() an 
unlimited exlient at the ralie of lif·teen for one sovereign. When 
one grain of gold Cl.U purchase ~ 1.90 grains of silver, the 
Government can coin exactly lifteeo rupees from silver pttrclllse<l 
with one sovereign.' S() long as the rAtio between gold and silver 
remaills above 21.9{I. the Government can eu more than ilifreeo 
rupees for Olloe soverei,,"1l. As soon as the uti... drops below tbi;., 
the Government Cl.n ooin rupees ouly at a klss.. 

As a result of the war, lndia's imp3rts of gL>lJ .. ere almost 
entirely cut o1i., owing to the refusal of gold st8.D<lard pureha;oers 
of India's produce to pay for this .-wod'lIce in g'QI<lThe impClllts 
of gold consequently fell to 39.rores far the nf'e yeus 1914-19 
of wbich 18 erores were . acqufed by GQvernment learing only 
21 erores to be absorbed by t'F Indian market. and redacing the 
yearly average supply to a fIbre bel()W that of :LIly of the 
l,receding j!j years except ,h:mme years. GL>ld,. (!()U$e(lueoU.V. 
left the I eI of Rs. U Dear 11 hich it was stabilised and rose to 

its. 2!t per oIa. J 

Una'Ll to ohtain gold; India turned to silver. the dem:md 
for wbioh e almost insatiable.. on acoount of the large 

lODe IIOv.-l .0015 Ir"Aiti pme g<>l!. OMrllpee-lw {raW 1'8"' 

silver. 
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balance of trade in her favour arising from the demand for 
Indian products and small. shipments of manufactured gooda 
from the United Kingdom and the Allied States, and also O\j 

account of a very heavy expenditure in India on behalf of the 
United Kingdom for war ~atcrial and war services, financed by 
issuing notes in India against British Treusury Bills. In the 
three years 1916-19, she absorbed no less than 107 crores of 
rupees, an average of 36 crores yearly of a weight of 123 million 
ounces of fine $ilver, or considerably more than half of the 
maximum annual production of the world which was reduced 
owing to internal trouble in Mexico and the increased cost of 
production in other parts of the world. At the same time, the 
demand for silver for coinage purposes increased all over the world. 
All influences combined resulting in an increase of price of silver 
from 24d per standard ounce in 1914 to 55d in September 1911. 
The price then fell to 411d in October 1917 and remained between 
that figure and 50d till May 1919, rising at the close of the y~r 
to i8d. On account of this rise in the price of silver, the ratio 
between gold and ~i\ver which wat about 3~ before the war 
dropped to 16 at the close of 1919. 

As the price of silver rose, coinage of rupee!! could be 
undertakeu only at a loss, consequently, the rupee was 'raised' by 
successi\"e ~tages from one and four pence, the goal of the Indian 
currency policy since 1893, to two shillings and four pence. 

The following table shows the successive stages at which 
rates were raised from 1/4 ~ 2}4. -

Date of introduction. Telegraphio Iransfers. 

20th Decemb.r, 1916 ... ... 11. ''S0g<!.. 
3rd Jannary, 1917 ... '" 11. '!d • 
28th Augu5l, 1917 ... ... 1 .. ~d, 
12th April, 1918 ... . .. lao fl • 
13th May, 1919 ... ... I,. Sd· 

- lith Angust, 1919 ... ... lao lOll. 
15th September, 19.9 • ... . .. 2 .. 
220d November, 19111 ... ... 2,.U. 
12th December,19i9 ... 2 .. 411. 

7 
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This was the situation which the Committee presidro over 
by Sir Henry Babington Smith W"BS oilled npon to examine and 
to con~ider whether in the light of this experience, Rnd 'of poss,ible 
f!ltiue variations in the price of silver, modifications of the system 
or practice may' 00 ret}uired, to ma"e recommend..tions as to 
such modifications Rnd generally as to the policy that should be 
pnrsned mth R view to meeting the requirements of trade, to 
maintaining a satisfactory monetary circulation, U!d to elL..'"Dring 
a stable gold exchange stand..rd.' 1 

-After examining the limits of the possible rise in the price 
of tiilVlir with reference to the melting points of the subsidiary 
coinage of the principal nRtio!!s of the world, the committee 
recomo:.ended that the stable relation to be established between 
the rnpee and goM shouM be at the rate of rnJ>ees ten to one 
eOvereign,-with the avowed object of placing the rnpee beyond 
the height to which the price of silver mlly possibly rise. At this 
I'Ilt~ the G<>vernment conld purchase silver for coiusge into rnpees 
without loss at 63.1. (~IJ) per standard oz. 

The Report of the Committee was published on 2nd 
February 1920 and on the same day the Secretary of Stale issued 
a n~ie outlining his cumney policy and anuooocing his deci..-ion 
to take t~e necessary steps to give immedi.tte elforl to the re
commendations. Accordingly the Government of India anllOOllMJ 
that the I'Ilte which they woold pay for gold tendered to them 
onder the Gold ImpOrt Act' wonld henceforth be fixed at one 
rnpee for lL30016 grains of' fine gold, that i", 10 rnpees for 
the -gold content of the sovereign. While the import of ~oM 
continned to' be controlled by licence under the Gold Import Act 
with a bed ac:qni~ition I'Ilte stated above, it was derided that 
the· measure which was tried for some time to reduce the 
"premium' on gold-which was qnoted in the lIlllll:et near r.s. !9 
per tola, compared mth the pre-mar level of Rs. 2j and with the 

J The terms 01 ref~Kt' 01 the Commill~. 
-. - Ad XXII 011917 _<:ted &8 .. ~1 -. ..... i it .. 
~ ill J- 19!C). 
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new level of about Rs. 16 per tola according to the2s. ~old rate 
recommended by the committee~by regular ~vernment sales 
of pullion to "the public r.hould be further .develo~.eo~. 
sequential changes were introduced in the regulations relating 
to the sale of Council draftll by ~he Secretary of State. and 
Reverse Councils by the Government o~ India, on the, basis of 
the cost of shipping gold to, and from India, taking 25. ~ gold to 
be the parity of thc rupee. 

As the rate of exchange stood below the 2~ (gold) rate, 
Reverse drafts were sold atthe rate based on the sterling' equi~ 
valeut of 1l.30016 grains of pure gold according to the latest 
available dolltif-sterling q!lotation. 
, In the light of the analysis of the working of the gold 
exchange standard indicated in a previous chapter, the stabilisation 
of the gold value of the rupee at 2s (gold), involved the 6tabilisa~ 
tion of the price of gold at Rs. 10" for one sovereign or in t~ 

4 ' 
terms of the Iudian market &s. 15.U.lOrr per ~ola.' 

Before, however, gold can stabilise at this level, it must 
~ch that level. From this point of view, t.be sales of gold 
bullion to the public were a' definite step in this direction.' But 
the 'premium' which gold commanded was primarily due 'to the 
restrictions upon the importa of gold. The necessary step W~8 
obviously to remove these restrictions. This, however, was not 
done. 

Assuming, however, the decision to reduce the 'premium' 
by means of sales of bullion to be correct, the further course was 
to confiue the attention entirely to these sales and to, devote the 
whole resources of the exceptionally strong gold position to 

destroying the premium. Once this 'premium' had disappeared 
, ' '4 
and goM had reached the level of Rs. I.:i.lUO

ll 
per tola the 

'equi\'alent of the 28, gold ratio, the remaiuing l"e8OUrtes wonld 
'have beeu reluired to mai,,,ain gold at this level. It is only after 

- this stage was reached that'Sales of Re~ draflll might hue 
been necessary. 
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I£ gold had been already stabilised at the level of one 
sovereign equal to 10 Rs. or its equivalent one tola equal to 

Rs. 15.14.101
4
1, the exchange value of the rupee~ould have been 

the sterling equivalent of Il.3C016 grains of pure gold at the 
current quotation of the New York Cross-rate. In these circum
stances,an adverse balance of trade aud a consequent demand 
for export of gold would have been reflected iu a rise of the price 

of gold abor-, the level of Rs. 1." •. 14.10 1~' and a fall of exchange 

beloll; the 28. gold rate. This however, would be true ou the 
assumption that gold had been already stabilised at this level. 

When gold had never reached this level, that the rate of 
exchange stood below the 2s. gold rate indicated nothing. It 
certainly did not iudicate a demand for the export of gold, 
as the 'premium' \\ hich g()ld commanded above the level of 

Rs. 15.14.101~ was certainly not. due to a demand for the export 

of gold. 
The only function of Reverse Conncils under an effective 

gold exchange standard would appear to be, that they prevent 
the incidence of a foreign demand for remittance upon the Indisn 
gold market, which by inBaming it would depress the gold par 
and exchan~e with it. The two essentials which would justify 
such sales, are that gold shall have been stabilised at a level which, 
it is desired, should not be distnrbed and secondly there is a 
demand for the export of gold which is likely to create this 
disturbance. None of these conditions existed in this case. 

Nor was this all. The Reverse Councils were further sold 
at a rate which bore no .relation to the real gold export point 
which the position o( the gold par would indicate. Thus on the 
10th March 1920, with London gold at 119/- per oz. and ledian 
gold at Rs. 23.12 per tola, 1 the gold par ICIU onl!! 1/10'5 a'id the 
actual gold e.rport point /l'ould be slightly 6elol& this ; yet Re\"erse 

1 There was a rnpid decline in the price of lold in the Indian 
market, whieL how.ver was temporary. 
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drafts were sold at 2/8 ;2 based upon ~he 28. gold rate. It \l'llS .. 

no wonder. that this led to unprecedented . speculation lind 
gambling on the part pf the operators in the bullion and exch81lge . 
market. . • " 

A study of the movement of the gold par in Chart V" 
will show bow. wide were the conditions for an immediate 
realisation of the 28. gold ratio. I£ the only possible course ha~ 
been adopted and control removed from the movement of bullion 
-the basis of all stable exchanges being a natuml equilibrium 
resnlting from a rro!e 80w of gold to settle the international 
indebtedness wherever it lies.-exchange would have at once 
gnl\;tated to the gold par which was only about Iii in the 
commen.!emcnt of February 1920, when the new ~cheme' was 
launched with its sales of Reverse' Councils near the rote 
of 2/& I 

The fallacy underlying the recommendations of the Smith 
Committee and the misapplication of these by the Secretary of 
::itate was to regard the rupee as a token. on whose subservience 
complete relisnce could be placed. There was a tendency to 
assume that the Government had only to will the rupee to be 
25. gold and the rupee would be that. The year 1920 will be 
memorable for the rebellion_nd a suceessful rebellion-of the 
rupee. 

That the Smith Committee distrusted the rupee will be 
e\"ident from their reception of the propoeal to reduce its fineness. 
or otherwise to issue a new two rupee coin of reduced fineness. 
There can be no doubt th.,t the rupee not being a token. 
Gresham's law wonld have come into operation at once. the new 
coin would have driven the rupee from circnlation. and there 
would have been a disastrous fall in the exchange value of the 

I 10;r Doe. control was removed from the movemeot of bolliwo. 
NotiCf', for this moolh. the mov~ot of the gold par establishing COotrol 
o .... r the mO .... Pleot of the rate of e:tchange. The coooexioo between the 
f .. 11 of silver &ad the movemeot of the rupee will be obvious OD ex.mioio .. 

e 

the mORmeDt of the sitTer par represeoted bl the broken Iioe. Chart V. 
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new debased coin, bringing about a monetary crisis which might 
have shaken the Indian economic system to its very foundations. 

If, 01\ the other hand the rupee had been really 'a token! 
the absurdity of declaring a pound, for instance, equal to 15 
shillings, simply b;!C3.use the appreciation of silver rendered the 
coinage of shillings at the current rate of 20 shillings unprofitable 
was apparent The obvious course would be to reduce the 
fineness of the rnpee, just as the fiueness of the shilling has been 
reduced by the British Government. 1 

The confusion about the real status of the rupee will be 
apparent from the proposal of the committee to indemuify 
present holders of sovereigns, redeeming the sovereigns in theu. 
possession at the rate of fifteen rupees before the new ratio ia 
introduced. The holder of the standard money holds pieces of, 
the standard metal selected as the national currency of guaranteed 
weight and fiul'ness. A. state can only certify ita weight and 
fiueness. It can neither add to, nor take away from its value, 
which will be determined solely by the market The holder of 
standard money, so long as its weight and fiuenes~ are not 
tampered with, holds its value in the market. That this value 
could be altered by a change in the value of its 'token' is the most 
fundamental misconception of money and its value. Though as 
it happens, the rupee was never a token, the holder of the 
sovereign held, in any event, ita value in the market, and did not 
need the consideration shown to him by this proposal to 'indem
nify' him. That, ultimately, in his utter gracelessness, he did' not 
profit by it, will be evident from the fate of the notification 
which was actually issued in July 1920, expressing the readiness 
of the Government to redeem so\'ereigns at the rate of fifteen 
rupees (when thc actual market value of the sovereign was near 
eighteen rupees). 
. ' Independently of the real status of the rupee and the Cessi· 
'hility of altering its ratio, was the raising of the rupee from 1/-1 
gold to 2$ gold justified? The following quotation from Adam 

I The fineness ,,' the shilling has been reduced to ·m from '925, 

-by the Coibage Act of 1~20. 
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Smith by Ricardo, whom it is customary to treat sometimes as 
the 'presiding genius of Indian currency, should provide an 
nnswer,' 

"The . raising the denomination of the coin has been the 
most usual expedient by which a real puhlic bankruptcy has been 
disguised under the appearance of a pretended payment. If a 
six-pence, for example, should either by Act of Parliament or 
Royal Proclamation, be raised to the denomination of a shilling 
and twenty six pences to that of a pound sterling, the person who 
under the old denomination, had borrowed twenty shillings, or 
near four'ounces of silvcr, would, under the new, pay with twenty 
six-perices or with something less than two ounces. A national 
debt of about 120 millions, nearly the capital of the funded debt 
of Gl'eat Britain, might in this manner, be paid with about 64 
millions of our present money. It would indeed be a pretended 
pllyment only, and the creditors of the public would be defrauded 
of ten shillings in the pouud of' whllt was due to them. The 
calamity, too. would extend much further than to the creditors 
of the public. and those of every private person would suffer a 
pl'oportionalloss ; and this without any advantage, but in most 
cases with a great additional loss to the creditors of the public, 
If the creditors of the public, indeed were generally much in 
debt to other people, they might in some measure compensate 
their loss by paying their creditors in the same coin in which the 
public paid them. But in most conn tries, the creditors of the 
puhlic are the greater part of them, wealthy people, who stand 
more in relation of creditors than that of debtors tOWllrds the 
rest of their fellow citizens. A pretended payment of thia kind, 
therefore, instead of alleviating, aggravates in most cases. the loss 
of the creditors of the public; and without any ad,anlage to the 
public, extends the calamity to a great number of other innocent 
people. It occasions a general and most pernicious subversion of 
the fortunes of private people, enriching in most cases the idle 

I Ricardo's pamphlet. 'High Price of Bullion.' The original pas
sage occurs in Book V Chapter III, the Wealth of Natinos; CaonaD's 
Edition Vo~ II p, U~ 
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and profu.."e debtor at the expense of the indll5trioos and the 
fnlgal creditor. and tmnsportiog a great part of the national 
eapital from the bands which are likely to increase and intprove 
it, to those who are likely to di&>ipate and destroy it. When it 
beromes necessary for a state to declare itself a bankrupt. in the 
same manner as when it becomes necessary for an individual to 
do so. a £air open and avowed bankruptcy is alW"llYS the measure. 
which is both the least dishononrable to the debtor and the least 
hnrtful to the creo.litor. The hononr of a state is sorely very 
poorly provided for, when in order to cover the disgrace of a reAl 
bankruptcy, it bas recourse to a joggling trick of this kind, so 
ea.....;jJy _n through and at the same time so extremely pemicioas. • 

And yet the prestige of the Government was considered at 
stile in maintaining the integrity of the rupee. and a singnlar 
argument advanced in favonr of raising the valne of the rupee 
was the dimini..4ed incidence of the pnblic debt on the Indian 
revennes. 



A STANDARD OF VALUE. 
CHAPTER V. 

THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF MONEY-THE STABILITY OJ!' VALUE 

- OF GOLD AND SILVER-ADAM SMITH'S OBJECTION-THE LABOR 

ST,\NDARD-RICARDO'S COST STANDARD-THE CONCEPTION 

OF VALUE-DEYAND AND SUPPLY-THE COST OJ!' PRO

DUCTION-REASONS FOR THE PREJ!'ERENCE OJ!' GOLD 

AS A STANDARD OJ!' VALUE-THE DEFECT OF 

THE GOLD STANDARD. 

With all the progress achieved in the organisation of credit 
it must be realised that credit can only economise the use of 
metallic money. While its possibilities in increasing the efficiency 
of money in this way should be unlimited, it cannot supersede 
money entirely. The principal function of money is to provide 
a standard of value. 

There is a limit to exchange of commodities under a system 
of direct barter on account of the difficulty of the 'double coin
cidence' of a man who has one comlOOdity to spare and wants 
another, meeting the mlln who wants just the commodity which 
the first Ctlll spare and can spare just the commodity which he 
wants. If there is to be a free exchange of commodities, 
people must have a 'medium of exchange', some one article which 
everyone will take, with the certainty that it can be exchanged 
without difficlIlty for the commodity which may be wanted, 

III the collrse of time, cattle, sheep, shells, slaves, hides and 
a curious variety of other ftl'ticles have heen tried as instruments 
of exchange.' Metllls, however, on account of their greater 
convenience, were eventually preferred, the advance being from 
the cheaper to more precious metals. Iron, copper, silver and 
gold have, ill successive epochs, fulfilled the requirements of a 
medillm of exchange. 

I See Chalmers, Colonial Currency, for cnrioDS examples. 

s 
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Ultimately, gold and silver came to be universally preferred, 
because pieces of them are divisible without loss, easily carried 
about, easily stamped and recognised, dUI'able, of great value in 
small bulk, and comparatively steady in value over long periods 
of time, anslvering, as approximately as they possibly can, the 
requisites of good money which ~hould be a medium of exchange, 
a store of value, and a standard of deferred payments. In spite 
of their imperfections no other commodity has been found which 
can approach them in fulfilling these requisites. 

Though, with increasing wealth, silver has steadily receded 
in public favour, it could not be summarily dismissed from the 
monetary function which it performed for a long period on 
account of its proved worth as a reliable monetary standard. 
Before gold acquired its predominant place, effort was made to 
retain both the' metals for monetary purpose. l 

Two different commodities, howevel', with their distinctive 
'characteristics, would vary in value between themselves. Two 
monetary units, which fluctuate betw.een themselves must create 
confusion. . An attempt WRS therefore made to fix, by law, the 
ratio between gold and silver. This was, in effect, an attempt to 
suspend, in the case of gold and silver, the operation of the 
economic law of supply and demand, which must regulate the 
value of any commodity in terms of another. 

'. It was found, however, that individual efforts of states were 
ineffectual in maintaining a fixed par between gold and silver. 
The market ratio deviated from the legal rRtio and the consequence 
was that the cheaper metal drove the dearer out of circulation. 
It was for this reason that, long before the formal adoption of a 
singl'.! gold standard, England was practically a gold monometallic 
country, during the greater part of the eighteenth century. 
though both gold and silver were legal tender at the ratio of 

1 This crode attempt to adopt a dooble standard preoeded histori· 
cally the complet.e theory, developed later, of bimetallism. It is 0 

complaint of bimetallists tbal tbeir tbeory has Dever beeD put to real test 

iii practioe. 
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.14295 
la68200 : 1. The market ratio Ilt this time fluctuated near 

15 : 1. Silver, being, -thus,-less- valuable as coin than as bullion, 
disappeared from circulation and gold became the principal 
currency.1 

Even concerted action by several states, including France, 
Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. joined subsequently by Greece, 
who adopted tlle same monetary system, failed to give II fixed 
relationship between gold and silver. The coinage ratio of 15i : 1 
was adopted by France in 1803. Belgium followed in the yeal' 
1832 and the other States later on. In -the period upto 1850 
about which time the Californian gold mines were discovered, 
the average commercilll ratio stood abol'e the French ratio. 
Gold being thus, less valuable as coin than as bullion, disappeared 
from circulation and silver became the pl'incip!ll currency. The 
conditions were reversed after the year 1850. On account of the 
large amount produced in California and Australia, gold fell in 
vallie in relation to silver and the average commercial ratio 
between gold and sih'er dropped belolD the French ratio. Silver 

1 The ratio between l/aR<lard gold .aud silver used in coinage was 

151!, : I. To add Ricardo's explanation, 'This may require fnrther 

explanation. The lelative value of gold and silver in tbe coins is as 
9 15

1U
, to I. An ounce of gold which is c~iued iuto £3. 178. 10i I 

of gold coin, is worth, according to the Mint regulation, 151~' ounces 

of silver because tbat weight of silver is also coined into £3. 17s. 10id. 
of silver coin. While the relative value of gold to silver is in the market 
under 1& to I, wbioh it has been for a great number of years till lately, 
gold coin wonld necessarily be tbe standard measure of value because 

noither the Bank nor any individual would send 151:, ounces of silver 

to the Mint to be coiued into £3. 17s. 101".. when they could sell that 
quantity ofsilvar in the marko' for more than £3. 17s. 10ld. in gold coin, 
llDd this they coultl do by the supposit.ion, that less than l5 ounces of 
silver woul..t pUrchL"8 an oonce of gold" Ricardo's works, Me. Cullocb's 
e"il.ioo, p. ll7l. 
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became, thus, less valuable all coin than as bullion and dis·· 
appeared from circulation, and gold became. the principal 
currency. 

The experience of the United States was similar. The 
ratio of 15: 1 was adopted in the first instance, in the year li92. 
This waM found to favour the circulation of silver. The ratio 
was cbangedto 16 : 1 in the year 1834 with the deliberate object 
of favouring the coinage of gold. The figure selected was higher 
than the market ratio. Gold consequently became the principal 
currency and after the gold discoveries of 1848, serious difficulties 
were e:!l;perienced in retaining subsidiary silver coins in circulation. 

These failures led to the final abandonment of the double 
standard, in favour of gold, which had already become the 
principal currency of the leading commercial countries by its 
peculiar operation. England had taken this step in the year 1816 
far ahead of the other nations. Among the continental nations, 
Gel"many was the first to demonetize silver in 1873. The United 
States prepared, by the act of 1873, for the resumption of specie 
payments on a gold basis, virtually establishing a gold standard. 
in spite of her lingering regard for bimetallism. Austria, Russia 
and Japan followed. The Indian Mints were closed in 1893, 
with the intention of adopting a gold standard. 

Since the fateful year 18i3, silver deservedly or un
deservedly, has fallen int:o monetary dis-repute which is steadily 
increasing. Several attempts were made by the United States 
and France, to restore the double standard and to secure a stable 
.ratio between gold and silver by international agreement including 
all the principal commercial countries of the world. But Germany 
would not participate in . iuch a conference. England refused to 
consider any project compromising her gold standard. The 
varions conferences broke up without any practical results. 

Opinion may still be dh-ided as to the merits of the sides 
jn 'the battle of standards' which went on in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century, It is, howel-er, impossible to ignore the fact 
tbat the 'battle' has ~n Cought out and decided in Cavour of gold 
which, deservedly or \ndeservedly, holds the field completely. 
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It -has been adopted by the leading commercial countries as their 
stundard which is the basis of valuation of all other commodities. , 

Objection, however, has been raised to the use of gold and 
silver as money as their value is not constant. The function of 
money should be, it is argued, to provide a unit of value which 
is constant, like the unit of length or weight. A commodity, 
whose value is itself subject to VIlriations, cannot be used for 
comparing values of other commodities. The fluctuations which 
have occurred in the value of gold and silver, are, therefore, held 
to disqualify these metals for the monetary function. Thus 
Adam Smilh wrote, • As a measure of quantity such as the natural 
foot; fathom, or handful, which is continually varying in its own 
quantity, can never be an accurate measure of the quantit 1 of 
other things; 80 a commodity, which is itself continulIlIy varying 
in its own valne, can never be an accurate measure of the value 
of other commodities.' 

According to Adam Smith, labour was the proper stl\ndard 
of value and provided the real measure of the exchangeable 
value of all commodities including gold and silver. "At all times 
and places, that is dear,which it is difficult to come at, or which 
it costs much labour to acquire; lind that is cheap, which is to be 
had easily, or with very little labour. Labour alone, therefore, 
nevel' varying in its own "alue, is the ultimate and real standard, 
by which the value of all commodities, can, at all times and 
places, be estima ted and compared.D

' 

The quantity of labour which could be commanded in 
exchange fOl' a commodity, therefore, according to Adam Smith, 
gave the real measure of the exchangeable value - of that 
commodity, "The real price of everything, what everything 
really costs to the man who wants to acquire it" is the toil and 
b.'Ouble of 8Ctluiriug it. What everything is really worth to the 
man, who has aCllllil'ed it Ilud who wants to dispose of it or 
exchange it for something else, is the toil and trouble which it 
c.m save to himself, and which it can impose upon other people, 
What is bought with money or ~ds, is purchllSed by lllbour. 
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as much as what we acquire by the toil of our own body. 
That money or those goods, indeed save us this toil They 
contain the value of a certain quantity of labour, which we 
exchange for what is supposed at the time to coutain the value 
of an equal quantity. Labour was the first price, the original 
purchase-money that was paid for all things. It was not by gold 
or by silver, but by labour that all the wealth of the world was 
origiually purchased; and its value to those who possess it, and 
who want to exchange it for some new productions. iij precisely 
equal to the quantity of labour which it can enable them to 
purchase or command." 1 

The principle of the labor standard has &eCured enthusiastic 
adherents, especially among those with leanings towards socialism, 
on aecount of its apparent foundation in equity. If money is the 
power to command the products of human industry, the most 
equitable distribution of wealth will, it is contended, result by 
making labor itself the basis of the monetary system. Human 
toil must be equally the basis of distribution of wealth as it is 
the prime factor of its production. Labour was, therefore, 'just 
and honest money'. A normal day's work is suggested, by some, 
to be the ideal unit of value-'the unit recognised by God and 
humanity.' 

. The simplicitv of the labor standard, is, however, only 
apparent. The quest for a standard labor-unit would be hopeless 
as labour differs according to classes of commodities to which it is 
applied, each class invoh'ing many qualities. The qlL'llity of 
labour is again different with different labourers. 

Labour is, besides, the least exchangeable of all objects and, 
therefore, least suited as a medium of exchange. Nor is the 
value of labour constant in different periods on account of im
provement in its efficiency in the course of time. Labour cannot 
e\"en, therefore, be said to be an illl'ariable standard of value, 
insupersble as the difficulties would be of devising a prsctical 
scheme, making labour the basis of the monetary system. 

Nor has Adam Smith, at any rate, sUl!gested R scheme 

1 The Wealth of Nations. Cannlln', Ed. 1 P 32. 
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displacing gold and silver. Accepting gold and silver as money, 
he would use tables of wages for the purpose of measuring the 
varil\~ion in the purchasing power of money, fluctuations in wages 
being due, according to him, entirely to the fluctuations in 
the purchasing power of money, the value of labour, in his 
view, remaining constant. But as such records of price~ of 
labour were not availnble, he made use of corn prices for this 
purpose, these, according to him, being more nearly approximately 
proportionate to prices of labour. 

II icardo rejcct9 both corn and labour as standards of 
value. . "Adam Smith, after most ably shewing the insnfficiency 
of a variable medium, such as gold and silver, for the purpose c,f 
determining the vRrying value of other things, has himself, by 
fixing on corn or labour, chosen a medium no less variable." 

Though Ricardo thus rejected labour as a measure of 
value, he made labour the source of value. The value of a 
commodity, in his view, was due to the quantity of labour, 
necess!lry to produce it. All things were more or less valuable 
in proportion as more or less labour was bestowed upon their 
production,-according to the ~ifficulty or facility of production. 
The different quantities of labour necessary for their production, 
gave, therefore the basis for comparing the values of two commo
dities. I 

. His search ful' an invariable standard of value was, there
fore, a sCI\\'Ch for a commodity whose labour-<'ost of production 
WllS constant. 'That commodity is alone invariable, which at all 
times required the sume s'lcrifice of toil Rnd labour to produce it'. • 

He admitted, however, that no snch commodity of constant 
lnoour-cost existed. "When commodities varied in relative value , 
it would be desirable to have the means of ascertaining which of 
them fell and which rose in real value, lind this could be effected 

I Compare Adam Smith'. position. According 10 Adam Smith, the 
quantity of labour wilh which • commodity WAS purdaud gave Ihe 
m~asure of it! value; and. commodity was more or I~ss valuable accord
ing as it required more or less labour to atquir. it. 

I Ricardo's works. Me Culloch'. Ed. p. 166. 
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only by comparing them one after another, with some invariable 
standard measure of valne, which should itself be subject to none 
of the fluctuations to which other commodities are exposed. Of 
such a measure it is impossible to be possessed, because there is 
no commodity which is not itself exposed to the same variations 
as the things the value of which is to be ascertained; that is, 
there is none which is not subject to require more or less labour 
for its production." 1 In the absence of any other suitable 
commodity, he would accept gold as the nearest approximation to 
snch an invariable measure of value. 

The principal difficulty in this quest for an invariable stan
dard of value has been due to an erroneous conception which 
assumes value to be a definite property of a commodity, which 
could, therefore, be measnred by comparing it to the quantity 
contained in the commodity selected as the standard. It is not 
possible to say that a commodity possesses a definite amount of 
value just as it may be said to po~sess a certain length, breadth 
or weight. 

Adam Smith was the first to point out the tlVO different 
senses in which the term, 'valne', was commonly used, 'sometimes 
expressing the utility of some particular object, and sometimes 
the power of purchasing other goods, which the possession of that 
object conveys'. The one may be called, "value in use- and the other 
"value in exchange". "The things which have the greatest vaille 
in use have frequently little or no value in exchange ; and on the 
contrary, those whiah have the greatest valne in exchange, have 
frequently little or no value in use. Nothing is more useful than 
water; but it will purchase scarce anything; scarce /lnything can 
be had in exchange for it. A diamond, on the contrary, has 
scarce /lny value in use ; but a very great quantity of other goods 
may frequently be had in exchange for it." • 

The province of money is to deal principally with the latter 

aspect of va I ue. 
Such a value necessarily involves a relationship. The 

I Ricardo's works. Me Colloeb'l E,J, p. l!l!. 
• Tbe WealLh of Nations Bk. I Ch. IV. 
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exchange-value o[ a commodity can only be conceived and expres
sed in terms of another commodity. The quantity in which one 
commodity will be exchanged for another must depend upon a 
numbe~ of circumstances involving both the commodities. The 
ratios of exchange between eets of commodities will be different 
for different commodities sought to be exchanged. 

A definite quantity of purchasing power cannot be iuh~rent 
in any single commodity by itself. In the case of money the 
purchasing power, as shown by an index-number is simply an 
average whether arithmetic, geometric or harmonic of the ratios 
of exchange between the money-article on the one hanl and a 
list of selected commodities on the other han<l. But this average 
does not exist independently from the individual ratios from 
which it has been computed. It does not give a measnre of some 
individual attribute belonging to the money-article. 

The most important influence which determines the ex
change vulne of one commodity in term9 of another is the econo· 
mic law of supply and demand. 

Commodities are desired in varying degrees of intensity. 
The esteem in which they are held. may be independent of their 
real utility as in the case of diamonds; but it constitutes the 
essential ingredient of the demand for a commodity. 

In the case of air and wllter, whrn.e supplies are unlimited. 
there may be. generally, no occasion to compare the intensity of 
the desire for them. Of such, everyone may take what he wllnts. 
in the quantities he wants. In the case. however, of commodities, 
whose supplies are limited, it will be necessary for an individual 
to compare the intensity (>f his desire for 'lIUJntiJies of several 
commoditil's ami give away thOie quantities in his possession 
which he desires 1('88, for th0ge which he desires more. This is 
the basis of all exchnnges that take place. 

A f .. rml'r has been able to raise 100 maunds of rice. For 
his subsistence, he mas require 20 il1llllnds urgently. After he 
has l .. id by tbis quantity, his need of clothing may be greater 
than that of a further quantity for the purpose of subsistence. He 
will, now, bargnin with an individual who has • quantity of cloth 

9 
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to offer in the same way and needs rice. Assuming equal skill 
in bargllining both will endeavoUl' to obtain as much of the com' 
modities they want by parting with as little of the commodities 
they possess, After his demand for clothing is satisfied, the 
farmer might require fodder for his cattle. In this way. against 
his stol'e of rice, he will try to obtain quantities of other comma" 
dities in the order of intensity with which he desires them, 
Supposing his need of subsistence is completely met by the 20 
maunds of rice he has laid by, he needs little of the remaining 
80 maunds of rice for its own sake but with his knowledge of the 
intensity with which it is desil"ed by others, he will try to obtain 
quantities of other commodities which he himself desires. If he 
is thrifty, he may not like to use up all the store of rice. But 
he would prefer his savings in the form of that commodity which 
is not likely to deteriorate. If he finds, in addition, that his 
exchanges also would have been facilitated by means of this 
commodity, he would have obtained it from the outset, agninst the 
.sO maunds of rice, after keeping the 20 maunds he needs himself. 

The demand for a commodity, therefore, must be an effec· 
tive demand, backed by 'ability to give value' on the part of 
those desiring this commodity. Nor is the demand a rigid 
q l1antity. The extent of the demand for a particular commodity 
will depend upon the satisfaction of the demand for the urgent 
quantities of commodities which enjoy precedence over this com· 
modity in the scale of desires and satisfactions of individllals. 
This scale will not be the same for all individuals. 

For all individuals, food, shelter, and clothing would usually 
be among the first objects of desire. But a distinct scale wOld,1 
obtain for every individual for objects in general 

The supplies of a commodity' will be those which have been 
made available by human industry with its limitations, applying 
itself to the production of different commodities in different 
quantities according to its estimate of the differing degree of in
tensity of demand for them. 

1 ::;0100 oommodities oannot be multiplied by haman industry at 
all. Sucb are rare etataps or piotures, rare maau8criplll and coins • 

• 
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When this estimate errs in the case or a particular commo
dity, there is over-prod uction or deficien t production iIi this 
commodity. 

Over-production in a particular commodity, by its excessive 
supplies, lowers its exchange-value in terms of the commodities, 
whose qUllntities lire desired with greater intensity in comparison. 
The low excllRnge.value will divert the activity of human indus
b'y from the excessive production of this commodity to the pro' 
{luction of the other commodities whose supplies are deficient and 
which nre re({uired in 111I'ger quantitics. 

Deficient production, on the other hand, will raise' the 
exchange value of this commodity in terms of those IV hose quan
tities Rre desit'ed to a less extent, lind will, thus, attract hnman 
indnstry for increasing its snppIies by diverting it from the 
excessive prodnctiou of those which nre not desired in the quan
tities in which they are produced. Prodnction, thns, will be 
constantly ndjnsting itself tu the needs of the co,nmunity. 

In prnctice, the-cost of production, in terms of the money
Rrticle provides the guide for "jndging over-production or deficient 
prodnction. When the 'price' of a commodity' flills belowthe 
cost of production, tnking, of course, this cost to be the cost of 
efficient production there is Enid to be over-production ; and' the 
efft.'Ct of this fnll will be to I'estrict the prodnctiou of this commo
dity. If the 'price' stands above the cost of production, the 
production is deficient l\I1d the elIect of the 'high price' . wHI be to 
stimulnte the production of this commodity. 

Assuming the general efficiency of hnman illdnstry standing 
nt a purticnlnr le,-el, its activity wonld be directed in different 
proportions towards the pl'odnction of commodities in qn8ntities 
with relation to the 'demand' for them. In the CIIse of a parti
culnr commodity, on account of sOllie nelV invention, the out-pnt 
of the pOl'tion of the industry engaged in ils prodnction may be 
considerably inereased, These increnseti supplies are obtained 
withlmt interfering with the 8eti\"ity of the induEtry engaged, 88 

before, in the prodnction of tbe otber commodities in relation to 
the 'dellland' for tbem. The 'cheapened rost of pl'odnction' will 
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thus, result iu a low exchange-value of this commodity. In this 
case, however, the low exchange-value does not indicate, of itself, 
overprodnction. 

The search for ideal money, which has proceeded upon 
n.bsolute conceptions of the terms, demand and supply, cost of 
production, &nd value, removed from the varying desires lIud 
satisfactions of maukind and limitations of human industry, has 
al ways failed. 

The principal monetary function is to facilitate exchanges; 
The mllst important qualification of good money is, thereFore, 
highest exchangeability. 

The principal reason why the considered jud~ment of 
civilized nations has handed OVet' the monetary function to gold 
is that it is an article of unit'ersal desire and consequently an 
article or unit'ersal exchangeability. The demand for other 
commodities in its intensity, frequently takes precedence over the" 
demand for gold. Bnt this intensity" is liable to fluctuations; 
the demand is confined to particular classes of people only; and 
over-production, due to misdirection of human industry, mny 
seriously affect its exchangeability. 'So long as the manufacturer 
can exchange his products r@adily for other products at prices 
which seem to "shew a net profit, gold has little esteem value in 
his eyes. He is almost ready to accept the illusions of the 
advocates of ideal money and the multi pie standard,' that trade 
is wholly barter, in which the intervention of real money is a 
relic of an outgrowu superstition. When the fact is brought 
home to him, howeyer, that his goods ha"e lost esteem value, 
becanse of over-production or for other reasons, and this filII in 

1 Tbe advocates of tbe tabular or multiple slandard make a 
practical noe of indu" number. determined on li~ts which, so far 88 

ucloaJlv carried out, have usoally beeo confioed to the prices of 
"commodities. Their recommendations bave generally been ia one of two 
forms. eitber tbat conlracls sboold be selUed in SOlOS varying directly , " 

witb tbe index figures, witb aim to correct tbe imperfection of monoy as 
a standard; or tbal monpy itself sbould be so regulated as to maintain 
tbe index figure nearly invariablo, Wilb aim to keep money perfect so 
far a8 possible as a standard. 
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the esteem-value in the minds of others "finds expression in a 
lower valuation of his goods in gold, then suddenly rises in his 
mind the esteem value of real money-the only common form of 
value which is always exchangeable for other forms of goods. 
He realizes the force of the maxim of Marx, that whether 
"labour is useful for others and it~ product consequently capable 
of s:ltisfying the wants of others, can he proved only by the act 
of exchange." I 

The standard quality of the precious metals is' another 
element which makes them the most convenient standard of value. 
Gold, whether mined in Mysore, South Africa, or Australia is 
of the same standard purity. This uniformity of quality is of 
great importance in the material used for money. Indian wheat 
is different in quality from Canadian or English wheat and has 
a different exchange value. There is no difference in the ex
change value of pllre gold and silver on account of differences in 
quality. 

The dUI'Rbility of precious metals is an important element 
contributing to their steady exchangeability which extends over 
long periods of time. Other commodities are liable to serious 
deterioration and cannot be stored at· all; The supplies of any 
other commodity depend almost entirely upon the annual out-put 
of industry which is liable to wide fluctuations. A serious 
shortage due to temporary callses may raise its exchange value 
very high; and excessive production may lower it to 11 very 
great edent. The virtual indestructibility of gold makes it 
possible to s~ore it. The accumulated store of the past produc
tion, even after allowing for the loss by wastage and wear and 
tear has rendel'ed the supply of gold virtually independent of the 
distlll'oing effect of ordinary fluctuations of the annual out-put 
which hears a small proportion to the existing stock. 

One of the lessons of the war is said to be the' failure of gold 
AS a stllndarti of value. The break-down of the monetary systems 
of Europe, howe\'er, mny be traced to two causes one of wbich 
relates solely to the financial policy of the States without refer-

... -
I Cunaut I ". 113. The Principles of Money and Banking. 
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ence to the monetary st:mdard and the other to an erroneous 
conception of the function of gold as the basis of the monetary 
system. 

The break-down of the monetary systems of Europe due 
to the financial policy of the State~ would have occurred the same 
way with any other standard of value. It was an inevitable 
consequence of a frequent resort to the printing press for financing 
the war expenditure_ This can have no relation to the monetary 
standard in so far as the nations were obliged to spend beyond 
their means whether their resources be stated in gold or any other 
standard of valne. 

The other cause indicates the one important defect of gold 
as a monetary st.1ndard. The defect, however, is not inherent in 
gold as a standard of value. It flows from the reserve policy of 
the western n'ltions adopted in blind imitation of tbe English 
monetary system. A superficial study of the bank-rate policy 
of England which was primarily designed to control the flow of 
loanable capital, has induced a belief that an important function 
of the central reserve was to prevent the flight of gold and that 
it should be carefully guarded to mailit.'lin international credit. 
It reveals a serious taint of· mercantilism in the European attitude 
towards gold, which sees in its vigible accumulation the evidence 
of the wealth of the country. It has encouraged an organised 
policy o[ hoarding, which is the more insidious as it has been 
systematically prnctised. The evil has become particularly grave 
since the war. The break-down of the Indian monetary system 
may be referred principally to the ref'lsal of the g()ld standard 
conntries to part with their gold in payment of their debts to 

India. 
The practical with·drawal of the gold, hoarded at present 

in the vaults of the central banks of Europe is responsible for the 
serions fluctuations in the value of gold. The essential preli
minary to a return to stability is the release of all this gold from 
the hoards where it is lying uselessly. This will invoh'e a radical 
chanO"e in the conception of the function of gold reserves in the 

o • 
monetary system. 'For the next few yeus, a country possesslllg 
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a gold standard will doubtless have to be prepared for far more 
violent fluctuations in its gold reserve than ever used to take 
place in pre-war days, and it must be realb:ed that an anxious 
insistence on keeping to the old rules for the regulation of gold 
reserves will no longer prvve to be compatible with a rational 
monetary policy. The required stability in the value of gold 
can only be attained if the central banks in countries whic4 have 
returned to a gold standard are prepared without re3erve both to 
accept gold and to part with gold in strict accordance with what 
the market situation demands. Such a policy will in the long 
run bring aOout the stabilisati()n of the gold market, and thereby 
a limitation of the gold reserves to more normal proportions, 
whereas any attempt to obstruct the free movement of gold must 
react 011 the steadiness or the market." 

, frof. Owel-lloney an-I Forei~ Es:ebange after 19U, p. 280. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
RICARDO'S CONCEPTION OF A PERFECT CURRENCY-ADJPTlON OF A 

DEFINITE STANDARD INDISPENSABLE-HIS OBJECTION TO A 

COM~!oDITIES STANDAltD_-THE RESPECTIVE MERITS OF GOLD 

ANn· SILVER-COMPLETE CONVERTIBlf.lTY THE BASIS OF 

RICARDO'S PAPER MONEY-THE PRINCIPLE OF REDEMPTION IN 

BARS-THE COMPI.ETE OUTLINE OF HIS SCHEME -UIS E)(PITASIS 

ON TIlE FREEDOM FROM CONTROL OF BOTH THE STATE AND THE 

BANK -THE REI.ATION OF THE GOLD EXCHANGE SYSTE~r TO 

RICARDO's PI"AN-THE RUPEE A NOTE PRINTED ON SILVER

THE OUTLINE OF THE INDIAN SYSTEM - THE INCONVERTIBILITY 

OF THE NOTE PRINTED ON SILVER -THE STATE CONTROL-THE 

FUTURE ORGANISATION OF THE INDIAN SYSTEli -A TABLE OF 

COMPARISON BETWEEN RICARDO'S PLAN AND THE INIlIAN SYSTEU. 

I 

The principal function of money is to provide 8 standard 
of value. The article, thus selected. nced not be the medium of 

1 Ricardo's scheme is of special interest as the gold exchange 
system is said to have been evolved on the lines similar to those laid down 
by Ricardo. Ricardo was one of the most advanced thinkers, who looked 
Far ahead of his time in tbe spbere of currency. His speculations in the 
region of currency, were not purely theoretical. His outlook was eminently 
practical and his conclusions are of great valne especially to·day. The 
English monetary system had brokon down under the stress of the 
Napoleonic Wars. The inconvertible paper, which had driven gold out 
of circulation, had brought its usual accompaniment of high prices and 
unstable exchange. The Report of the Bullion Committee, which con
demned the excessive issue of paper ond practically established the gold 
standard for England was influenced considerably by tbe writings of 
Ricardo. Specie payment was finally and completely resnmed by the 

Bank oE England in 1821. 
For a tribute to Uicardo's genius, see Prof. Marshall, Money Credit and 

Oommero~, po 41. 
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circulation. The organisation of credit in the civilised collntries 
has provided the means of dispensing with the actual intervention 
of the standard in transactions. In England, though gold had 
been the standard of value (or more than a century, the circula· 
tion has mostly consisted of cheques and notes •. 

Though gold may not conform to the test of an ideally 
perfect standard of value, there is no practical alternative to it, 
by which ita use as a monetary standard cOuld be dispensed with. 
~f onetary progress achieved so far has not yet found a satisfactory 
substitute ill place of gold. Gold must continue to perform the 
monetary function and the development must proceed in the 
direction of perfecting measures for dispensing with the actual 
employment of gold as a circulating medium. It is in this 
connection that Ricardo's plan is of particular intereRt. 

According to Ricardo, that. currency is perfect, of which 
the standard is invariable, which always conforms· to that stan
dard, and in the use of which the utmost economy is practised. 

His scheme in substance was, that while gold or silver must 
be adopted as the standard in the absence of any other suitable 
commodity, the circulatiOn should be of paper only which must 
be maintained at par with the standard, whether gold or 
silver. 

While his proposal was primarily to secure a circulation 
of paper at par with the standard whether gold or silver, he was 
equally emphatic as to the necessity of adopting some definite 
standard to which the paper currency must conform. 

: In Ricardo's time also, there were those who advocated a 
free paper standard, who suggested that the paper they were 
using should be linked not to gold but to goods in general, in 
other words, the value of paper should be regulated not by the 
value of gold but by the price level. . 

Ricardo, however, maintained, 'commodities generally, CJln 
·llever become a standard to regulate the quantity and value of 
money; and although some inconveniences attend the sbmdard 
we have adopted,. namely guld and silver, from the variations 
to which they are subject liS commodities, these are trivial, iI)deed, 

lQ 
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compared to those which we should have to bear if we adopted 
the plan recommended.' 1 

'Some commodities are rising in value, from the effects of 
taxation, from the scarcity of the raw material of which they are 
made, or from any other cause which increases the difficulty. of. 
production. Others again are falling, from improvements in 
machinery, from the better division of labour and the improved 
skill of the workmen; from the greater abundance of the raw 
material, and generally from the greater facility of production. 
To determine the value of a currency by-the test proposed. it 
would be necessary to compare it successively with the thousands 
of commodities which are circulating in the community, allowing 
to each aU the effects which may have produced upon its value by 
the above causes. To do this is evidently impossible.' • 

The progress since made with index figures, does not 
diminish the force of Ricardo's objection. Assuming it were 
possible-no such assumption holds true with regard to existing 
index-numbers-to construct a trustworthy index-number, reBect
ing aCcurately the changes in the purchasing-power of -money in 
respect of a list of commodities, which is comprehensive, after 
making due allowance for the 'weight' or importance of each 
commodity, it would be further necessary to ascertain, when a 
variation occurs in the price level, the extent of such variation 
due to Causes which have no direct reference to the money article 
and relate solely to particular commodities, the changes in the 
prices of these commodities being responsible to that extent for 
the change in the average, indicating the general price. level : this 
is not feasible. 

Ricardo, therefore, rejected the idea of a currency without 
a specific standard. 'This idea of a currency without a specific 
standJird was, I believe, first advanced by Sir James Steuart, but 
no one has yet been able to offer any test by which we could 
ascertain the uniformity in the value of money so constituted. 
Those who snpported this opiuion did not see, that such a 

1 Ricardo'. work.; Me. eullocb's Edition p. 401 • 
• ~iCQrdo'8 works; Me. Qollocb'8 Editioo p. 400. 
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Currency instead of being invariable was snbject to the. greatest 
variations, that the only use of a standard is to~regulate the 
quantity and by the quantity the value of the currency-and 
without a standard it would be exposed to all the fluctuations to 
which the ignorance or intere8ts of the issuers might subject it.' 1 

'While the precious metsls continue to be the standard of 
our currency, money must· necessarily undergo the same varia
tions in value as these metals. It was the comparative steadiness 
in the value of precious metals for periods of some duration, 
which probably was the cause of the preference given to them in 
!Ill countries as a standard by which to measure the value of 
other things.'" 

'The introduction of precious metall! for the purposes· of 
money muy with truth be considered as onc of the most important 
steps to\vards the ·improvement of commerce and arts of civilised 
li£e; but it is no less true that, with the advancement of know
ledge and science we discover that it would be another improve
llIent to banish them again from the employment to which during 
les8 enlightened period they had been 80 advantageously applied." 

'While a standard is used, we are· subject to only ifUcha 
variation in the value of money as the 8tandard itself is subject 
to ; but against such a variation there is no possible remedy, and 
late events have proved that, during periods of war, when gold 
and silver are used for the payment of large armies distant from 
home, these variatiolls are much more considerable than has been 
generally allowed. This admission only proves that gold and 
silver are not 80 good a standard as they have been hitherto 
supposed, that they are themselves subject to greater variations 
that it is desirable a standard should be subject to. They are, 
however, the best with which we are acquainted. If any other 
commodity less variable could be found, it might very probably 
be adopted as the future standard of our money, provided it had 
all the other qUlllities whi ... h fitted it for that purpose; bot while 

I llicardo·. works: Me. Cullocb's EdiLioD, p. tOO •. 
• Ricardo's works: Me. Collocb'. Edilioo, p. 397. 
I Ricardo's works •. lie. Oallocb's Edilioo, po to{. 
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these mefals are the standard. the currency should conform in 
value to them." 1 

Which of the two metals, gold and silver, is more suitable 
as It standard! Ricardo's objection against gold is of special 
interest tcHiay, in view of the organised hoarding (which is none 
the less insidioas as it is practised by banks) by the central banks 
of Europe. "Much inconvenience arises from using two metals 
as the standard of our money; and it has long been a disp!1ted 
point whether gold or silver should by law be made the principal 
or sole standard of money •. In favour of gold it may be l!IIid, 
thal its greater value under a small bulk eminently qualities it 
for the standard in an opulent country; but this very quality 
suhjects it to greater variations in value during periods of war 
or extensive commercial discredit. when it is often collected and 
hoarded and may be nrged an argument a.,uainst its use. The 
only objection to the use of silver as the standard is its bulk 
which rendem it unfit for the large payments required in It 

wealthy country; but thie .objection is entirely removed by tbe 
substitution of paper-money as the general· circulating medium 
of the country. Silver, too, is much more steady in value, in 
cODl:!efjuence of its deIllalld and supply being more regular; and 
as all foreign countries regulate the value of their money by· the 
value of silver. there can be. nodonbt that on the whole, silver, 
is preferable to gold as It standard, and should be permanently 
adopted for that purpose." • 

The experience of India under the silver standard Cully 
cot'roborates Ricardo's view regarding the steadiness of the value 
of silver. . The attitude. however, of the leading commercial 
countries towards silver has changed completely, since Ricardo 
wrote.. It will be a miracle if silver is rescued from the monetary 
disrepute into which it has fal~en. 

Nor would Ricardo enforce his preference for silver.· He 
Wll>! content .tha' gold answered, IL3 approximately. as it could, 
bis test-constant cost of production -of . an invariable measure 

J RicarJo's works: Me.Culloch's Editioo, p. ~:!. 
• Ricardo'd works; lUc.Cullocb'. EditioD, p. 402. 
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or value. His interest .was centred in devising a plan which 
would secure a chp.op circulating medium of paper based upon. 
the standard whether gold or silver. 

I t is not necessary to examine the peculiar doctrine of 
lUcardo as regards the principle on whil)h paper money circu. 
lutes. According to him, B paper-note, though of no more intrin
sic value than the piece of paper on which it ie made, was a piece 
of money on "hich seignorage amounted to its full value and 
retained this value if its quantity was re~ulated according. to the 
value of the metal, which is declared the standard and which it 
is intended to represent. Thus. in his vie IV, the dill'eren.::e 
between tlie full value of the rupee and its intrinsic value would 
have been the seignorage. 'While the State alone coins, there can 
be no limit to this charge of seignorage; for by limiting the 
quantity of coin it can be raised to any conceivable value.' 1 

We mayleave alone the peculiar terms of s!lignorage in 
which Ricardo states this principle. That a currency.can be 
maintuined at a value higher than that of its intrinsic worth on 
the prinCiple of limitation of quantity, has been fully established 
by the Indinn currency experiment. 

We are concerned with the practical meusure he suggested 
und the only llleusure he relied upon, for enforcing the principle 
of limitation of quantity, as. a means of ensuring the parity of 
paper with gold. While on theoretical grounds, it may not be 
necessary thut puper money should be payable in specie to secure 
its value, provided· its quantity was properly controlled, be was 
definitely against intrusting this power of reguluting the qnllntity 
of currency either to the State or to the Bank. 'Experience, 
however, sholVs that neither a State nor a Bank ever have had 
the unrestricted power of issuing paper money without abusing that 
power: in all States, therefore, the issue of paper-money ought to 
be under some check and control. and none seems so proper for 
thnt purpO<!e as thut of subjecting the i~uel'li of paper money to 
the oblig.ltion of paying their notes either in gold coin or bullion." 

1 Ricardo's works I Me. Cullocb"s Edition, p. !!l3, 

I Ricardo's works I Me. Culloch's Edition, p. 215. 
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The experience of the Great War in no way modifies this 
position, According to idealists, the gold standard may he a 
'barbarous' relic. On general principles. convertibility into gold 
may not he absolutely essential, for securing the value of the 
currency. Theoretically it may· he even possible to manipulate 
the credit and currency machine, with the primary object of 
keeping prices steady. 1 But no State or Bank could he trusted 
with this discretion of mauaging the cnrrency. There can he no 
mistake about the real cause of the break-down of the monetary 
systems of Europe. Practical financiers have been watching with 
anxiety tbe growing distrust of the paper-note. due to unhappy 
manipulations by both States and Banks,' a distrust which may 
result in the peOple irl~isting on a currency of 'ringing metal' 
cancelling the important progress achieved, in the perfection of 
the credit and currency machine and throwing the ci\;lised world 
on currency methods which were practised a century a.,uo. 

For some continental nations. it may he nseless even to 
think of returning to pre-wnr gold parity. These couctries 
might have to carry out what is known as a 'policy of devaluation', 
in order to restore the gold standard. But a return to the 
principle of convertihility provides the only escape from the uns
table paper standard with which Europe is at present ridden. It 
will he the one guarantee of sane finance guiding the policy of 
States. 

The key-stone of Ricardo's scheme of paper currency is the 
eompulsOry redemption of notes in gold. with this important 
mOdification that gold thus issned should not he coins but bars. 
the lowest weight of a bar heiug 20 oz., which would he an im
possible nnit for nse as currency. Gold, issued in this form, 
could not enter into internal circulation. By this means. there-

1 Keyne.. the Tract 00 Mooetary Reform. 
S Tbe receot eump\e of the Bank of France bariog manipulated 

accounts .ith the coooinn~ of tbe Freocb Goveromeot 10 conceal the 
issoes may be cited. Evett tht!' Indian paper CIlrrt!'Dcy m ..... gemt!'Dt oott!'d 
for its c:oosenalive prioeiplllll bas 001 been proof agaiDst issoes baded by 
eecoriliea areatN ad Aoe. 
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fore, it could be ensured that gold was not withdrawn from the 
bank for use as currency. 

"To secure' the public against any other variations in the 
value of currency than those to which the standard itself is snb
ject, and at the IIBme time to carry on the circulation with a 
medium the least expensive, is to attain the most perfect state to 
which a currcncy can be brought, aud we should possess all these 
advantage$ hy IlUhjecling the Banl: to the delirery of uru:oined gold 
l>T silz'er aI the Jlint standard and price, in e.rcAan!le fur tAeir 
notes, instead of the delirery of guineas; by which means, paper 
would never fall below the value of bullion without being followed 
by a reduction of ita quantity." I 

To give Ii complete outline of his scheme, 
(1) The Bank should be obliged to purchase any quantity 

of gold that was offered, at £3 17s. per oz. Thill 
was to be the rate of issue of paper. 

(:2) The Bank should sell any quantity of gold that may 
be demanded at .£3 17s. lotd. per oz. ThiswBll 
the rate of redemption of paper. 

(3) The lowest weight of gold thus dealt with by the 
Bank should be 20 oz. • 

(4) The Mint should remain open, BlI a safeguard against 
a capricious limitation of the quantity Q( paper 
by the Bank. In the event of a perverse refusal 
by the Bank to issue paper, it should be possible 
for the public to get coin from the Mint. As 
taking bullion to the Mint, however, would in
volve loss of interest till the delivery of pieces 
completely coined. the price at which paper is 
issued in exchange for gold should be so fixed 
that it would be to the interest of the holder of 
the bullion to sell it to the Bank for paper rather 
than to Clrry it to the Mint to be coined. 

I ru",nlo's worb; ale. Cull"".b's Edition, po 115. 
• The 6gares suggested b, Hicudo wore 1~lIlati" 1liiI, .. 

~laciJ.le th. pri..eiple. 
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(5) The most perfect liberty should be given, at the same 
time to export or import every description of 
bullion. 

While the particular figures suggested by Ricardo might 
require modification, the two fundamental principles on which 
the scheme was outlined are clear. The first was that instead of 
being made exchangeable for gold coins, bank-notes should be 
exchangeable for bars of gold bullion of the standard weight 
and purity; and the second was that the discretion of. limiting 
the quantit.v of paper should on no account be entrusted to the 
Bank., This was the reason for his insistence on compulsory 
redemption of paper. The safeguard of an open Mint though 
in direct opposition to the very spirit of his scheme of paper cur
rency was designed with the intention of taking away completely 
the discretion of limiting the circulation from the Bank. The 
propos'll was, of course, to be carefully framed so that it would be 
to the interest of the public to get paper from the Bank rather 
than coin from the Mint. The motive, however, which prompted 
the retention of the safeguard of an open Mint, cannot be mis
taken. ,'A scheme of currency that is automatic in its operation 
is far better than any managed system. 

"With the known opinion of the Bank Directors as to the 
rule for issuing ,paper-money~ they may be said to ha\'e exercised 
their powers without any great indiscl·etion. It is evident that 
they have followed their own principie with extreme caution. In 
the present state of the law, they have the power, without any 
control whatever, of increasing or reducing the circulation n any 
degree they may think' proper; a power which should neitht'r 
be intrusted to the State itself, nor to anybod,y in it, as there can 
be Ito security' for the uniformity in tIle mlut of the currency, 
u'hen its augmentation or diminution depends solely on the ,rill 
of the 'issue,s. 'That the Bank have the power of reducing the 
cil'culatiou to the very narrowest limitH, will not be denied, even 
by tho~e who IIgree in opinion with the directors, that they have 
not ,the power of lidding indefinitely to its quantity. Though [ 
nm fully assured, that it is both against the illterest and the" wisq 
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of the Bank to exercise this power to the detriment of the public, 
yet. when I contemplate the evil consequences which migbt ensue 
from a sudden aud great reduction of the circulatiou, as well ali 
from a gl'eat addition to it, I cannot but deprecate the facility 
with which the State has armed the Bank with EO formidable a 
prerogative". 1 

It is of interest that Ricardo's scheme was tried in England; 
the Bank having resumed specie payment in the first instance in 
gold bal's. It was found however that one pound notes which 
took the place of sovereigns were forged on an extensive scale 
and it was thought advisable to adopt a mixed currency, trusting 
the natural means, which credit instruments provided, for econo· 
mising the use of gold in circulation. 

II 
The gold exchange system is said to embody the funda· 

mentsl principle of Ricardo'll scheme. Mr. Lindsay who origi· 
nally suggested the idea of the gold exchange standard, fl'llmed 
his proposals expressly referring to Ricardo's plan as the model 
which he had adopted. Probyu's proposal actually urged the 
incorporation of the principle of redemption in bars in the Indian 
currency system. A gold standard without a gold currency was, 
hO\l'ever, an expel'iment without a precedent in the monetary 
history of the most civilized couub'ies. Tho'lgh the Fowler 
Commission rejected it on these grounds. the Indial. system 
actually developed on the lines fore·casted by Mr. Lindsay who, 
it is interesting to remark, was confident from the beginuiug that 
his scheme must be ultimately adopted in spite of the cold recep
tion in the beginning. IE Ricardo's plnn has, thus, served as the 
model for the Indian system, it will be important to institute a 
careful comparison between the two. 

The central feature of the Indian currency system is that the 
circulation consists of silver rupees whose 11llue was maintained 
artificially at pOl' with gold, which is held in reserve and is available 
only wben it isueeded for export. [t is said to work on tbe ware
honse piau. Gold which is drawn 'by Ind:a on account of her 

1 1(icardo's works I Me. t)UIlOCIl's ~dl\iQD. p.I!U. 

n 
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favourable trade balance, is received into the ware-house, against 
which, the Indian Government, the custodians .of the ware-hollse, 
issue rupee tickets which circulate as currency gold being surren
dered against the tickets, when required for foreign payments 
only. The Chamberlain Commission quoted, with approval, _ the 
authority of Plato who, for his ideal State, would have an interna~ 
currency of -notes stamped on leather, a reserve of gold being 
kept for exchanging the bits of leather when required by citizens 
for foreign use. The only point in which the Indian currency 
differed was that the rupee was a note printed on silver. _ -

Ricardo's scheme was designed to secure a circulation of 
pap~r-notes. The Indian system secured- a circulation of notes_ 
printed on silver,-the reason for printing them on silver being 
the capricious preference of the Indian people for a currency 
of 'ringing metal: according to the protagonists of this 
system. - - _ 

-To give a complete outline of the working of the Indian 
system, 

(1) The Indian Government bound themselves to purchase 
any quantity of /rold that was offered, at the rate 
of 15 rupees for one sovereign. In other word~, 

the Indian Government were -prepared to issue 
notes printed on silver against gold to- an unlimited 
extent at the rate of 15 rupees for one sovereign. 

(2) The Indian Go,-ernment were prepared to sell gold 
at the rate corresponding to the gold export point. 
But this was not an open offer always, nor an un
limited offer, the gold being available only when _ in 
the view of the Go,-ernment the weakness of ex
change indicated 1\ demand for the export of gold 
and then only to the extent of the resources at the 
disposal of the Government. In other words, the 
notes printed on silver were ordinarily inconvertible 
and redeemed to a limited extent in gold, in the 
COlItingency of an unfavourable balance O_f trade, and 
e'\"~ then the l\'sources of the Government might 
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not be pledged to an unlimited extent to meet any 
contingency that may arise. The necessity for this 
limitation arose bec9use the cost of the note printed 
on silver was a heavy charge and had to be met 
from the gold against which it, was issued and 
therefore, all the gold against which rupees were 
issued was not available when th&;e notes printed 
on silver were presented for redemption. The' 
difficulty was thus duc to the unaccountable prefer
,ence of, the Indian people for the note printed on 
silver. 

(3) The Indian Yiots were closed entirely to public coin
age, whether gold or silver. 

(1) A papel'-Currency is maintained, convertible into the 
rupee. The standard of the paper-note is the rupee 
-the inconvertible note printed on silver,-into 
which it is convertible and to which its value must 
conform. 

The outstauding feature of the Indian system is that (i) the 
medium of circulation is the inconvertible note printed on silver. 
(ii) The discretion of controlling the quantity of cireulation is 
vested completely in the Government. 

The dh-ergence, therefore, of the Indian currency from its 
model is fundamental in the two essential principles on which 
Ricardo's scheme is based, 

(i) Ricardo's scheme insisted upon complete convertibility 
to ensure the parity of paper with gold, relying upon the form 
iu ,which gold was issued to prevent it from entering into 
circulation. 

When Ricardo promulgated his scheme of paper currency, 
paper actw\Uy cireulated in England to the exclusion of gold;' 
but it· was il)convertible paper, which he, therefore, rejected, as 
it provided lin un~table ba~hl for parity either with gold or goods 
in general. 

The Indillnsystem depends upon the inconvertibility of 
this note printed on sil"er for drh-ing gold out of circulation, 
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the measure of its parity with gold 'being the link always the 
weakest of an inconvertible note with gold. 

-It is iu the nature of an inconvertible note currency, 
whether the note be printed on paper or silver, to circulate to the 
exclusion of gold. It - is a simple operation of Gresham's law, 
inferior money will drive out better. The exclusive circulation 
of the rupees, under the gold exchange sys tem, far from indicat. 
ing a deliberate preference of the Indian people for the rupee, 
was an'index of the inferiority of the ru pee currency. No more 
can the exclusive circulation of inconvertible note,s in Europe 
at present be taken as evidence of the partiality of the European 
people-for them, The operation of the laws of currency is not 
different in India from that in Europe . 

. Once a currency becomes irredeemable in gold, gold ceasee 
to be the -standard regulating its value. In European countries, 
the gold standard came to an end when convertibility ceased .. 

A standard of value may function as money through the 
representative currency consisting of tokens and convertible notes. 
Tokens' are Ii. subsidiary currency needed for retail transactions, 
of little intrinsic worth, legal tender for small amounts at a 
definite relation to the standard coin. The rupee currency was 
never a token currency of this description. 1 Nor has it been a 
convertible note deriving its value from its standard. 

In India, the rupee itself has been the standard of value 
and it takes its characteristics as a standard from the inconverti
ble note to which it corresponds. 

The principal characteristic of an inconvertible note is that 
it is· an unstable Iltllndard of value. 

A seller of commodities will natul·ally demand a higher 
price for them in terms of another whose value is uncertain. 
The greater the distrust with which the money.article is regarded, 
the higher will be the price demanded, of any commodity In itll 
terms. This is the cause of· inconvertible paper bringing with It 
invariably the regime of high prices. 

The rupee shares fully with an inconvertible note, this 

I This has been carefully examined in Chapter II, 
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Want or t'steelIl.As a metallic coin, it is not an· ihoneEe . coin 
in the eyes of Indian dealers, its intrinsic worth being less than 
its face value. Regarded as a note issued against gold, it is not 
redeemable in gold. The connection therefore, of high. prices 
with the gold exchange standard is not only, not accidental but 
inherent in its very natnre. 

(ii) Ricardo was- unwilling to trnst either the State or the 
Bank with the discretion of manipulating the quantity of circula
tion. A currency to in~pi re confidence mnst· be absolutely 
automatic in its operation. His proposal to keep the mint open 
as a safegl1ard against an artificial limitation of the quantity of 
currency by the Bank, though directly opposed to the very spirit 
of his scheme of paper currency, was inspired by this motive. 

In the case of irredeemable currency, the usual argument 
employed is that the quantity issued is iu strict accordance with 
the demands of trade. 

"The plea that no more is issued than the wants of com
merce require is of no weight; because the sum required for such 
purpose cannot be defined. Commerce is insatiable in its demands 
and the same portion of it may employ 10 million!l" or 100 
millions of circulating medium j" the quantity depends wholly 
upon ib! value." • 

On two important occasions the Indian Government had to 
examine carefully whether their discretion of reducing the 
quantity of circulation.-in the contingency of an unfavourable 
tl'Bde balance according to their accepted principle."",,"could be 
exercised j and 011 both these occasions they failed. In the rear 
1 !)OJ -08, they did not realize in time the necessity of meeting the 
demand for the export of gold. In the year 1920, they entirely 
misunderstood the function of Reverse Councils in supporting 
exchanl,re and 80M sterling drafts in the face of a favourable trade 
balance with disastrous consequences. 

It would he ordiuary wisdom not to claim a discretion which 
nobody is qualified to exercise. 

The .most important diffel'ence, however, is that· the rupee 

• Ricardo's works. Me CWloch's Ed. p. 3&1. 
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is not Ii cheap circulating medium at all. Whether the circulatiort 
!!onsiste of 300 crores of rupees or of 20 crores of sovereigns, the 
medium of circulation is equally expensive the large quantity of 
rupees n:1I1king up for the apparent 'cheapness' of' silver. For 
this very reason, Ricardo had as great an objection to the circula
tion of silver as to that of gold. His scheme of paper currency' 
was applicable as much to silver as to gold, whichever metal was 
adopted as a,standard of value. ' 

There is the less reason for maintaining this costly circula
tion of notea printed on silver as it is not necessary.' Their in
convertibility is the cause' of ' their exclusive circulation.' Their 
low,p~rchasing power is an index' of the want of esteem in which 
they have been held by the Indian public. Taking the pre~war 
normal ,conditions as the basis, the cOUl;se of the index-number 
f!'Om 1899·1900 to 1913~14 has established thi~ beyond dispnte. 

, The logical step in the establishment of an effective gold 
standard wonld be to abolish the inconvertible note printed on 
silver, to relegate the rupee to the position of" a' snbsidiary 
token coin' and to make the paper-note directly convertible 
into gold. ' ' 

Even if gold is issued in the form of sovereigns, a sovereign 
is too large a unit to circulate generally as currency, the rupee 
being the most convenient unit for the magnitude of Indian tran
sactions. Conditions ha\'e not altered materially so as vitiate hi! 
conclusions-since Sir David Barbour wrote :-"1 have no doubt 
that even with a gold standllrd the people of India would in 
almost all their transactions prefer to employ silver rupees. It 
is improbable that a gold coin of less than Rs. 10 would be issued 
in India and such a coin would be quite unsuited for ordinary 
Indian transactions, Rs. 10 represented generally much more 
tban a' cooly's wages for a month and even if tbe cooly receive~ 
his wages in the form of a single coin, he would immediately 
e,,~bange it for smaller coins.'" . ' 

A definite step'in the direction of altering the ijtatns of the 
rupee. would be that the ratio' in which it is related to the 

It5Jr lJavld .uar~our'8 MlDute, :list Juue JI.'92, para a. . 
I This ratio should be no other tban Us, 15 to the sovereign • 

• 
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sovereign should be embodied in the section of the Indian .Coinagll 
Act wh!ch makes the rupee a legal tender and. not the f;E\Cti6n. 
which makes the sovereign a legal tender. In view of.' Indi!ln 
conditions, the rupee may be declared a legal tender up to lts. 50. 
Once the rupee is definitely given the status of a token coin, 
it will be possible to reduce its fineness. 

While the efforts to introduce rupee-notes have met with 
commendable success.-on account of the wear and tear to which 
a paper-note is &ubjected when it is employed in small retail 
transactions, it is necessary to renew it often. The cost of this 
renewal makes it questionable whether a small paper-note is 
really a cheap circulating medium. For small retail transactions, 
a metal coin has distinct superiority ov~r a paper substitute.s 

On the other hand, paper-money has secured a definite place 
in the Indian monetary system. \. arions steps taken to popqla
rize noles have led to a steady increase in the circnlation. The 
growth has been striking since the universalization' of 5, 10, 50 
and 100 'Rupees notes, R 10 and R 100 notes particularly being 
very popular. The new desiltn of the R 10 note is attractive 
and must increase its popularity. In business centres where the 
circulation of rlotes is the largest. transactions are Settled hy 
means of notes and chequ~. There is DO possibility of a· metal 
coin whether gold or silver taking the place of Dotes or cheques 
in settlement of tnlDsactions. 

E\-en if, therefore, natnral means alone are adopted, "India 
provides an ideal field for realizing in practice Ricardo's sCheme 
of perfect currency. While goM would be the standard of value, 
the currenc I would consist mainly of paper and tokens. 

A definite I"!snlt of the adoption of the gold standard on a 

S New i .. oes of ooe ropee ootes haye since he.n slopped. 

1 IT ntil recently, no ooles were I~gallender oubide th"ir 'own drele 
aod were payaWe only at offices of the town from which they were ori. 
ginally issued. This greatly restriel"d the ropul:uity of the oote-issne.. 
10 the YHor 1903, :; rupee notes were made 'oniYel'Sll1' legal leader. In. 
1910, R iO aod R 50 notes were ooiYel'Sl.li.1ad. In 1911, R. 100 IIOteit 
~me oniverERllegal lender. . 
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natural 'basis will be to make the monetary use, of the large stock 
of gold which India possesses, possible. The Indian people are 
snid to lay by gold in idle hoards. If this is true, the only 
lIaturai plan,by which the people will be induced to par't with
their 'stOres' of gold for profitable employment is to foster the 
confidence that it would be returned to them when required by 
them., As soon as the public are satisfied that the notes they 
hold could be turned into gold readily and without question, their 
desire to cash them will diminish, This is the mode, which was 
employed to cure western people of their 'uncivilized' and 'waste
ful' gold habit and is the only mode Ilpplicable to India; 

The actual achievement of the unnatural gold exchange , 
system hag been 'a steady increase in the imports of gold conno-
ting an increasing taste' for gold and has simultaneously foster<!d 
the most uneconomic consumption of all this gold.' The gold 
standard functioning on the normal basis, it is inconceivable that, 
of 60 million sovereigns absorbed' by the public during the 12 
years ending the 31st March 1913, an amount little less in value 
than the new coinage of rupees during the same period, only a 
trifle should have been put to monetary use. 

While the gold standard need not involve a gold circulation, 
the only guarantee that gold will junction as tbe standard of 
value is complete convertibility. This is the fundamental point 
in which the In<!ian system departs completely from the model 
and all the unnatural features which it presents may be traced to 
this single source. 

Should the sovereign be the future gold unit of value? If 
the jealousy of the Bl'itish Treasury is insllpel'Rble and the coinage 
of the sovereign in India is impossible; tndincan import sO\'ereigns 
without difficulty from England as she has done in' the past. The 
hf:st plan, however, would be to abandon the sovereign, itself as 

I 'I'bis may be token as an index of tbe distrust of tbe rupee. 

Note tbe imports of gold in Ibe lable of imports and exports of 
mercilandise and treasure at ~he end. Confidence in tbo ropce i8 not 
likely ro be strengthened if B cohention is set up that ~its 'ratio' may be 
,,!tereel to S!lit exigenciee, 
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the unit of value and adopt a new coin the lowest weight of 
which should be carefully fixed with reference to the ratio, 
Hupee one= 7.5a344 pure gold. A gold mohur of the same weight 
and finen!lss as that of a soyereign would be probably. suitable. 

While complete convertibility should be the basis of tho -
Indian system, it may be advisable to raise the lowest unit for 
convertibility, to meet the apprehensions of those whose unreason· 
ing alarm at the possibility of the Indian people taking to a gold 
currency has been mainly responsible for the unnatural· gol~ 

. exchange system foisted upon India. In this case, 1 should 
suggest that the new coin, the lowest unit of gold thus issued, 
should be 376.6720 grains pure gold the equivalent of 50 Its. 
A gold coin 31 times the· size of a sovereign has no chance of 
remaining in actil"e circulation. Complete convertibility on the 
other hand will pro~'ide the real solvent for the tendency to 
hoard which the unnatural gold exchange system has done so 
much to aggravate. 

NOTE ;.....,.The following outline will enable comparison nt n 
glnnce of the essential features of the two systems. 

Ricardo's Scheme. Indian System. 
(i) Oirculation should be of (i) Oirculation was of silver 

paper maintained at par with tbe maintained at par witb gold: 
stnndard whetber gold or silver. 

(ii) Complete convertibility 
was tbe bnsis of tbe system. 

(iii) U relied upon tbe form· 
in ·"hioh gold was issued to pre
venl it from euterillg iuto oircnla. 
tion. 

(iv) Tbe discretion of controll. 
ing tbe quantity of circulation wns 
on no acconnt to be entrusted eith~r 
to tbe Stnte or to tbe Bank. 

(,,) The Nint IIlns! remain 
oppn ns a safeguard agnilll!t the 
possibility of nlly abuse by the 
·issu~rs of currency. 

(ii) Tbe note prinled on silver 
was inconvertible. 

(iii) It depended upon tbe incon
vertibility of this note printed on 
silver to drive gold from oircula
~ion. 

(iv) The Sb.te completely oon
Irolled the circulation. 

(v) The Mini was closed ,to the 
coinage either gold or silver. 



THE EVOLUTION AND WORKING OF THE 
:GOLD EXCHANGE STANDARD. 

CHAPTER VII. 
THE RUPTURE OF THE PAR OF F;XCHAYGE BETWEEY GOLD AND SILVER 

COUNTRIES-THE DIFFICULTIES OF TRADE-INTER..~ATIONAL 

BIMETALLISlI WAS THE FIRST SOLUTION SUGGESTED - THE GOLD 

EXCHANGE SYSTEM-THE PARITY BETWEEN GOLD AND THE SILVER 

COIN INSTEAD OF GOLD AND SILVER BULLION-THE SILVER COL~ 

AND THE SILVER MARKET-THE MECHAYISlI OF COilliCIL BILLS 

AND REVERSE DRAFTS. 

The gold exchange standard had its beginning, not in a 
currency doctrine as that of Ricardo, nor exactly in the peculiar 
difficulties of the Indian Government who, when they inaugurated 
the currency reform in 1893 by closing the Mints to the 
coinage of silver, had no idea of the lines on which it actually 
developed, their intention being to introduce the complete gold 
standard nt the earliest suitable moment. The genesis of the 
system may be traced to a definite problem which the gold stan
dard countries had to face and for which the solution they hall 
proposed was a scheme of international bimetallism, thongh after-

. wards they were quick to adopt the Indian system when the 
suecess of the Indian experiment was established. 

The confusion brought· into the currency system by the 
double standard consisting of both gold and silver had inclined 
commercial opinion in fnvour of a mono-metallic standard consist
ing of gold. Englnnd was on an effective gold basis from 1821. 
Among the continental conn tries, Germany was the first to adopt 
the gold standard in 1873. France and lJnited States immediately 
followed. The other industrial and commerciaI nations one by 
(lne adopted the gold basis, 
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While, under the double standard, gold and silver· did not 
circulate simultaneously as currency in any country, the ratio 
between the two metals was fairly stable on account of the fact 
that the Minte· of a number of important comm~rcial countries 
wel'e open to the coinage of both. Germany took the important 
step in 18i3, of demonetizing silver and started the great change 
in the relative value of gold and silver, From this year,-a 
'black yelll!' in the history of silver-commenced the depreciation 
of silver in terms of gold which brought about serious· difficulties 
in the dealings of the gold standard countries with the silver-uHing 
countries of the world. 

The gold standard countries comprised all the ad\'auced 
commercial and industrial nations. Sil\'er-using countries were 

. an important market for the products of their industry. With 
~ilver depreciating progressively, the gold equivalent of the silver 
prices realized must diminish at th~ expense of the profits of 
industry. Nor was this the only consideration. A fear W!lS 

entertained that the falling silver would enable the producer in 
the silver· using countries to reduce his gold-prices giving him a 
command over the foreign markets and thus afford an opportunity 
to the silver countries for increasing their exports to the detri
ment of gold countries, with the resulting benefits which shoul~ 
accompany expansion of trade.' 

1 "There were strong hypothetical reasons for believing !.hat these 
tondencies would prevail if it were true that the producer (t. e. of silver
using countries) could obtain labour at the old wages in silver. If he 
contioued to sell at the old gold price he would find, for instance, if silver· 
declined teo per eonL that an nnearned profit of this amonnt over and 
"above his usual profit was left in his hand.. If be found that competitors 
in gold countries were controlling the markel, it was in his power 10 cnt 
under their prices by throwing away a part of the profit dne to tbe decline 
in silver, while still retaining a large part of iL Upon the belief thai this 
would be the course generally pursned by esportars from silver countries 
aud that they would, thereby, greatly iucrt!&.oe their. market, was basod tho 
fear that in certain lines of manufactnres they would deslroy competitors 
in the gold countries or, at least impose npon them the noc_ily of 
... cri6ning pro61e or reduoing the wages of labonr- Conant: Money and 
Banking, i p. 316. 
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":Not only ,vas the export trade of the gold countries thus 
considered to be jeopardised, the progressive depreciation of silver 
also made it hazardous for the owiler of capital in a gold country 
to invest it in a silver country. The gold couutries comprising 
the richest "nations of the world had surplus capital seeking invest
ment. The capital invested ill a silver country must shrink 
with the depreciation of silver. At the same time the gold 
equivalent of the return from the capital mnst diminish. The 
danger therefore was that the shrinkage of capital might wipe 
away all the gold profit earned in this way_ 

A remedy for these evils was at first sought in a project 
of 'international bimetallism:' The United States of America in 
spite of the adoption of the gold standard had not been aule to 
overcome thei;' preference for the double standard. The Act of 
1873 which established the gold standard for the United States 
was the 'crime of 1873' according to some. The depreciation of 
silver on" account of the adoption of the gold standard by al1 the 

important countries presented special problems in relation to the 
silver industry of the United States which next to Mexico, were 
the largest producers of silver in the world: A 'Silver Commie· 
sion'.appointed in 1876 reported"in favour of 'the restorrition of 
the double standard and the unrestricted coinage of both metals.' 
rhere was however a minority report "not favouring this action 
without the concurrence of other nations. The United States of 
America ha\-e, sincE', played a principal part in uringing about 
international conferences for joint action, which, howe\-er, met 
without achieviug practical results, in 1878, 1881 and 1892. 

• 

. Tlie success of the Indian experiment, however, supplied 
the remedy which was sought and the Commission on Interna
tional Exchange • which "met in London in 1903" adopted the 
following resolution. 

"That the adoption in silver-using countries of the gold 
siandard 011 the basis of a silver coin of unlimited legitl tcndel', 
but with a fixed gold value, would greatly promote the develop
tnent of those countries and stimulate the trade between these 

I Mr. Connnt was the American representative on thi~ Commie.ion • 
• 
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COlllltries and couutries ali'eady pos.essing the gold standard, 
be~ides enlarging the inyestment opportuuities oE the world." 

There was not absolute agreement among the various 
powers in regal'd to the best means oE reaching the result, but 
in most cases it was agreed that the ratio of 32 to' 1 should be 
adopted as the relation between the gold standard and the new 
silver coins. This fundamental resolntion was an indorsement of 
the principle oE the gold exchange standard. It remained to put 
this r~.olutionin force in as many countries and dependencies as 
cit'cumstances permitted. 

Since the Indian system had been perfected and its provi
sions genel'QUy known, it was immediately adopted in a number 
of silvel' countries. "In 1903, the Government oE the United 
States introduced a system avowedly based on it into the Phili
ppines. Since that time it has been established, uuder the influ
enL'e oE the same Government, in Mexico and Panama. The 
Govemment of Siam have adopted it. The French have intro
duced it in Indo·China. Our own Colonial Office have introduced 
it iu the Straits Settlements and are about to introduce it into 
t he West African Colonies. Something similar has existed. in 
Java under Dutch influences for many years.'" 

The scheme oE international bimetallism was a well·reasoned 
effort on the part of economists and statesmen to find a fair 
solution of the difficulty. It approacbed the subject of regulating 
the \"alue or sih'er from the side of the demand. By creating an 
unlimited demand 'for silver at a fiKed ratio to gold throngh 
opelling the llints to free coinage on private aecount in all the 
Important countries, it was sought to maintain a fixity or value 
between gold and sih'el' bullion. The experiment tried ona 
limited scale in the Latin countries and the l7nited Ststes failed. 
The wider union of the leading nations could not be brought 
about. 

The gold exchange standard approached the problem -from 
the other side-from the side of the supply. "It was no longer 
1\ proposition to secure fixity of value between gold and silver 

• K~yues, Iudian Currency and Finallce, p. 3;;. 
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bullion, but between gold and silver coins. Therein lay a marked 
dis tinction." 

By taking the extreme step of closing the Mints in 18\13, 
the Indian Government established the important fact that the 
gold-value of a silver:coin could be raised higher than that of its 
silver-contents, by limiting its quantity. The possibility thus 
opened out that the value of the silver-coin need not follow the 
fluctuations of the value of the silver bullion, provided its supply 
was carefully controlled_ This obviously involves important 
limitations. The mistakes which have occurred in the past may 
be traced directly to an imperfect appreciation of the limitatious 
involved_ 

Without dethroning the rupee as a standard of value-a 
silver coin of pal·ticular weight and fineness-the gold exchange 
standard attempted to give a fixed gold-value to it by limiting 
its 'quantity. We have seen how the attempt to give a 
fixed gold value to the rupee shaped itself in practice in an 
attempt to give a fixed rupee value to gold by means of council 
bills and reverse councils. 

Ignoring practice for a while and examining the question 
in its central aspect, the Indian experiment established that a 
silver coin may be made to command a gold-value higher than 
that of its silver contents_ The premium which the silver coin 
will command above its contents will depend upon the extent to 
which its quantity can be controlled. 

But the silve'r coiu commands this premium as a sih'er coin.. 
It rests upon the foundation of silver. A substantial sinking 

of the foundation must take the silver coin with it. A substantial 
rise in silver also will carry the silver coin with it. 

The depreciation of silver can be met by an artificial appre
ciation of the rupee by limiting the quantity. This can be done 
by a refusal to add new rupees to circulation by limiting or sus' 
pending sales of council drafts. If the depreciation is serious u 
substantial reduction of circulation involving an actual withdrawal 

of rupees wO\lld be necessary . 

• CODant. l\1oDey aDd Banking, i p .. '01. 
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Thus fortunately in the yeal' 100i-08, a depreciation in 
sil vel' exactly coincided with an unfavourable trade position. . The 
crisis began with a fall in the value of silver which shewed a 
tendency to drag the rupee with it," A mere refusal to add new 
rupees to circulation by suspending council bills was not sufficient. 
An actual withdrawal of rupees from circulation became necessary. 
In the circumstance, the failure of the monsoon of 11107 could 
not have been more opportnne. It seriously affected the volulne 
of Indinn exports and the stimulated imports of silvel' on account 
of a flill in its vnlue, having actually turned the balance of trade 
against her, created a demand for Reverse Councils, By meeting 
this genuine demand for transfer of funds to England, the- neces
sary withdrawal of rupees from circulation was simultaneously 
effected. . 

This was however no more than a fortunate coincidence. 
Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon one fact tbat council 
bills' and reverse councils are primarily modes of transferring 
funds between England and India, and can only be used when 
there is a demand for such transfer, In the absence of such 
demand they muet necessarily cause speculation and gambling. 
The year 1920 has provided a lesson which will not be easily 
forgotten. 

I t is possible to conceive a seriolls depreciation in silver 
whil'h might take the rupee with it, independently of the trade 
position which may be simultaneously extremely favourable. A 
withdrawal of rupees from circulation to neutralise the deprecia
tion may be urgent while the remedy provided br reverse councils 
in the absence of a demand for them wonld not be available in 
this contingency, 

The crisis of 1920 provides a striking i1lu~tration,. After 
reu('hing the peak in February, silver came tumbling down and 
necessarily took the rupee with it. The only" ay to counter-act 
this depreciation wss a large withdrawal of rupees from cire!lla
tion. The trade position, however, was favourable.' The error 

5 'l'he d.preoialion begun in middle of October 1907. The effect on 
Indian excbaogo was felt early in November. 

6 Subs~uentll no doubt it became unfavonrable, principally because 
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of these sales of sterling drafts lay in the fact that the tl'Rde 
position was ignored and the sales were forced upon a market 
w:hich had no need for them and thus only promoted speculation 
without an example in history. 

Council bills while they meet a trade demand for transferr
ing funds from Englllnd, to India-which can occur when the 
balance is in India's favour-also operate by adding rupees to 
circulation. Reverse Councils on the other hllnd meet a trade 
demand for transferring funds from India to England-this will 
occur when the balance is against India - and also operate by 
withdl-awing rupees from circulation_ The use of Council Bills 
and Reverse Councils in giving a fixed gold value to the rupee 
will depend upon the coincidence, which can only beJortuitous, 
of a necessity depending upon the silver position to augment or 
diminish the rupee circulation, with the primary purpose they 
serve in relation to the trade position of transferring funds 
between England and India. 

The fundamental fallacy of the ~old exchange standard 
with its reliance upon the mechanism of council bills and reverse 
councils to cure all ills of the rupee exchange lies in the implicit 
!,cceptance of this coincidence. 1t ignores the silver position 
completely which will ultimately govel'll the value of the rupee 

,Rnd associates the fluctuations of the rupee exchange entirely with 
India's trade bljlance. 

, The gold value of the rupee converted, into sterling gives 
,the gold par of the rupee and sterling. The rate of exchange is 
rarely coincident with this, point. But it is the fulcrum about 
which the rate of exchange mO\-es. The direct influence exercised 
by the balance of trade is to determine whether it will lie above 
or below this pOint; and even then, the divergence cannot exceed 
1\ small fraction representing the risk lind cost of shipment of 
hullion. Assu!lling, this point to be fixed, strength in export~ 

will result in a strong exchange ranging above' thi~ point. A 

the Reverse Counoils were 
intention they were never so,, 
pitel,}' favourable. 

actually a bounty upon imports thongh ill' 
In the first period. however, it was deti· 

• 
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weak export ~de will result in a weak exchange and ·In that 
caee, it may drop below this point, the limit of the fall, bowe\'er, 
being a small fraction representing the risk aud cost of shipment. 

After due allowance is made for the complication introduced, 
since the war, by the fluctuation of sterling in terms of gold, 
while the movement of the rate of exchange about this point will 
respond to the movement of trade, the movement of the point 
itself will depend upon the position of silver modified by the influ
ence of the limited action of the principle of limitation of quantity. 

What is important to realise is that a 'weak' exchange need 
not always he associated with an unfa vourable balance of trade. 
A serious depreciation of silver may carry the rupee with it 
in spite of the trade position favourable or unfavourable. And 
then reverse councils may offer no remedy, 

The gold exchange standard with its goal of a fixed gold 
value of the rupee Bnd its reliance upon the mechani~m of council 
billtl and reverse drafts to attain it, as~umes a comparative stability 
in the movement of the price of silver. For ordinary f1uctnations, 
it depends upon the accidental correction provided by an addition 
to or withdrawal from the rupee currency implied in a demand 
for council bills and reverse drafu. For serious fluctuations in 
the price of silver it can provide no remedy. And yet it was 
de\'ised primarily to save India from the 'disastrous' consequences 
of the 'serious' fluctuations which have heen periodically :a feature 
of the silver mnrket since l8i3. 

Mr. Conant has admitted that 'the gold exchange standard 
in its theoretical 8pplicatio~, must take some account of the 
market VIIlue of silver, although it furnishes means of gunrding 
agninst the fluctuations of this value." 

The Indian experiment which has served as the authority 
for the introduction of the gold exchange standard must also be 
consideredauthoritati\'e as regards the further experience gathered, 
that seriolls account must be taken of the market value of silver 
and that the rupee or sterling drafts do not provide the correct 
machinery always for guarding a"DRinst fluctuations in this value. 

• Money and Banking I p. 390-
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of these sal!!.~ of sterling drafts lay in the fact tliat thE!. trade 
poSition .was. ignored and the sales were forced upon' a mal'k.et 
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. withdut an example in history . 

. Council bills while they meet a trade demand for· transferr
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. balance is in India's favour-also operate by adding rupees to. 

circulation. .Reverse Councils on the other hand meets trade 
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diminish the rupee circulation, with the primary purpose they 
serve in relation to the trade position of transferring funds 
between England and India. . . 

The fundamental fallacy of the !l"old exchange standard 
with its reliance upon the mechanism of 'couucil bills 'and' reverse 

. councils to cure all ills of the rupee exchange lies in the implicit 
!lcceptance of this coincidence, lt ignores the silve.r position 
completely which will ultimately govern the value of the rupee 

.and associates ihe fluctuations of the rupee exchaoge entirely with 
India's trade hIIlance. . .. 

. The gold value of the rupee converted. into sterling' gives 
.the .gold par of· the rupee and sterling. The rate of exchange is 

'.l'llre1y. ooincident with this. point. But it is tire ful~rum about. 
which the rate of exchange 1I'I0,"es. The direct influence exercised 
by the balance of trade is to determine whether it . will lie abovil 
or below this point; and even then, the divergence cannot exceed 
a small fractioo representing the risk and'cQstof shipm~nt of 
bullion. ,Assuming this point to be fixe.d, strength in exports 
,will result in a strong exchange ranging above this point. A 

the Reverse Councils were nctually • bounty upon imports thougb in 
. intention they were never so. III the first period. bowever, it :w~s· deli· 
JJitellfay~rable. , . '. . 
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weak exPort traue wiii result in a wea:k exCbiulge a'na' In,that 
cllle, it l:llIIy"drop below this point; the limit of the fall"howe\",er, 
being a small fract10n repl'eSellting the risk and cost of shipmeut. ' 

After due allowance is made for the complication introduced, 
since the war, by the, ftUetoation of :sterling in terms of gold" 
while the movement of the rate of exchllnge about this point will 
respond to the, movement of trade,the movement of the point 
itself will depend upon the position of silver modified by th~ influ" 
ence of the limited action of the principle of limitation of quantity. 

: What is important to,realise is that a:weak' exchange need 
,not, always be associated with an unfavourable balance,of trade. 
"'A serious depreciation of silver may carry the rupee with it 

in spite of the trade position favourable or unfavourable. And 
"then reverse councils may offer no remedy. 

The gold exchange standard with its goal of a fixed gold 
value of the rupee and its reliance upon the mechalli~mof council 
bills and reverse drafts to attain it, aseumes a comparative stability 
in the movement of the price of silver. For ordinary fluctuations, 
it depends upon the accidental correction provided by an addition 
to or withdrawal from the rupee currency implied in a demand 
for council bills and reverse drafts. For serious fluctuations in 
the price of silver it can provide no remedy. And yet it W!IS 

devised primarily to save India from <the 'disastrous' consequences 
of the 'serious'fluctuations which have been periodically :a feature 
~f the ~lver market since 1873. 

Mr. Conant has admitted that 'the gold exchange standard 
in its theoretical applicatio~, must take some account of the 

• market value of silver, although it furnishes means of guarding 
again$t the fillctuations of this value." 

The Indianexperinient which has served as the authority 
fo~ the introduction of the gold exchauge standard must also be 
considered 'authoritative as regards the further experience gathered, 
that seriou8 account must be taken of the market, value of ail ver 
and that the rupee or sterling drafts do not provide the correct 
~achineryalways for guarding against fluctuations in this value. . 

" 1 MoneyaD)!' Bankiilglp. 390 •. 
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"For a gold exchange, standard 'working in its theoretical 
completeness, the fixed gold value of the rupee will depend upon 
the extent to which the fluctuations in silver can be cancelled by 
controlling the circulati<>n of rupees. The depreciation cf silver 
will bring about a depreciation' of the rupee also unless the depre
ciation can be nentralized by reducing the quantity. 

The cri~is of 1920 brings out forcibly the extent to which 
a 'mere" contraction of the currency can counteract a seriouS' and 
fundamental depreciation of silver. An official estimate placed 
the normal pre-war circulation of rupees at 180 crores of rupees. 
,Mr. Shirras places this circulation for the year 1919 at 228 crores 
and estimates the entire rupee and note circulution for the year 
1913 at 238 crores and for the year 1919 at 362 crores. The 
sale of reverse councils resulted in a net withdrawal of 42 crores 
from'cil'culation. It was an inroad without an example upon the 
resources of the market. Yet it could not materially affect the 
fall of the rupee, which took place in spite of the withdrawal. 

, The fixed gold value of the rupee will not be proof agaiust 
a serious depreciation of sih·er. It is also not proof against Ii 
serious appreciation of silver which in fact would lift the rupee 
off its base altogether. It was this extraordinary situation which 
actually arose and, which the Smith Committee was asked to 
examine. 'Panic-stricken, the Committee raised the fixed gold 
value of the rupee from 1/4 to 2/, with the avowed object of 
placing it beyond the reach of any appreciation of silver, specially 
examining the possibilities of such appreciation with relation to 
the melting points of the silver coinages of the United States and 
France. , 

With the price of silver at 27d-this was about the quota
tidn in 1899-the gold value of the silver contents of the rupee 
~ould'\le"ubout 10d. To appreciate the contraction of the rupee 
currency which was necessary to secure the premium of only 6d. 
~bo~El this for the rupee, we need only study the bank rate, 
especially for the yeal's Crom 1896 to 1899. A prominent mer
chant, then declared that althongh the bank rate was nominally 
12 per cent. money was not obtainable even at 18 per cent. on 
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gold and 24 per cent. on silver. A deputation of leading Bombay 
merchants complained to Lord Curzon, "One of t!:.e serious results 
of the currency policy of the last fi ve year~ has been Ii recurring 
stringency of the money market so protracted and so severe as 
to sedously hamper the operations of trade find the marketing of 
produce and with the approach of another exporting season, we 
cannot but view with apprehension the possibility of ano~her 
period of fi nancial strain."1 

One of the boons which the Smith Committee coupled with 
the high gold value of the rupee was the .low price level of ~om. 
modities. But the. cheapness of commodities properly .examine~ 
does 110t mean their abundance, but the scarcity of the' rupee and 
indicates the bankruptcy to which trade and industry must i)e 
driven before the 2/ratio can be realized. . 

The depression in the leading Indian industl'ies has a .direct 
connexion with the present monetary policy which appears to 
ha I'e. been designed to ~ecure a level of exchange as high fI1! 
possible, though the 2/ ratio is considered impracticable. 

1 ThQ a'port, "'a Bomba)" Chamber of Oommorce, 1898, 



THE NEW CURRENCY COMMISSION. 

CHAPTER VIII. 
THE TERMS OF kEFERENCE--THE GENOA SCHEME--TllE GOLD 

EXCHANGE STANDARD -THE FUTURE RATIO. 

A~ these pages were going through the press, an annonnce· 
ment was made by the Viceroy, appointing a Royal Commission, 
"to examine and report on the Indian exchange and currency 
system and practice, to considet' whether any modifications are 
desirable in the interest of India and to make recommendations." 
The terms of reference are wide and should permit a thorough 
examination of the problem in all its aspects. 

While little distrust need be felt about the personnel of the 
Commission, the inclusion of Sit' Henry Strakosch with his Genoa 
associations is significant indicating the leanings of the Finance 
Member towards the Genoa scheme the merits of which have 
been canvassed in his pnblic utterances.' The system rests upon 
the establishment of "gold centres" in which, for convenience and 
economy, the world's resen'es of internlltional currency would be 
concentrated. If other countries maintained reserves of gold at 
all, it would be not because they required them for their own 
purposes, but because, being unable or unwilling to take a leading 
part in the maintenance or an intel'l1ational gold standard, they 
were expected as a condition of membership of a world currency 
system either to make a diL'ect money contribntion to the cost of 
a central gold reserve or to suffer, for their owo and the general 
advantage, the incol1\'enience and expense of having a portion of 
their resources locked up in unproductive form. . 

Such a 'world currency system' however depends for its 
. success upon world co'operation, which does',not exist at present. 

1 l'he speech to the Associated Obamuers. 3"d Deo, 1923 I the speech 
to the Bombay Chamber of Commerc~, 2nd J aly, 1925. 

. . 
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The project of international bimetallism, it will not be forgotten, 
also failed for lack of international co~operation, whatever its 
advantages might have been theoretically. The, common sense 
of the Indian fillanciers at that time resisted the persnasion of 
those who urged the project supported as it was by the authority 
of the United States of America and France. We mlly have 
little doubt, on the present occasion also, common sense will 
prevail. 

The fundamental problem which the Commission has to 
sol ve is the adoption of a gold standard on a definite 
basis. This involves the formulation of definite measures in 
the light of which the issue frequently' raised by the Finance 
Member about a gold standard and a gold circulation has no 
meaning. As far as India is concerned, the gold standard may 
or may not mean a gold circulation. But it does mean that the 
rupee must cease to be the monetnry standard and must be 
definitely and effectively related to gold. 

The claim of the gold exchange standard as a system in 
the intel'est of India will have to be rigorously scrutinised. As 
a monetary system, has it secured a stable price-level r As an 
exchange system, has it secured a stable exchange P 

The primary object of a monetary Systelll is to secure a 
stable price-level. When America was practically the only 
country on a_gold standard, the violent fluctuations in tbe, value 
of gold led some to oppose a return to the gold basis and substi
tute for it some standurd of value based upon indexnumoors. 
The more practical view, however, prevailed in England. With 
the restoration of tbe gold standard in England and the return 
of a _ number of otber currencies to a gold basis, the probability 
that gold prices will be comparatively more stable is considerably 
increased. 

While this would no doubt be true for a definite gold basis, 
the assumption by the Finance Member I in the return of India 
to a gold, exchange basis, 'of the promising prospect that India 
will be able to secure stability of the exchange value of the rupee 

, The speech 10 the Hombayl:hamber of Uommerce, 20d Joly 1925. 
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without sacrificing or seriously risking the stability of internal 
prices,' is not justified. The' one incontestable result of the 
working of the gold exchange system before the war was that 
'fixing' exchange in 'terms of I\"old has involved 'unfixing' the 
rupee in terms of goods. A stable exchange was obtained at the 
expense of a stable price-level. 
. . The reason for this is riot far to seek. The gold exchange 
system, as a system, sets out to achieve a stable rate of exchange 
only and confines itself to' meRsllre~ which would secure this. 
It has nothing to do with the 'internal value' of the rupee nor 
with measures which will place this on an effecti~e basis. The' 
consequence of this is that as far as the 'internal' value of the 
rupee is concerned, it remains on an indefinite basis, with its 
inevitable reaction upon internal prices. 

Has it even achieved the only objective it has set before 
itself-a stable rate of exchange? The system was designed 
primarily to save India from the 'disastrous' consequences' of the 
'serions' fluctuations which have been periodically a feature of 
the silver ma~ket since 1873. Its fixity of , exchange, however, is 
not a cure for the instability of silver, which, on, the contrary, 
has been found to be destructive of its very existence, 

It cannot save the Government from the financial embarrass
ments, on account of the serious fluctuations; whenever they 
occur, in the price of silver for which it was primari!y devised. 
Nor has it any advantages to offer, to the trade whether expOl·t 
or import. In business, the breath of' life is confidence; and 
what is ~eqll'ired for confide'nce is certainty. In times of crisis 
wheil confidence is 'needed most, the system has worked with a 
fatal uncertainty which is further increased by the uncertainty of 
uninformed State intervention however well·intentioned it might 
be. Trade might have forgiven but can never afl'ord,to forget 

the year 1920., ' 
As a system, it is not in the interest of the finance Depart

ment, nor the exporters, nor the iUlporters, nor in the interest of 
India as ~ whole whicb demands a stable price·level rather than a 
stabl;-e~ch~nge .. ,' The rising price·level whicb was a featore of the 

, 
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working of the gold exchange standard, was only an index 'of the 
distl'ust of the rupee which was mainly responsible for its dimi· 
nisbing purchasing power. 

This distrust, of the rupee must be held responsible for 
IlOother arid a serious economic menace if its true significance is 
properly realised: 

A feature of the working of the gold exchange system was 
the lnrge and increasing absorption of gold bullion and coins by 
the public, showing an increasing taste for gold as It 'store' of 
value, The whole organisation of credit)n India is based upon 
the rupee which bas proved an unstable foundation for sound 
progress. The gold habit has thus been fostered at the expense 
of the banking habit. 

The entire ban"king progress depel1dij upon a direct access 
being provided to these idle hoards of gold. The only condition 
on which the people wiII. be induced to part with their 'stores' 
of gold for profitable employment, is to foster the confidence that 
it would be returned to them when required by them.' This was 

I The Stal"mall thus commented in an editorial, (29th Sep. 1925) 
"The outstanding. feature of the economic situatiou is that tbis 

country is devoting itseU 10 the acoumulation of the precious metals, not 
for use, but for boarding ...... For the gold that India is con lent 10 Fosse!s 
Em'ope would use. It is so much potential capital. Europe would make 
it oapital. The mere possession of gold gives a glow of confidence to those 
whose economio education bas not been carried far. But this is not 
eOQugh. Iu these days the value of the precious metals lies in their use, 
not in more possession. By circulation this power is increased many 
time.. India posSesses a mighty store which she puts to no public service 
whatever. The import of gold in 192,1,·25, we were recently told by the 
Oontrollor .. f Ourrenoy, was Its. 73.78 crores, nearly douhle tho impert 
for 1922·23, tile previous record year ... '., there is thus an abundance of 
the preoious metals in tbe country. Bew can it be turned 10 account for 
th~ general 'good without alarmiog poblie confidence P The peasant's eyes 
most be opened 8lI wer,e the eyes of lhe English in Ihe eighteenth century. 
Be must be taught that tl,ere oro kind men called baokers and industria
liSls who will look after his precious metals for him, relieving him of tbe 
abiding terror of thieves, will pay him au Rnnua! fee for the privilege of 
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how the western people were cured of their gold habit and is the 
only method applicable to the Indian people. ! 

The future saEety of the Indian economic progress depends 
upon gold being made the direct foundation of the entiri currency 
and credit organisation. With the gold standard functioning on -
a natural basis, it is possible that part of gold may be used as 
currency. If thig is so, it is preferable that gold should be used as 
currency than that it should be stored away in idle hoards. 

The test of. the adoption of the gold standard, however, 
will be that the rllpee ~eases to be the monetary standard. Such 
a demonetisation of the rupee need mean nothing more than the 
demonetisation of the silver dollar of America. The rupee has a 
useful part to play in the monetary circulation and its usefulness 
may be enhanced by adopting rupee certificates on the analogy 
of the silver certificates of America. But gold and gold notes 
must become the pivot of the monetary sytem of India. 

What shoald be the future ratio between gold and the 
rupee? There are those who would favour the level of 1/6 (gold) 
which the rupee has reached already. 

But we cannot afford to forget that only in August 1924 
the rupee was but 1/4 gold. There is nothing in the movement 
of the price-level to warrant such a rise as has actually occurred. 
Should the rise prove to be temporary, 1 the fate which attended 

looking aJler H, and redo", it 10 hi,,, tohen needed. Industrialists bave 
been known not to restore what was entrusted to them; and even banks 
bave brokep faith. But for the good of tbe - country and bis own good, 
the unedocated Indian most be taogbt to subStilOWl investment for hoard
ing. It will be a profoond and Aalntnry change of habit." 

The crox of the difficulty, however, lies in the portion italicised. 
U nUl tbis is ensured, the gold babit will continue to he aD ecooomic 
monace to India. 

Even the civilised countries of the west have preferred tbeir savings 
aDd investments in Ih, forrn 0/ gold, as the silver coon tries know to their 
cost. The very existence of tbe gold exchange system is dne to tbis 
-partiality of tbe West for gold. 

I Tlui probability is vel'Y strong, that- 'the rise in tbegold valne of 
tbe ropee is notbing but tho'reflex action of tbe fall in tbe lupee value of 
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mcnd~tid~S purcha ; Committee provides a wal'n~ 

, __ , cannot be lightn 0 ored. The new Commission· will haVL: 
(, ex cise. co~sid~rable ·caution and resist the ~emptatio~, of 

weakly gUiesclug m what may be regarded as a 'fait accompl~ ,-
R danger, which is real, considering the facile tradition of currency 
commissions in the past. From this point of view, the appoint
ment of the commission may be regarded as lmfortullately timed. • 
. Doubts may be reasonably expressed whether the rupee is 

not overvalued in the exchange market. Bombay favours return 
to the old level of 1/4 in ·the interest of tradll in genera:!. It should 
be certainly regarded a8 remarkable tbat, despite the upheaval 
cansed by the war and the series of' deficit budgets, the rupee 
should be standing at 12t per cent. above its pre-war parity. 

gold. This fall may prove to he only temporary. in view of the demora
liRed condition of the Indian gold marke~, which may he a passiog phase. 
The sbggering imports of the gold hulIion for the yeara 1922'23·24 pro
hably represen~ liD unnatural reaction afte~ a period e:dending over more 
than five years when Iodia was not only starved of gold hut had to· fiod 
gold for export. It will be a blunder to regard this as the normal oondi
tion for the future. 

I In tbis oonnection, it may he noted that the Calcntla opinion 
regards ~be appointment of the commission not simply inopportune bu~ 
premature. The financinl corresponden~ of, the Slalennan (20th Sept. 
1925) thus aamments :-

'!I~ is announced that the currency commission will oommence their 
Inbours in India in December andwiIl oonclud~ their sittings in. England 
next yearl so ~he report may reasonably he expeotod by June or thereabouts. 
It is still considered on this aide tbat tbe ap'pointmeut is premature from 
the purely trade point of view, and it is unfortunato tbat political consi-' 
derations bave forced the hand of Government in tbis matter. Tbe Asso· 
oiated Cbambers for two years in succession passed resolutions deprecating 
tbe appoiutment of a commission until mercantile opinion in India· was 
more, or .less oonvinced that the time for tbe stabilization had come, Tbe 
idea was tbat it would be unn~oessarily disturbing to trnde for a commission 
to be deliberating on the question of excbange, wbile the mercantile com
munity themselves wer~undecided as to wbat system or policy was really 
needed. Iu' otber words the proposed remedy 6bould primarily come mill 
within and not from outside: . ' . , 

H 



o The work of the currency f their goI~n' this resp~s the 
Je found to have , been prejudiced cons ide Ie. j by some pronou ... 
ments of the Finance Member which maybe regarded lis 'ub P 

. _ . J 

nate in'view of their possible reaction on the exchilDge IJ' .... 
its pl·esent uncertain ccndition. On the .one hand, ncth' 
be SlIDer than his wcrds tc the Indian merchants' Ch~ 
July 1925), "Some .of the complaints against the , 
al;riyedat by the 'Babington Smith Ccmmittee, and th, 
taken by the authcrities upcn their repcrt seem to him , 
misccilceived. That'it'was a mistake' and entirely' premature, 
that tiine tc' attempt tc restcrethe stability tc the exchange value 
.of the rupee, had' been abundantly proved by subsequent history. ' 
This mistake' made in' 1920 was nct a'mistake .of changing the 
pre. war ratic which had, ceased to exist, but the mistake .of making 
a premature attempt, to 'fix a' new'ratic ; ahd it was against a 
repetition', .of such attempt se leng as there was reason to regal'd 
it, as' premature, that he had hitherte held .out." On the ethel' 
hand, he declai'ed, it was the definite intention .of the Government 
bf' India not to allow, the rupee to r:se above 1/6 gold while nc 
sanctity was to be, attached to the pre-war ratio, thus permitting 
a' c.onclusion to be drawn about his probable leanings towards 1/6 
ratio though ~eaIIy in intention this might never have been so,-
a ccnclusion which is reinforced by the doubt ~e openly expressed 
as t.o the feasibility of returning to the pre-war ratio. Thus he 
said, he was unable to. agree that, "so .lcng as a considerable 
raisirig of prices all round must inevitably result, anything would 
be gained by an attempt to lower the ratio now to Is. 4d., whether 
it were done suddenly or by graded stages. It was not only the 
prices of imported goods, or the prices of gcods such as wheat 
and rice having a world price, that were affected by exchange; 
all' internal' prices connected' with' or entirely disconnected from 
imported~oods~or goods having a wo~ld market, necessarily tend 
to move up lind ~own in accordance With the value of the counter 

, which was nsed as the medium .of exchange." 
This however confuses the goods value' of the rupee and 

its ~old value. The real value _of the rllpeeis that which woulcl 
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therec~. .' 
whi '/ ed by its purchasing power in terms of com~ •.... ' .• 
;n~}js ot. one among the many commodities and still . a.~ 
~table . commodity. TEmporary causes· might bring abOut a 
fluctuation of tl)e rupee in terms of gold with the corresponding 
reaction in the exchange market.-which, however, may not be 
justified by any corresponding actual change in its purchasing 
power in terms of commodities. If the progress of the rupee in 
terms of gold and goods is compared, the cOQclusion that' the rise 
in terms of gold specially since the year 1924 has been' too 
precipitate will be rebutted with difficulty. 

This conclusion would be borne out· by the temporary 
distress in which important Indian industries find themselves at 
present. Thus the Indian Iron industry had to ask for ~n d 
obtained a bounty and the most cogent argument nrged . by them 
was the sudden rise of exchange. 'The plight' of the cotton 
industry need .. scarcely any comment. The coal industry is in 
difficulty. Even the tea industry is not 'free from trouble. It 
will be difficult to resist the conclusion that the rise in exchange 
is not warranted by the price and 'wage movement which. ought 
to give the real trend of the value of the rupee, though unfortu. 
nately in the absence of a reliable' index·number which would 
give a continuous and comprehensive record for the whole of 
India of the movement of the prices of commodities and services, 
this has escaped the general attention. 

The safest level would be the normal pre-war 1/" <gold) 
lind the Indian Government would be well-advised not to commit 

-elves to a ratio for which subsequent events mlly prove too 
strong, forcing an ignominious climb-down. It speaks weU for 
the sanity of the Cunliffe Committee which sat at a period liS 
nbnormnl as that during which the Smith Committee investigated 
the Indian problem thllt a second investigation and a statement 
of the }~nglish currency policy were not required. The \'kion and 
foresight of the Cunliffe Committee have been vindicated. simply 
because its conclusions were based upon the conception of normal 
times as actually warranted by the period before the . war: With 
the rupee standing at 1/6 (gold), the GovernmeQt of India might 

e1"llf::l~~ -- .' .. - -- - --



·_ ~tIIlUed. the .qJJlllitiel1 ~P~~i!..91JL!»~!Lwh9;;iJl!~i~, 
Uljl'ecipi~dare J1Ol;dliloh higher_BQrdare ~tl'!\Cl!~i~j~":,, '. 
yet the· kn~wled~ough~ t9 \Ie. pl'!lSent 10 thelll\lldtbat ~sa&it j, 
lies inretraqip.ghi3etep~. ' .. . '. . _ -._ ... _ _ _ _ 
,Atwpe II1fty be :expresseLthat thepr<??Iem will ~iip.: 
proacbedr,mith apepen mind. Jnthe case of the Goverument of
India,:ij: ~It ,not anpnreal danger that their prestige \II\gbt he 
coI'Isidetedw have heen invOlved,-however unconscioJlsly this 
lDigbt,bElj~nretu!\lii~g to a ratip from which a deliberate depar-

- tnre was made. ,,_ But in a scientificsnbject considerations based 
npon prestigeo{'politics ought to ,bave n1:l wl!ight. The p.ppeal 
of the ,Finance Member in his sp~ech to the Associated Chambers 
(3rd Dee._ 1923) has a significance for all, whether the Govern
ment or the trade,-

"As I said at the beginning, it is only by close co.operation 
hetw~n the Government and the commercial. and business . com
munity· that a right judgment can· be reached and right action. 
t .. kenin matters affecting the commercial anll business life of the 
country, In questions -so technical and at the same time so vital 
to every member of the community as currency and exchange, 

. politics Rnd political motives should, not intrude. This is not to 
say that finance and financial policy can be .or should be divorced 
altogether from the political sphere; on the contrary I believe 
that on sound financial prin«iples and administration depends 
m~re almost than oil anything else the happy emergence .of India 
as a self-governing Dominion of t\l;; British Commonwealth of 
Nations. For this rea~on the prQbl~ms we are discussing deserve 
the close att~ntion and study of . all who are working for Iudia's 
politiclilfuture. B\lt the 1 must be studied scientifically and, 
single~mindedly as subjects of a highly techllical and complex 
llature,not SImply as a happy huntin~ ground in whi~h to find 
weapons· for attacking the Governmeut. If political motives 
intrude ihto the discussion of currency and- exchange .problems, 
they serve only to darken counsel at a time when the one great 
neeilof -alia! J),s.in this matter may be expressed in the words of. 

'\(l;oethl! on his deathbed!. "More~light I more light I'" 

\~c;'!~ 
..... 
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